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The Cambro-Ordovician sedimentary succession of North-west Scotland is interpreted 

as the deposits of a gradually transgressive sea. The basal unconformity of the Cambro-

Ordovician oversteps Lewisian metamorphic and Torridonian sedimentary rocks and is perceived 

as the erosional front of this transgression. Revised thicknesses are given for the Eribol 

sandstones, the An t-Sron siltstones, and the Durness carbonates which successively overlie 

the unconformity. This sedimentary succession probably reflects an increasing isolaf ion 

from detrital sources rather than increasing depth of water. 

Various tube-like trace fossils occurring normal to the bedding in the "Pipe Rock" 

member of the Eribol sandstones are believed to be the result of the burrowing action of 

suspension-feeding organisms with the variations in "pipet' structures due to differences 

in sediment or water characteristics rather than differing species of animals. 

An abnormally high potash content discovered by the Geological Survey in the 

An t-Sron siltstones and confirmed in the present study is tentatively explained as an 

authigenic enrichment, possibly having derived the necessary potassium through dolomitization 
of overlying illitic limestones. 

The thick succession of carbonate rocks which comprises the bulk of the total Cambro-

Ordovician sequence is interpreted as biochemical and perhaps chemical carbonate deposits 

of a shelf or platform environment. Oolitic and algal stromatolitic horizons interspersed 

throughout much of the sequence suggest that the rate of deposition approximately paralleled 

the rate of subsidence with the result that most of the carbonates are probably shallow water 

deposits. 

Diagenesis has profoundly affected the characters of the succession. Pore space is 

virtually absent from the sandstones, having been reduced principally by pressure solution 

and redeposition processes. Authigenesis in the sandstones mainly involves quartz and 

feldspar but minor authigenic replacements by dolomite, pyrite, leucoxene, and glauconite 

were also noted. Diagenesis in the carbonate rocks is considerably more complex but may be 
summarized in outline form as follows: 

RECRYSTALLIZATION 
 DOLOMITIZATION 

 SILICIFICATION 

 CALCITIZATION 

 DOLOMITIZATION 

? 4-6. PYRITIZATION 

Any one or more of these stages of diagenesis may be missed in a particular litho logy 

but the relative order of the events is remarkably consistent. Recognition of this paragenetic 

order permits the solution of several perplexing problems regarding the field relationships of 

the limestones, dolostones, and cherts. 

Use other side if necessary. 
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I. 	INTRODUCTION 

A. 	GENERAL 3TATi.iN T 

The topic of this thesis, the Petrology of the Cambro-

Ordovician Duccession of the Northwest Highlands of Scotland, 

was surgested to the author by Dr. A. Hallam during the 

spring of 1962. 	Preliminary field reconnaissance during 

late summer of the same year confirmed the suitability of the 

project and brought into focus a generalized scheme of study. 

The plan was basically to perform a detailed examinatic;, 

description, and petrologic study of as complete a vert;icI 

sequence as could be established in the Cambro-.Ordovician 

units and aimed at a reconstruction of the depositional and 

post-depositional history of the rocks. 	Original plans for 

comparative studies of several vertical sections were abandoned 

because of the abundance of significant material In the Durness 

area and to avoid the pitfall of a study involving so many 

samples that detailed petrographic examinations become 

impossible. 

Cursory examinations were made of stratigraphic sections 

other than at Durness and some attention has been given to 

these but the bulk of the petrographic work has been 

restricted to the composite stratigraphic sequence of the 

71 

	

Durness - Eribol area. 	Remapping of the areal geology with 

the benefit of air photographs and further paleontological 

Investigations would undoubtedly offer much valuable 
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information concerning the Cambro-Ordovician succession. 	However 

further mapping or paleontological studies remains outside the 

scope of the present thesis except where these subjects have 

influenced the location of the measured vertical succession 

or have affected the petrology of the rocks. 

B. HIT0RlCAL BAChG?.dUND 

In 1774, T. Pennant first recorded the presence of 

limestone and marble in Ross-shire and Sutherland. 	In the 

nearly two centuries since that time many geologists have 

given consideration to various aspects of the sedimentary 

carbonate and quartzitic rocks of the northwest Highlands with 

most of their efforts being directed toward strictural and 

strati',hic problems. 	These rocks, now generally accepted 

as C,,mbro-Ordovician in age, bvc commanded at least brief 

attention from several pioneers in the field of geology. 

Among the notables who have contributed to the literature are 

Bonney, Goikie, Lapwortb, .Lurchison, Sedgwick, Nicol and 

Ma cCul loch. 

In the Geological Survey Memoir (B.N. Peach et. al., 1907), 

J. Horne gives an extremely interesting and full review of 

geological investigations in this area prior to 1900. 

additions or improvements to this account can be offered here 

and accordingly, the interested reader is directed to that 

Memoir. 

In addition to its review of early investigations, the 



iurvcy homoir (1i7) a lao affords the most comprehensive work 

yet published on the Cambro-Ordovician rocks of the Highlands. 

A general account of the stratigraphy, structures, 

paleontology, and petrography is given and despite a number 

of 	naccir' acoa, it remains a highly significant contribution 

-. 	Irnowc co' the succession. 	Little further work has 

been done on the Cambro-Ordovician sequence with the exception 

of various proposals concerning the stratigraphic correlations 

between the Scottish succession and rocks of probable similar 

age in Greenland (F'oulsen, 1951, and Cowie, 1960), Spitzbergen 

(Gobbet & Wilson, 1960, and Wilson, 1961), and North America 

(Grabau, 1916). 	These contributions will be considered 

further in conjunction with discussions of the stratigraphy. 

C.B. Crampton (195) has discussed the fabrics and 

mineral orientation of dolomite and calcite marbles relative to 

regional tectonics in the area between Loch Broom and Loch 

Glencoul. 	Phemister, in the British Regional Geology Handbook 

of the Northern Highlands (1960), has reviewed the Cambrian and 

Ordovician systems but has offered few, if any, new thoughts 

on the subject. 

Geological mapping of the area c ooenced with IacCu1loch 

in 140 and apparently culminated with the efforts of B.N. 

foach et. al. in 189 which led ultimately to the production 

of ohqCt 114 of the Geological Survey of Scotland. 



C. STRATIGiPFi! 

Quartzitic sandstones, dolomitic siltatones, and dolomitic 

and calcitic carbonate rocks of Cambrian and Ordovician age 

crop out in normal sequence along a narrow belt approximately 

5 miles in length reaching! from Loch Kishorn in the south 

(N570201 9  W50471) to Loch Eribol in the north (N5 023', 

W4040' 	40501) (Fig. I). 	These units are also found in 

faulted outliers at Durness, Achiltibuie, and on the Isle of 

Skye near Broadford and at Ord. 

The relative rarity of significant fossils in the 

sandstones and carbonates and their absence from the overlying 

and underlying units caused considerable early controversy 

regarding their age. 	Present knowledge permits the following 

generalized account of the age relationships. 	To the west 

and presumably widespread at depth is the oldest unit, the 

Lewisian metamorphic complex. 	The Lewisian is mainly composed 

of orthogneiss probably derived from a granite - gabbro - 

peridotite complex (Phemlster, 1960) but the system also 

includes some schists recognized as altered sediments. 

Also to the west and unconformably overlying the Lewisian 

are several thousand fcot of Torridonian arkoses. 	The Zribol 

sandstones (see p. 	9 unconformably overstep both the 

Lewisian and Torridonian. 	The age of the Eribol sandstones 

is accepted as Lower Cambrian due to the discovery of 

Oleriellus by C. Lapworth in 185 (pubi. 18) in the dolomitic 

siltatones of the An t-Sron formation which immediately and 



FIGURE I 

Outline map of northern Scotland showing outcrop area of 

Carnbro-Ordovician rocks (stippled). 	The Canibro-Ordovician units 

overlie Lewisiari gneiss and Torridonian arkosee to the west and 

dip generally E.S.E. beneath overthrust Maine schists. 
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conformably overlies the Eribol sandstones. 	The dolomitic 

slltstories of the An t-Jron formation grade conformably 

upward into somewhat in excess of 4000 feet of carbonate rocks 

(maximum exposed thickness) which are Ordovician in age, at 

least in the upper portion. 

The age of the carbonate sequence is largely based on a 

molluscan as'emb1are and a doubtful asaphoid trilobite 

(Phemister, 1960). 	Poulsen (1951) prefers to assign to these 

units a Lower Ordovician age and cites the remarkable similarity 

between the faunal assemblages of the East Greenland J3eekmantown, 

the "Durness Series" and the Beekrnantown of the St. Lawrence 

geosyncline. 	He lists the following species common to 

East Greenland and Northwest Scotland (those marked with an 

asterisk are also known from the J3eekmantown of the 

St. Lawrence geosyncline). 

*Archajoscyphia minganensi s (Bill.) 

Gyromena sp. 

Helocotoma n. SP. 

artemesia (Bill.) 

oceanus (Bill.) 

I4aclurites peachi (Salter) 

I4ac1ur1tes sp. (operculum) 

Ophileta calcifera (Bill.) 

*Solenospjra prisca (Bill.) 

*Trochonema calphurnium (13111.) 

Proterocarneroceral n. sp. 
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*Protocyciocercs lmarcki (13111.) 

Frotocyc1oceras mendx (Salter) 

*Euchasma blumenbachi (Bill,) var. II 

On the basis of both the faunal and lithologic 

characters, Poulsen draws the correlations as shown in Pge 6a. 

and supports Grabsu's view (1932)  that the Scottish "L)urness 

Series" and the Greenland and North American Beekmaritown units 

were deposited in the same geosyncline. 	The fauna is also 

closely related to the Pennsylvanian Beekmantown (Phemister, 

1960) which Is accepted by most American geologists as Lower 

Ordovician (Canadian). 

The Durness carbonates are everywhere truncated on their 

upper surface by the Moine Thrust plane or other faulted 

Caledonian structures. 	The obscurity of he Moine thrust 

plane fostered considerable early controversy regarding the 

age relationships of the units of the northwest Highlands. 

The age relationships between the Moine Schists and the 

Torridonian arkoses Is still a questionable Issue for both can 

be demonstrated to lie unconformably on the Lewislan gneiss but 

the direct relationships of the Moine and Torridonian units are 

never seen, 	Current thought on this subct considers the 

Moine and Torridonian rocks possibly equivalent in age with the 

Moine schists representing a metamorphosed basinal fades of 

the Torridonian arkosic sediments (M.Et.. Johnson, 1964 

personal communication). 

A misinterpretation which caused prolonged controversy was 
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the early correlation of the Torridorilan arkoses with the 

Devonian Old Red Sandstone arkoses. 	The discovery of the 

Olenellus horizon (Lapworth, 188) in the strata overlying the 

Torridonian sandstones ended this dispute. 

ithin the Cambro-Ordovician sequence, exposur7s of the 

arenaceous units are, quite naturally, much better than those 

of the carbonate rocks owing not only to their greater resistance 

to weathering and erosion but also to their greater competence 

in tectonic environment. 	ctal vertical section of the 

sandstones Is continuo 	 in several localities. 	The 

argillaceous and carbonate rocks which, unfortunately, include 

the greater part of the Cambro-Ordovician succession are, at 

best, poorly exposed with but one exception of a partial section 

of roughly 2000 feet of continuous exposure along the coast at 

Balnakiel Bay. 

The commonly accepted stratigraphic terminology for the 

Cambro..Ordovlclan sequence as presented by Peach et. al. (1907) 

is summarized in the following outline. 

Calcareous Series (youngest) 

VII Durine Group 

VI 	Croisphuill Group 

V 	Balnakiel Group 

IV 	Sangamore Group 

III Sallmhor Group 

II 	Ellean Dubh Group 

I 	Grudaidh Group 
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Middle Series (partly calcareous and partly arenaceous) 

Upper Zone (Serpulite Grit) 

Lower Zone (Fucoid Beds) 

Arenaceous (quartzite) Series 

Upper Zone (Pipe Rock) 

Subzone V Ordinary pipe;;, 	rnewhat large. 

Subzone IV Exceedingly nt:ou8  ordinary pipes. 

Subzone lit Trumpet pipes. 

Subzone II Ordinary pipes. 

Subzone I Small pipes. 

Lower Zone (false-bedded quartzites) 

Torridonian Arkoses (Precambrian) 

Lewisiari Gneiss 	(Precambrian) 

The present writer would favour a broader grouping of the 

stratigraphic units but revision of established nomenclature in 

a petrologic study which lacks detailed consideration of 

paleontological factors or areal distribution is clearly 

inappropriate. 	Certain minor revisions and redefinitions of 

the stratigraphic units are tentatively offered and a more 

rigorous adherence to recent views regarding the separation of 

rock and time units and regarding "group" terms seems advisable. 

The following stratigraphic divisions, retaining former terms 

(where practical) are suggested. 
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Durneso arbonates (formation) 

Durine member 

Crol sphuill member 

Balnakiel member 

Sangarnore member 

Sailmhor member 

Ejlean Dubh member 

Grudaidh member 

An t-Srori formation (= Mid'!le Series or Passage Series) 

3erpulite Grit" member 

"Fucoid Beds" (Planolites) member 

Eribol sandstone (formation) 

"Pipe Rock" member 

Lower member 

Torrid onian Group (Precambrian) 

A comparison with the nomenclature of Peach et. al. (1907) 

will show that the major alteration proposed is the substitution 

of "formations" for "Series" and "members" for "Groups" or 

"Zones". 	Type locality names are given to the formations but 

with the exceptio of the An t-ron formation, all of the names 

have been used earlier. 	In as much as the bulk of the Durness 

formation is dolostone or dolomitic, and since the Eribol 

sandstones include no "quartzites", the substitution of the terms 

"carbonates" and "sandstones" seems easily justifiable. 	The 

only remaining change proposed is the elimination of the 
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"subzones" within the "Pipe Rock" member. 	The subzones of 

Peach et. al, (1907) are neither laterally continuous nor 

everywhere in the same order and therefore are misleading as 

formal stratigraphic divisions. 

A second difference of opinion between earlier strati-

graphers and the present writer concerns the stratigraphic 

thickness of various units. 	Thble I presents a c ::nr: :'ison of 

the stratigraphic intervals recorded in the Durnes - ibol 

area by Peach et. al. (1907), Phemister (1960), and the present 

writer. 	Other workers have remarked on the low stratigraphic 

thickness figures assigned to the various "Groups" by Peach 

et. al. (1907) (Gobbet and ilson, 1960) but no details of this 

discrepency have yet been published. 

D. METHODS AND p1CG[DUftr JI:LOYED 

In any petrological study which is to involve large areal 

extents of rocks, it is necessary to devise a plan for taking a 

representative sample of the rocks. 	For a sedimentary sequence, 

essentially two possibilities exist. 	One.choice is a study 

based on a vertical section. 	The second method, quite 

naturally, is a lateral fades oriented study. 	Lonfronted with 

an outcrop pattern characterized by a re1stve11'y minor amount of 

stratigraphy extending over a considerable lateral distance as 

with the Carnbro-.Ordovician succession of Scotland (4000 feet  

100 miles) it is natural to assume that a fades study would be 
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the most profitable. 	The ultimate decision, however, must rely 

on the availability of vertical and lateral variations. 	In 

the Cambro-Ordovician succession, the lack of lateral variation 

and the difficulties of correlation caused by relatively poor 

exposures and complex structural complications make a lateral 

facies study highly impractical. 	Thus the project becomes 

self-.determined by its own characters as a petrological study 

of mainly a single vertical stratigraphic section (see 

appendix), 

The (etjjj 	i'c1tn,;iLi t.LcC.Ci.pLcLO)3 CL t.iiC stcti-. 

graphy as presented In the appendix to this thesis were 

accomplished with the aid of a Jacob's staff. 	Since this 

technique is seldom employed by geologists in Britain, it is 

felt worthwhile to describe and evaluate the procedure both for 

its intrinsic value and to alleviate misgivings that the method 

of measurement might be responsible for the discrepency between 

1 	- 

£he hcobs staff is consructed of wood 11. 1  

10-5/" so that with a Brunton compass placed on top of the 

squared end of the upright staff, the line of sight through the 

compass Is exactly 5 feet above the ground. 	By setting the 

Brunton'sclinometer reading equal to the dip of the strata and 

inclining the staff in the direction of the dip (normal to 

strike) until the levelling bubble is centred, the line of sight 

throuh the c:mpass intersects the ground surface exactly five 



feet stratigral2hically above the base of the staff. 	The staff 

is painted alternate colours at 1 foot intervals for measuring 

details of a magnitude less than 5 feet (see Plate i-C). 

The accuracy of this method, as well as most other 

methods, fails when the dip of the strata is roughly parallel 

to the topography. 	Fortunately, in the sequence considered 

here, this parallelism was very seldom encountered. 	The 

reliability of the results obtained with a Jacob's staff compare 

very favourably with those obtained with either a steel tape or 

a plane table and the Jacob's staff has the advantage of giving 

direct stratigraphic thicknesses (without calculations) and the 

advantage that it may be conveniently employed by a lone worker. 

Samples for the petrographic studies were taken 

contemporaneously with the measurement and description of the 

stratigraphic succession at intervals determined by the degree 

of lithologic variation. 	In addition to the samples taken 

from each unit as representative of the general lithology, an 

effort was also made to sample local diagenetic phenomena, 

local lithologic variations and the contact features between 

adjacent lithologies. 

Each sample was labelled with a letter representing the 

portion of the composite sequence ( "Q" = Lower quartzose 

sandstones, P" = Pipe Rock, "I" = An t-Sron formation, and 

"1)" = Durness carbonates). 	In addition to the letter 

designation, a number was assigned to each sample corresponding 

to the stretipraphic distance between the sample and the base 
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of the unit designated by the letter. 	These identification 

labels are retained on all samples throughout the study and 

afford an immediate stratigraphic reference from any specimen 

label whether it be a thin section, hand sample, etched 

surface, insoluble residue, or chemical analysis. 	For example, 

a sample label "D-1465" indicates that the specimen was taken 

1465' stratigraphically above the base of the Durness carbonate 

sequence, 

The samples collected were subjected to various laboratory 

study procedures depending upon their lithologies. 	Thin 

sections were prepared of nearly all specimens and the carbonate 

thin sections were all stained with Alizarin red "3" and 

potassium ferricyanide to make easier the distinction between 

calcite, dolomite, and ferroandolomite (Evamy, 1963). 

Other laboratory procedures involved the study of polished 

and varnished surfaces, etched surfaces, X-ray identifications 

of carbonate and clay minerals, insoluble residues from the 

carbonates and chemical analyses of selected sampic: . 	ome of 

these procedures proved most unprofitable fn terms Of the 

ultimate aim of the study - to interpret the depositional and 

post-depositional history of the rocks. 	Unless the discovery 

of the limitations of these various procedures can be considered 

of value in such a study, considerable effort and time was 

wastefully expended on them. 



II. 	ERIBOL 3AND5TONES 

A. 	GEftAL STJ\ fUJNT 

The sandstones that comprise the lower few hundred feet 

of the Cambro-Ordovician sequence have been variously termed 

"Quartz Rocks", "Eribol Quartzites", "Ord Quartzites", or, 

more generally, the "Cambrian uartzites". 	The label 

'quartzites" is misleading in two respects: first, the term 

quartzite is now generally reserved for metamorphic rocks, and 

second, all of the rocks involved are not, rnineralogically, 

even orthoquartzites. 	ith respect to the first objection, 

the matter of precedence must be weighed against more recent 

refinements in sandstone nomenclature. 	However, the 

resolution of this argument to either the term quartzite or 

orthoquartzite fails in that both of these terms present a 

slightly inaccurate concept of the lithology. 	Many of the 

sandstones are compositionally arkosic or sub-arkosic (after 

Pettijohn, T7:. 

The ter. uartzose sandstones" would offer a more 

accurate picture of the lithology and avois the metamorphic 

and compositional connotations of quartzites. 	However, a 

"type" locality name seems preferable to a purely descriptive 

stratigraphic name. 	Loch Eribol is a logical choice for the 

type area since the largest areal exposure and the complete 

vertical sequence are well demonstrated there. 

The Eribol sandstones are one of the more spectacular rock 
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units of the northwest Highlands due to the whiteness of their 

appearance, described by Dr. J. MacCulloch in 1314, 

'....... as if for ever retaining the snows of winters'. 

These quartzose sandstones are commonly and easily 

divided into two divisions: a lower, current-bedded or 

false-bedded member and an upper member known as the "Pipe Rock" 

because of its characteristic cylindrical rod-like structures 

normal to the bedding, believed to have resulted from the 

burrowing action of some organism. 	The term "pipe" is 

derived from Nicol's (1857) comparison of the structures to 

pipe stems. 

The base of the Eribol sandstones is marked by a 

pronounced planar unconformity with the Eribol sandstones 

overstepping the Lewisian gneiss and the. gently folded 

Torridonian arkoses. 	The planar aspect of this unconformity 

was interpreted by J. Horne (Peach et. al., 11 	39) to 

indicate a very long interval of erosion durtr 	ch the 

ancient land surface was ...."planed down to the sea-level or 

perhaps just beneath it". 	tecent invest:i'-ations have 

established that marine planation of platforms greater than 

one-third of a mile in width must result from a rather 

continuous submergence (i.e. a transgressive sea) (BradL 

total sequence of the Cambro-Ordovician coni 

to 	 of very gradual transgressive marine processes by 

the stratigraphic superposition above the planar unconformity 

of the sandstones, then slltstones and eventually by a thick 
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carbonate sequence. 	This does not necessarily imply a 

continuous deepening of the water. 	Oolitic horizons and 

algal structures found throughout the carbonates indicate 

water conditions probably no deeper than for the sandstone 

deposition and it seems probable indeed that the stratigraphic 

variations in lithology express an ever increasing distance 

from detrital sources rather than an increasing depth of water. 

The concept of a gradual marine transgression also offers the 

most satisfactory explanation for the remarkable uniformity in 

thickness of the sandstones between Loch Eribol and Ord on the 

Isle of Skye. 	Three rather equally spaced sections were 

measured during the study (Figure II) and these show only a 

slight thickening to the south. 	The variation of less than 

200 feet over the 100 mile length of outcrop suggests that 

either the sands are a very tabular deposit (as might be 

expected with gradual transgression) or that the present outcrop 

exposures trend nearly perfectly parallel to the strand line 

of a wedge-shaped deposit. 	A sheet-like geometry of the 

sandstones seems more probable. 

B PETROGRAPHY 

The compositional range of the sandstones encompasses three 

of the categories within the classification scheme of Pettijohn 

(1957, p. 291,) 	The categories within which the Eribol 

sandstones fall are, in order of decreasing abundance, 
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orthoquartzite, subarkose, and arkose. 	It should perhaps be 

pointed out that the modal analyses of the rocks given in 

Table II are not necessarily a true assessment of the 

quantitative distribution of rock types for the author must 

admit to a sampling bias favouring rocks which appeared 

petrographically Interesting.. 	This bias has probably 

magnified the proportion of the feldspathic rocks relative 

to the orthoquartzites. 

The vertical variation shown in the modal analyses does 

reflect a consistent and actual increase In the compositional 

maturity (booed on percent feldspar) of the sediment as one 

passes upward through the succession, 	Induration and 

pressure solution processes have so profoundly altered the 

textural aspects of the sandstones that an evaluation of 

textural maturity (Folk, 1951) is Impossible. 

Grain size wthin the sandstones varies frou the rare 

instance of pebbly conglomerates in the Lower member to the 

equally rare Instance of siltstories. 	Most of the rocks fall 

In the medium range of the Wentworth scale (0.25 mm - 0,5 mm) 

but the degree of sorting is not as high as the mineralogy 

might suggest and isolated pebble-size grains are commonplace. 

Disaggregatlori of the sandstones is impossible due to their 

high degree of induration. 	This renders size and sorting 

studies possible only from thin section and thus impractical 

relative to the knowledge offered. 	It is, however, possible 

to make the general observations from the thin sections, 
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TABLE II 

PIJDAL  ANAL1E5 -• SANU3roNLs 

(inirnurn of 1000 points each - calculated to 100/) 

Chi. 
Thin Ser. 
Section 	Qtz. .1ci'. rth. lag. lus. 	irn. tcm. eU. 	ir. 

Q-.2 73.1 15.1 7,0 3,5 1.3 	- - 	- - 	- 
Q6 90,4 0.8 8.2 0,3 0,3 	- - 	- - 	- 
Q25 88,5 3,1 7.1 1.0 u,3 - 	- - 	- 
c50 88.9 6.6 3.7 0,6 0,2 	- - 	- - 	- 
Q-75 83.5 16.5- - - 	- - 	- 

36.1 1.5 
J 
8.6  

f 	
3.4 46.7 	- 0.8 	- 2, 	1- 

90 88.1 10. - 	- 1.4 	- - 	- 
Q150 77.1 9,2 9.4 2,1 1.3 	- - 	- 0.8 	0.1 

Q-205 90,8 0,8 3,1 0.4 3D 	- 0.5 	0,3 0,6 	0,5 

Q-245 95.6 0,8 2.2 0.4 1.0 	- - 	- - 	* 
P-30 92.0 - - - 7.7 	0.3 - 	- - 	- 
P-95 95.0 - - 3,6 	- 1.4 Tr 	I - 
P-105 93. 3 - - - 5.1 	0, - 	1.. 2 - 	- 
P-135 85..6 1.1 5,2 - 7,6 	- - 	0.3 

P-160 92.9 4.3 - 2.7 	Tr Ti' 	Tr - 	Ti' 

P.-206 92.3 7.7 - - 	- - 	- - 
P-290 95.7 4.3  
P-311 95.9 4.1 - - - 	- - 	- 

* Q = Lower member; P = "Pipe Rock" member. 

Numbers indicate stratigraphic interval between sample and 
base of the member designated by the letter. 
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without detailed measurements, that grain size decreases 

slightly and the degree of sorting and mineralogical 

maturity generally increases as the succession is ascended. 

C. SiDIiNT JY STRUCTURES 

A conspicuous feature of the Lower member of the Eribol 

sandstones is their cross-bedded or current-bedded character. 

"Cross-bedding is a structure confined to a 

single sedimentation unit (Otto, 1938, P. 575.) 

consisting of internal bedding, clled fbreset 

bedding, inclined to the principal surface of 

accumulation" (Potter and Pettijohn, 1963). 

The foreset beds of the Lower member of the Eribol sandstones 

are the tabular variety (after Potter and Pettijohn, 1963)  or 

planar variety (after J.R.L. Allen, 1963)  (Plate 1-A-B). 

The cross-bedded units range in thickness from 3 inches to 

4 feet with the average unit approximately 14 inches thick. 

The cross-bedding conforms most closely to the tbornicron 

cross-stratification of Allen (1963) which he interprets as 

the probable result of migrating trains of large-scale 

asymmetrical ripple marks (= megaripples of Van Straaten, 1953), 

Further applying the descriptive terminology of Allen, the 

"cosets" may be designated as "grouped", "large scale", 

"non  non-erosional', , 	 n J , 	cc  

The migrtJ nw- 	ijc 	:i05 11 OT, in 

predestine the deposition of cross-bedded units unless 
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accompanied by a sand supply exceeding the transportation 

capacity of the currents. 	The erosional surfaces between 

the cross-bedded unite impose the additional restriction that 

the ripple should gain from the bed-load of the currents a 

volume of sediment less than the volume of the ripple body. 

In this way, the ripple will undergo erosion on the stoss 

side to produce the erosional surface between two units 

(Allen, 1963). 

Observation of cross-bedding in both modern and ancient 

sediments .......'1shows that the maximum dip of a foreset 

bed is porous], or subpnroilel to the direction of 

the vere 1oc1. cu''&nt vcdor - r conizn, of 

cou' , that ridnr secndrv r.d1y cu rrents r.ny 

display marked deviation from this trend" (Potter & 

Pettijohn, 1963), 	If the genetic interpretation of migrating, 

large-scale ripple trains is accepted for the Eribol sand-

stones, the validity of the assumed coincidence between 

maximum dip direction and local current direction is enhanced. 

The possibility of backset beds in migrating ripples would 

seem possible only by the up-current regression of antidunes. 

Upcurrent migration of antidunes seems unlikely within the 

velocity spectra of most marine shelf environments. 

Deviations in dip directions due to secondary or eddy currents 

would be far less common in migrating marine ripples than in 

fluvial environments. 

The results of the measurements of dip directions of the 



cross-br;Hi.[ 	e 	in  

of the cross-b uin:: were mostly determined on exposed dip 

surfaces. 	In each of the rose-diagram plots (Fig. 3) the 

regional dip, as determined from the erosional surfaces and 

the non-cross--beiied units, has been dfln'.inatodl by rotation. 

to the horizontal by manipulation on the chrnidt net. 	bocli 

plot represents fifty or more dip direction meaeurcnoots. 

At the outcrop, an attempt was made to sample both the 

graphic and and fades variations of the cross-bedding. 	No 

consistent trends were detected in either the stratigraphic or 

facies variations suggesting that, while exhibiting tTUnjt" 

directional vnioion, the ogents nncl conditios of deposicion 

changed very little. 

Perhaps the most striking feature of the current patterns 

Indicated by the rose diagrams of the maximum dip directions 

is the almost total restriction of the depositional current 

directions to the north, east, and south. 	The near total lack 

of westerly dip directions combined with the consistent western 

direction of overstep of the basal unconformity strongly 

supports a general provenance direction for the detritus to the 

west. 	The depositional currents nrobably included both wave- 

induced and tidal currents. 	If the interpretation of the 

general north-south strand line bordered by land to the west is 

accepted, the on-shore tidal currents must have been either 

erosional or too weak to cause the migration of the 

megaripples. 



FIG11 UL IIJ 

Rose dip-gran;plots of cur:'ent-bedding measuremEnt. 	Each 

rose-plot represents fifty or more measurements of maximum dip 

directions of current beddin.r.(:r.icI 	t,ion 

segments is proportional in 	 ni 1 nth to L;ie 

frequency of maximum dip direction measuremento. 	In each plot, 

the regional dip has been eliminated by manipulation on a 

Schmidt stcreoprphic 

LOCATION 1 N •  Loch Eribol. (N.C. 	456643) 
(Regional dip of 40  to N90°E) 

LOCATION 2 W. Loch Eribol. (N.C. 413615) 
(Regional dip of 90  to 3380E) 

LOCATION 3 S,W. Loch Eribol (N.C. 	393554) 
(Regional dip of 14 	to 5450E) 

LOCATION 4 Old Druinrunie Lodge (N.C. 163057) 
(Regional dip of 120  to S750E) 

LOCTION 5 C:noc Coir at Bhaic (N.C. 	240297) 
(Regional dip of 100  to 5650E) 
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Con-ipction ie' ccient.tJ c 1rve reJuud the pr'otity 

of the sandstones to negligible proportions. 	The reduction 

in pore space has been accomplished lar-ely by the mechanism 

of vertical compression and compaction. 	If the rocks 

originally possessed roughly 40 percent porosity as is common 

in recent sands (Lee, 19T9 0  p. 121.), the deposit would have 

been approximately 40 percent thicker than the present rock 

units. 	To the knowledge of this writer, the effects of 

volume reduction by vertical compaction upon sedimentary 

structures (. ., current-bedding) have received little if any 

attention, 	subject would seem worthy of at least brief 

consideration although it becomes clear that this does not 

affect the results of current direction studies. 	The angle 

of dip of the cross-stratified units of the Lower member of 

the Eribol sandstones must have been reduced during compaction 

of the sediment. 	The magnitude of the angular reduction of 

the dip value :r.t, 	c:re upon their original deviation 

from the horin1. 	:tictI.' vertical compaction will have 

no effect on either horizontal or vertical structures. 

Figure IV demonstrates the hypothetical effect of a /+0 percent 

vertical compaction on Intermediate dip angles. 	For this 

compaction factor, there would be a maximum enpular reduction 

of roughly 140  for compaction acting upon an original dip of 

450 on the foreset beds. 	The reduced dip angle can only 

approach zero, never reach it, and thus, the dip direction can 



FIGURE IV 

Hypothetical effect of a 40% compaction on dip angles of 
current-bedding. 

1.1 

tan 9Y = O.o tan Ø 

or 

tan 0 (depositional angle) = 1.66 X tan 0 	(fossil angle) 

(assuming a 40% compaction of the rock) 
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never be altered by vertical compaction of horizontal units. 

The effect of compaction could be of considerable significance 

in studies where the angle of repose is important to the 

interpretations. 

The "Pipe Rock" mer:er is easily distinguished from the 

Lower member in the field by its lack of current-bedding and 

by the common occurrence of cylindrical rod-like structures 

oriented normal to the bedding (Plate 1-C). 	J. Nicol was 

responsible for first applying the term "pipes" to these 

J 

the Assynt district. (MacCulloch, 1814, pp. 461-462.). 

"An occurrence of equal importance and greatcr 

singularity is that of imbedded cynlindrical bodies 

which they (the sandstones) exhibit". ••••••• "If 

I might venture on a comparison as vulgar as it is 

explanatory of this appearance, I would compare It 

to the two sections of a piece of larded meat" 

000 "it probably arises from the remains of some 

animal, a Sabella or other marine worm." 

The "Pipe Rock" sandstones have been divided into five 

subzones by Peach et. al. (1907, P. 372-373) based on 

different forms of pipes which they ascribe to the burrowing 

actions of differing annelid species. 	Their five zones 

are: 
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"Small pipes' 	(lowest) 

"Ordinary pipes" 

"Trumpet pipes" 

"Exceedingly numerous ordinary pipes" 

"Somewhat larger than the ordinary pipes" 

The descriptive material of Peach et. al. is very sparse 

and no mention is made of the fades variations in the 

distribution of these structures. 	It is the opinion of this 

writer that the various forms of pipe structures could all be 

the result of the burrowing actions of a single species of 

organism (possibly annelids) rather than the result of several 

, cies. 

ell exp:L 	 r sr 	of 	SFL fl h $e:o C `Lc  

differences in environmental conditions such as sediment 

packing or perhaps the availability of food in the water above 

the sediment surface. 

The individual pipes are essentially normal to the bedding, 

parallel to each other and all possess a cylindrical or rod-like 

character ranging from 3 mm to 15 mm in diameter and attaining 

lengths in excess of a meter. 	Length measurements are very 

difficult to obtain because fractures, and hence exposures, 

seldom, if ever, exactly parallel the vertical pipe structures 

for their full length. 	In those horizons where the pipes are 

closely packed, it is also often difficult to determine if only 

one pipe is being traced. 
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The pipe structures may be central to a larger deformation 

phenomenon associated with the cylindrical core and show a 

concentric downward deflection of the adjacent bedding planes 

toward the "core" thus producing, the "trumpet pipes" (Plate l-D) 

or the pipe structure may simply trucnate the bedding laminae 

sharply and without perceptible deformation. 	The pipes may 

be so widely spaced that they are difficult to find or may be 

so closely packed as to actually overlap each other (Plate 

As indicated in Table II, the upper sandstones or the 

"Pipe Rock" member lithologies are more quartzose than the 

Lower member. 	Generally, the pipes appearance is a weathered 

feature (Plate 1-F) reflecting a very slight mineralogical 

difference within the rod-like cores of a slightly lower 

sericite content. 	This mineralogical difference is so slight 

that it is often impossible to detect petrographically yet 

differential weathering has revealed their presence. 	In 

certain instances where the host sandstones are generally less 

sericitic, the pipes may be extremely difficult to detect even 

on weathered surfaces and it is often difficult to decide if 

pipes are present or if one is looking at a surface which has 

been merely water streaked. 	On freshly broken surfaces the 

structures are very poorly visible and polished or varnished 

surfaces are only sometimes helpful. 

The "trumpet pipes" are the result of a downward 

deflection of the sediment laminae adjacent to the central pipe 

core (Plate i,.D). 	In plan view, this appears as concentric 



PLATE 1 

Curre:t-beiding in the Lower sandstone member of the 
Lriboi sandstones at coastal exposures on the west shore 
of Loch Eribol. 

Current-bedding in the Lower sandstone member of the 
Eribol sandstones showing some of the smaller cross-
laminations within the larger current-bedded units. 

Weathered exposure of the "ordinary pipes" within the 
Pipe Rock member of the Eribol sandstones, 	Painted 
intervals on the Jacob's staff are 1 foot each. 

Cross-sectional exposure of the "trumpet pipes within 
the Pipe Rock member of the Eribol sandstones, 	Note the 
downward deflection of the sediment laminae acPcent to 
the "pipe" cores, 

E 	Bedding-plane exposure of close-eckcd 	ii,r ;:i es! 
showing their occasional overlap. 

F. 	Bedding-plane exposure of "ordinary pipes' showing their 
projection above the general surface caused by differential 
weathering of their slightly greater quartz/clay content 
than the inter-pipe litholopy. 
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produce an overall structure up to 4 inches in diameter 

(Plates 2-13 & 2-C). 	More normally, the 'trumpet pipes" effect 

a marginal deformation only I to inches bide (1 to 11 inch 

diameter) (Plate l-D). 	There is never an indication of a 

bending of the pipes or of a "U"-shaped tube as is common with 

some burrowing annelids (e.(. Arenicola sp.). 	It seems 

possible that the trumpet pipes represent a greater original 

porosity of the sand through which the organisms were 

burrowing or they could reflect a longer period of residence 

within the tube by the organism. 	The conformity in size of 

the central "core" of the trumpet pipes to the cores of the 

"ordinary" pipes renders doubtful the suggestion of Peach et. 

al. (1907) that these were produced by a different species. 

Peach et. al, (1907, P. 372) offered the following views 

concerning the pipe structures: 

"These (the pipes) are attributable to burrowing 

annelids, and they not only indicate the presence of 

such animals during the deposition of the quartzite, 

but also of sufficient organic matter having been 

mixed with the sand where they occur to furnish 

nourishment to the worms." 

This statement is not necessarily valid, for the pipes may 

represent merely a shelter or resting place for the organism 

and need not be a feeding burrow. 	On ethological and 
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ecological grounds, v. Schafer (1962) is able to divide recent 

trails and burrows into four types based on their characters: 

1) food gain; that is scavenging, grazing, eating of sediment, 

filtering, catching with tentacles, 	2) erection of a dwelling 

(housing paved with a mucous lining), 3) flight (escape 

burrow), or 4) search for a resting place. 

The ubiquitous vertical and nearly straight character of 

the pipes (Plate 2-D) discourages the interpretation that these 

burrows are the ramifying trails of grazing, scavenging, eating 

or filtering of sediment. 	There is no evidence of a mucous- 

lined borehole. 	The mineralogy and colour of the sandstones 

clearly does not support the view of an animal feeding from the 

sediment unless the animal was extremely effective in cleaning 

the sediment both laterally and vertically. 	The spacing and 

geometry of the pipes does not fulfill this requirement. 	It 

seems far more likely that the pipes are the trace fossils of 

animals which were suspension feeders and not feeding from the 

sediment of their vertical burrows. 

Although annelids are perhaps a likely animal to have been 

responsible for the burrows (Lessertisseur, 1955; Westergard, 

1931) there are several other organisms which might have been 

responsible. 	Pelecypods, gastropods, scaphopods, holothurians, 

coelenterates, plants, and even ascending gas bubbles have been 

reported to form similar if not identical structures. 	Fenton 

and Fenton (1934) show fairly convincing evidence that recent 

phoronids construct tubes which are similar in shape, structure, 
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size, and spacing to the Skolithos trace fossils as originally 

defined by Haldeman in 140 (,ucoides ?linearis or Scolithus  

liriesris): 

"Stem simple (never branched), rectilinear 

surface nearly even, dimater 1/8 to 1/4 inch, length 

several feet, cylindrical or compressed. 	Locality - 

Pennsylvania." 

Similar trace fossils have been reported from the Cambrian 

and/or Ordovician rocks of Europe, N. America, Greenland, 

Sweden, and Tasmania (Moore, 1962, Treatise Vol. TtVu) 

There are no known criteria by which these burrows may be 

assigned to a particular animal. 	Richter (1921) has 

diminished the credibility of the ascending gas bubble 

hypothesis by arguing that it fails to explain the close- 

packed, never-connected tubes. 	He has proposed that the tubes 

are constructed vertically from the base upwards, of sand grains 

cemented during sedimentation by a mucous secretion of a 

suspension-feeding annelid (c.f. Sabellari.a) which occupied the 

tube head up and, in colonies, built up "reefs" of sand tubes. 

This hypothesis also loses favour as an explanation for the 

pipes because of the following factors: 1) the tubes of the 

pipe rocks are very straight and regular in their diameters, 

2) the sediment containing the pipes is conspicuously flat 

bedded with no sign of "reef" structures, 3) the burrowing 

character of the pipes is indicated by the sharp truncation 
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of bedding laminae (e.g. the "ordinary" pipes) and by the 

deflection of bedding (e.g. the "trumpet" pipes. 

Karcz (1963) has suggested that the presence of organic 
- 7 
matter upon which the organisms were feeding may have caused 

r 

'--' the difference in stratification between the flat-bedded 

"Pipe Rock" sandstones and the current-bedded Lower 

sandstones. 	He invokes a complex explanation of organic 

binding agents but to his proposals it would seem necessary 

to add .......... and the organisms which were feeding on the 

organic material also consumed the feldspar minerals. 	Karcz's 

hypothesis fails to consider the close correlation between the 

presence of the pipe structures and the mineralogical maturity 

of the sediment as well as with the variation in bedding 

structures. 	An environmental control causing the bedding 

characteristics, the mineralogical variation, and the presence 

or absence of the pipes seems a much more likely explanation 

than that of organic binding agents controlled the patterns of 

deposition. 	Karcz was perhaps partly misled in his hypothesis 

of organic binding by the views of Peach et. al. (1907) that 

the sediment must have been rich in organic matter. 

Of the various hypotheses for the genesis of the "pipes, 

only two seem adequate to explain the following factors: 

1) Simple tube (never branching, 2) several feet in length, 

3) diameter 118 to 1/4 in, 4) no preserved hard 

very clean sediment with or without close-packc2 'ipco, 

occasional downward deflection of bedding laminae adjacent 
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tu'Lc 	ructj.r. 

Either suspension-feeding annelids or the stalk-borne 

phoronids would appear capable of fulfilling all of these 

conditions by their burrowing habits and this author can 

find no basis for a preference. 

D. DIAGfNE315 

The most striking and conspicuous diagenetic alteration 

within the Eribol sandstones is the absence of pore apace 

(Plate 2-E). 	Taylor (1950)  has divided the mechanisms 

of pore space reduction in sandstones into three categories: 

1) simple pore filling, 2) solid flow, and 3) pressure 

solution and redeposition. 	Within the Eribol sandston€s, the 

third mechanism appears to have been the principal method by 

which the pore space was reduced. 	Simple pore filling may 

have been important early in the diagenetic history but if so, 

its effects have been obscured by subsequent pressure solution. 

Such a sequence is unlikely since pore filling by quartz over-

growths on detrital grains would be expected to produce many 

planar contacts between the developing crystals but, in the 

Eribol sandstones, such planar contacts are rarely observed. 

Also rare are the "ghost" outlines of detrital grains 

commonly found in pore-cemented orthoquartzite6. 	The 

solid-flow mechanism proposed by Taylor was applied mainly 



to rock fragments or particles having a relatively high 

plasticity (e.g. glauconite). 	3olid, plastic flow of 

quartz grains has not been demonstrated and seems unlikely 

to have made any significant contribution to the reduction 

of pore space in these quartzose sandstones. 

The presence of clay or iron minerals is taken by some 

writers (Thompson, 1959; Lerbekmo & Platt, 1962; Weyl, 1959) 

as a prerequisite of or at least catalytic to the pressure- 

solution mechanism. 	The extremely low clay content of some 

of the orthoquartzites of this study would not appear to 

support this view for the loss of pore space has been 

universal regardless of (recognizable) clay content. 	In 

certain instances, the evidence for pressure-solution is 

manifest as sutured grain contacts (Plate 2-F). 	More 

commonly, however, the grains have the appearance of having 

interpenetrated one another without any significant suturing 

although the interpenetration must have been accomplished by 

solution processes (Plate 3-A). 	Many of the rocks also fail 

to show any perceptible evidence of redeposition. 	This 

suggests that pressure solution rather than solution and 

redeposition has been the dominant mechanism for pore space 

reduction. 	Where the removed silica may have migrated to 

presents a perplexing problem If solution processes alone are 

proposed and is a serious obstacle to this hypothesis. 

The lack of displacement of either horizontal structures 

(bedding) or vertical structures (the pipes) Indicates that 



PLATE 2 

Vertical, pini-viow of bedding-plane truncation 
concentric ring structures of the "trumpet pipe' 

Bedding plane exposure of "exceedingly large pipes". 
Painted intervals are 1 foot each, 

	

. 	'.n "exceedingly large pipe" showing the concentric ring 
structure caused by downwarping of sediment laminae toward 
a central core. 

	

D, 	"Ordinary pipes" showing their nearly straight character 
and their consistent orientation normal to  
Numbered intervals on staff are 1 foot each. 

	

E. 	(c_245) Photomicrograph of Lower sandstone specimen 
showing the total absence of pore space, 	Dark areas are 
gra r 	 -'- flnr -•r rrj r, 	1r 	cr'--r 
X 3c. 

F, (-9O) vh':'tmi.c::rcr'ic  
contacts. 	icols crossed.  
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the pressure responsible for the solution processes was probably 

load pressure or vertical compression exerted on strata while 

their attitude was horizontal. 	Overburden or "load" pressures 

are sometimes mistakenly considered as hydrostatic or 

"lithostatic" in character. 	The concept of lithostatic 

pressure is perhaps valid In an overall sense but microscopically, 

in clastic rocks, this concept remains invalid while there is 

open pore space or while pore fluids with a lower density than 

the clastic detritus may escape from the sediment. 	The pore 

space In a clastic sediment represents potential gravitational 

energy and it is the energy of this disequilibrium that has 

been proposed as the driving force for pressure-.solution 

reactions (Weyl, 1959). 	An energy equilibrium will be attained 

only when the pore space has been reduced to zero and only then 

can the pressures within the rocks be considered lithostatic.  

The pressure exerted at the points of contact betwee 

grains significantly reduces their solubility along the surcace 

of contact (siever, 1962). 	The removal of mineral matter is 

presumably accomplished by diffusion in a solution film between 

the mineral grains. 	Weyl (1959) concludes that the rate of 

transport depends upon the grain size, the amount of pressure 

exerted upon the grains, the diffusion constant In the 

solution film, the film thickness, and the stress coefficient 

of solubility for a particular mineral species. 	The theory 

predicts an inverse relationship between grain size and the 

degree or rate of pressure solution. 	This theory is 
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supported by emperical data in the Eribol sandstones. 	eyl, 

(1959) also subscribes to the catalytic role of clay minerals 

in pressure solution but does not regard their presence as a 

prerequisite to all pressure solution. 

As previously indicated, textures demonstrating solution 

phenomena are much more apparent in the Eribol sandstones than 

are textures of redeposition (e.g, precipitation of silica as 

overgrowths or simple pore filler). 	Even in those horizons 

which do exhibit authigenic overgrowths, it is doubtful if this 

precipitation occurred contemporaneously with pressure solution. 

If this were the case, one might expect to find early over- 

growths sutured by later pressure solution. 	From studies on 

the sandstones of West Virginia, Heald (1950) concluded that the 

lack of suturing of overgrowths indicated that the authigenic 

silica was not derived from pressure solution. 	Within the 

Eribol sandstones, this author would conclude that the two 

processes probably occurred simultaneously, although perhaps 

not in juxtaposition, and that probably little silica was 

added to or lost from the system. 	The evidence in support of 

this conclusion Is three-fold: 1) There are no detectable 

fades variations in the processes of pore space reduction. 

This detracts from any hypothesis of lateral migration and 

precipitation of dissolved material. 	2) The lower 800 feet 

of the overlying carbonates are virtually free of authigenic 

silica either as quartz euhedra or as chert nodules. 	This 

reduces the probability that the silica has migrated upward. 
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3) The impermeability of the Lewisian metamorphic rocks and 

their lack of silicification phenomena does not favour the 

hypothesis that silica-bearing solutions have migrated downward. 

Therefore, although textural evidence indicative of redeposition 

is lacking, it seems, nevertheless, probable that the silica 

must have been redistributed and redeposited within the sand- 

stones. 	Perhaps it is only the obscurity or lack of "ghost" 

detrital grain boundaries that have disguised the redepositional 

aspects of pore space reduction. 	The lack of strained quartz 

optics in the Torridonian rocks where immediately underlying the 

Eribol sandstones suggests that these rocks were already cemented 

before the compaction and pressure solution processes occurred 

in the Eribol sandstones. 

Nearly all of the quartz grains within the Eribol sand-

stones display highly strained or undulatory extinction 

patterns although fracture of the grains is rare and 

inconsequential in the reduction of pore space within the rocks. 

The patterns of strain can sometimes be related to pressure 

"points" with adjacent grains (Plate 3-B). 	Inclusions within 

quartz grains have often produced deflections in the strain 

patterns (Plate 3-C). 	where authigenic overgrowths are 

present on quartz grains, they invariably share the strained 

extinction pattern of the host grain (Plate 3-D), 

Petrologists have long assumed that this relationship could be 

interpreted as indicating pre-strain development of the over- 

growths (Lowry, 1956). 	Recent experimental work by Ernst and 
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Blatt (1961+) has shown however that synthetic overgrowths may 

be produced simultaneously on undulatory and non-undulatory 

quartz grains and that in all cases, the secondary enlarge- 

merits are syntaxial with their nuclei. 	These experimental 

results make the Interpretation of the observed textures 

within the Eribol sandstones much easier. 	It would be 

difficult indeed to explain why the straining, of the quartz 

grains had been deferred until so late In the process of 

compaction when it can be easily demonstrated that grains 

within the overlying carbonates and obviously under con-

siderably less contact pressure have developed strained 

extinction patterns (Plate 3-E). 	The optical deformation of 

the quartz grains probably occurred relatively early in the 

compaction process before significant pressure solution or 

pore-filling had occurred. 	Any overgrowths developed sub- 

sequent to this straining would assume the extinction patterns 

of the host grains (Erm:;  

The ubiquitous los':: 	 *, 	 CILti on 

features (e.g. suturing) and the strained extinction patterns 

in the quartz grains might easily mislead an investigator into 

assuming that quite phenomenal pressures and forces were 

involved In the compaction of these sandstones. 	The feldspar 

grains within the rocks bring the situation into a more 

realistic perspective by their near-total resistance to the 

forces of compaction which have so altered the quartz detritus 

(Plate 3-F). 	The lack of deformation, solution, or fracturing 



PLATE 3 

(Q6) Photomicrograph showing the interpenetration of 
quartz grains without any perceptible suturing effects. 
Nicols crossed, 	X 30. 

(Q..95) Photomieroprph of quartzose sandstone showing 
a probable re" -.' 	:f undulatory extinction patterns to 
pressure poin. 	:cols crossed. 	X 80. 

(. 	(x -.70/A) 	Photomicrograph of quartz grain with a mica 
inclusion which has deflected the undulatory c::tinction 
pattern. 	Overgrowth shares undulatory patter.,. 	Nicols 
crossed. 	X 100. 

(?-7Q) Photomicrograph of strained detrital quartz grain 
with a syntaxiel overgrowth sharing the undulatory 
extinction pattern. 	Nicols crossed. 	X 80. 

(D-616) Photomicrograph S quartzose carbonates showing 
a quartz grain squeezed between two larger grains and 
demonstrating clearly the relationship of straining to 
pressure. 	Very few of the quartz grains in the carbonate 
exh 	 i:. 
X 5U, 

(-2) 	Jotoic rori;Ii 01' oLided iicroclirie rain in 
quartzose sandstone. 	Pore space in the sandstone has 
been reduced to negligible proportions by pressure and 
solution processes yet the detrital feldspar retains its 
abraded shape. 	Nicols crossed. 	) 25. 
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in the feldspars is in agreement with the work of Heald (1955) 

on the relative stabilities of various minerals under stress 

but is contrary to the views of some other workers (Carozzi, 

1960). 	This greater competence of the feldspars over quartz 

grains in the stress environment affords the only available 

clue regarding the original "roundness" or textural maturity of 

the sands. 	The abrasion of orthoclase in fluvia]. experiments 

(Kuenon, 1959) is approximately twice as rapid as quartz 

abrasion under the same conditions. 	The limited amount of 

alteration of the detrital feldspars suggests that abrasion 

rather than weathering was chiefly responsible for the observed 

roundness in the Eribol sandstones. 	Quantitatively, the 

roundness of the feldspar grains in the Eribol sandstones is 

approximately 0.7 on the roundness scale of Krurnbein and Sloss 

(1951). 	If the quartz grains lost half as much volume by 

abrasion (Kuenen, 1959) they would clasify approximately in 

the 0.3 to 0.5 categories on the same roundness scale. 

Pressure solution processes have reduced the present roundness 

factor of the quartz grains to 0.1 or less. 	In the arkosic 

sandstones, where the roundness of the feldspars may be 

determine-, the mineralogy supports the textural immaturity of 

the sedirsnu based on a projection of the probable original 

degree of roundness. 	Any conclusions regarding distance of 

transport or proximity to provenance area based on the 

textural or mineralogical criteria would be little better than 

idle speculation and shall not be ventured. 
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Zircon, tourmaline, muscovitG, hiotite, magnetite (or 

i]jnenite?), rutile, and feldspars are occasionally observed 

as inclusions within the detrital quartz grains. 	Some of 

the tourmaline and zircon grains observed as inclusions in 

quartz grains appear to be rounded. 	This suggests that these 

inclusions were perhaps abraded before inclusion or that they 

were partially fused during inclusion. 	The latter possibility 

may be excluded on the basis of relative melting temperatures. 

Pursuing the implications of the first possibility, the 

problem of a source of quartz grains containing rounded 

inclusions is encountered. 	The absence of secondary quartz 

of this crystal size within the Torridonian arkosic sediments 

eliminates that source and leaves only the Lewisian complex 

from which the grains iiould need be derived. 	This deduction 

leads to the requirement that the Lewisian rocks would need 

to be, at least in part, meta-sediments. 	This conclusion is 

in accordance with the work of Sutton and Watson (1950)  but they 

do not note in their arguments, the occurrence of rounded 

inclusions. 	Before concluding such a complex history for these 

grains with Inclusions, a thorough investigation of the 

character and relationships of the zircon and tourmaline grains 

In the Lewisian rocks would be well advised and a second 

problem concerning the provenance of occasional metamorphic 

quartzite pebbles found In the Torridonian and in the Lower 

member of the Eribol sandstones might be simultaneously solved. 

Such an investigation would require detailed knowledge of the 



Lewislan complex and its distribution and is clearly beyond the 

scope of the present study. 

In addition to secondary enlargements on quartz grains, 

several other authigenic minerals are found In the Eribol 

sandstones. 	Both the potash and plagioclase feldspar grains 

1, 1 	 enic overgrowths 

- :i 	t r scTc'cry enlargements on 

feldspars discussed by Irving and Van Rise (134) and Heald 

(1950), the overgrowths on microcline, orthoclase and 

plagioclase within these sandstones do not appear optically to 

share the twinning phenomena of the host grains (Plate 4-B), 

They appear only to be syntaxial with the general optical 

orientation of the detrital host. 	The overgrowth nearly always 

exhibits a lower birefringence and a higher susceptibility to 

alteration than the host grains. 	The euhedral faces of the 

authigenic fedispar overgrowth are often clearly cross-cutting 

in their relationships to the sutured and undulose patterns of 

adjacent quartz grains (Plate 4-C), 	This suggests that the 

feldspar overgrowths have developed relatively late with respect 

to the reduction of pore space in the Eribol sandstones. 

Another authigenic mineral of interest is leucoxene which 

occurs as well-rounded ?pseudomorph grains, as alteration rims 

on ilmenite grains, and as finely divided Inter-granular cement 

between quartz grains. 	The rounded leucoxene grains are most 

probably an alteration of Ilrnenite rather than original detrital 

constituents of the sediment. 	An extraordinary aspect of the 
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leucoxene in the Lribol sandstones is its occasional appearance 

as an authigenic replacement of detrital quartz and feldspar 

pra1ns (Plate 4-D). 	The source of the leucoxene is probably 

largely accounted for by the alteration of ilmenite but a 

possible second source seems worthy of consideration. 	It has 

been previously established that pressure solution processes 

have profoundly affected these sandstones. 	Pressure solution 

of quartz grains which contained fine rutile needles (Plate 4.-E) 

could conceivably contribute as a source of leucoxenc. 

Authigenic pyrite appears in the upper few feet of the 

Pipe Rock sandstones (Plate 4-F). 	ihe same horizons are also 

generally dolomitic and the pyrite euhedra replace both the 

detrital quartz grains and the carbonate cement simultaneously 

(Plate 5-A). 	Very often the secondary pyrite has itself 

developed a secondary oxidation rim of hematite (Plate 5-B). 

The dolomite of these horizons is also demonstrably authigenic 

and occurs as pore filler and as an authigenic replacement of 

detrital quartz grains. 	A sequence of diagenetic replacements 

within these upper sand-stones is easily established as 

1) dolomitizatio:, 2) pyritization, 3) Oxidation or 

hematitization, 	t.ithin the samples which were examined, this 

sequence of diagenesis is never contradicted. 

At some localities, the top 6 inches to 1 foot of the 

sandstones contain detrital glauconite pellets. 	The pore space 

of this uppermost unit has been reduced mostly through pore 

filling by syntaxial overgrowths on the quartz grains but 



PLATE 4 

Abraded pot'' 	! 	 (' T(.i OPPd 
a euhedral authig 	 . 

B. 	(0-75) Abraded microclirie grain with an auniieriic over- 
growth which does not share the twinning phenomena of the 
host grain. 	Nicols crossed. 	X 30. 

C, 	I-25) Rounded feldspar grain (F) with a euhedral over- 
c:owth c1er r cro -cutt,irira pressure solution contact 

- 	 ::- 

,i 	 .c.teui: 
cutting into and replacing a detrital quartz grain (Q). 
Nicols crossed. 	X 30. 

E. 	(D-616) Nearly spherical quartz grain in quartzose 
carbonate horizon showing abundant rutile inclusions within 
the grain. 	The grain also demonstrates peripheral 
replacement by dolomite. 	Nicole crossed. 	X 30. 

F, 	(P-313) Photomicrograph showing pyrite (Dark area with 
planar faces) authigenically replacing dolomite (D) and 
quartz (Q). 	The pyrite is surrounded by an oxidation 
coatinF 	-?matite 20 to 50 microns thick. 	Plane 
polarize.', 	-*;t--1 	ti- F1US obliniielr reflected 
light. 
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evidence of compaction is shown by the solid flow deformation 

of the glauconite pellets (Plate 5-C) and by strain patterns 

in the detrital and secondary quartz. 	Glauconite pellets, 

where they are in contact with the quartz grains, occasionally 

show evidence of a microscopic replacement of the quartz 

(Plate 5-D) 	In these instances, the glauconite has sometimes 

replaced both the detrital quartz grains and their secondary 

overgrowths suggesting that, in a stress environment, 

glauconite was chemically more stable than either the detrital 

quartz grain or its early (pre-strain, pre-solid-.flow) secondary 

overgrowths. 

Glauconite replacements of calcite, biotite, organic matter, 

clay minerals, and siliceous sponge spicules are well established 

diagenetic phenomena (Carozzi, 1960) but to this author's 

knowledge, the replacement of detrital quartz grains or their 

secondary enlargements by glauconite Is unreported. 	A very 

similar occurrence involving glauconite, dolomite, and 

detrital quartz (Swett, 1964, p. 624, fig. 4F) is now believed 

to have been incorrectly interpreted as dolomite replacement 

of quartz followed by glauconite replacement of the dolomite. 

This instance, within the Eribol sandstones, of the direct 

replacement of detrital quartz by glauconite leads to the 

conclusion that the earlier interpretation of the quartz - 

dolomite - glauconite sequence in the Manitou formation of 

Colorado should more probably have been interpreted as a 

quartz - glauconite - dolomite sequence. 	Within the Eribol 
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entered the replacement mechanics of the glauconite and quartz. 

Some of the glauconite grains do show a secondary alteration to 

sericite but this alteration does not enter into the quartz-

glauconite replacement and is probably a much later diagenetic 

event. 

L.. FRJVENANCE 

The clear overstep relations of the basal unconformity of 

the Eribol sandstones over both Lewisian and Torridonian rc 1  

suggest the probability that the detritus of the Eribol sa 

stones was derived from both sedimentary and metamorphic 

source rock--. 	o rock fragments. from either source were 

noted in the Lribo1 sandstones above the basal 5 to 10 feet 

with the exception of some problematical quartzite pebbles which 

are not directly attributable to either the Torridànian or the 

Lewisian. 	No rounded overgrowths were noted and the only 

suggestion of multiple cycles of sedimentation and lithification 

is the presence of the ?rounded inclusions within some quartz 

[,rains. 

The thickness of the I'orridonian succession exceeds 

9000 feet in some localities (Phemister, 1960). 	This thick- 

ness is perhaps greater than the average pre-erosion 

accumulation aIo 	:he entire length of the Cambrian 

, this volume of sedimentary 

ftLckness were totally 
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removed by a period of erosi. 	.e detritus from this 

erosion of Torridonian strata must certainly have contributed 

significantly to the Eribol sandstones. 	The Eribol 

sandstones have been affected by too many variables, however, 

to permit even speculative evaluation of the quantitative 

relative contributions of detritus from the Torridonian and 

Lewisian sources. 

The provenance for the authigenic minerals is possibly 

within the original sediments with the authigenesis merely 

reflecting an internal redistribution of the original chemical 

constituents into a more stable mineralogical pattern. 

General thoughts regarding the causes and mechanisms of 

authigenesis will be developed more thoroughly in conjunction 

with and after discussions of the remaining lithologic units. 
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III, AN T-SWN FORMATION 

A•  GENERAL TATIhNT 

The dolomitic shales, dolomitic siltstones, shaly 

of 

iCi'i'1O: 	iLU;O 	i,)O ':,oLouo1 rOL'O1'Od 

to as the Intermediate Series, the Passage Serio, or the 

Middle Series. 	In this thesis, this portion of the Combro- 

Ordoviclan succession is renamed the An t-u'SrOn formation after 

a "type" locality on the west shore of Loch Eribol where a 

complete sequence of these strata is continuously exposed. 

Most workers have agreed with the two-fold subdivision of the 

"Series" into a lower un, the "Fucoid Beds" (based on the 

early erroneous interpretoL:H)n of Planolites trace fossils as 

plant fossils) and the "Serpulite (or Salterella) Grit", an 

orthoauartzitic sandstone. 	This two-fold subdivision is 

followed within the An t-Sron formation with the "Fucoid Beds" 

and the "Serpulite Grit" as member units.. 

The "Fucoid Beds" are relatively unresistarit to the forces 

of weathering and erosion and hence good surface exposures are 

seldom encountered. 	The "Serpulite Grit" is considerably more 

resistant and commonly forms a small escarpment. During the 

field researches for this study, three locations were visited 

at An t-Sron, Elphin, and Ord, lro the exposures of both 

members of the formation are virtually complete (precise 

locations are given with the stratigraphic sections - fig. V)1 
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At An t-Sron, the continuously exposed stritigraphic thickness 

of the formation is roughly 80 feet, while at Elphin and 

the same units are nearly twice as thick (fig. V). 	This 

seems, nevertheless, a remarkably constant unit both 

lithologically and in thickness over its 100 mile length of 

outcrop. 

The discovery by Professor Lapworth in 1885 of fragments 

of Olenellus within the "Fucoid Beds" (published 1888) and the 

confirmation of this discovery through additional specimens 

located by the Geological Survey in 1891 (Geikie, 1891; 

Peach and Home, 1892; Peach, 1894) have provided the only true 

index fossils within the Cambro-Ordovician sequence. 	This 

important discovery has, however, permitted the correlation of 

these rocks - 	by position, the underlying sandstones - with 

the Lower 	Tbrian of Northwestern Europe, the British Is1an'o, 

and Central and Southwestern Europe by Peach et. al. (197), to 

Greenland (Poulsen, 1951; Cowls, 1960) and to North Arnerics 

(Peach, 1912). 

Peach et. al., (1907) list 43 different fossils from the 

Olenellus zone Including echlnoderms, annelids, brachiopods, 

trilobites, phyllocarids, and gasteropods. 	Despite careful 

searching in these horizons, this author is unable to make any 

new paleontological contributions to their list or even to 

confirm more that the presence of annelid? trails (Planolites) 

(Plate 5-), echinoderm fragments (Plate 5-F), ?Volborthella 

(Plate 6-;.), and dalterella. 
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A, 	(P-319) Thtomicro'aph demonstrating pyrite (dark area) 
rplacc 	:P quartz (Q)  and dolomite N. 	Plane 
polari - 	:'ui 'tEu Ii 'h':, pJ.0 obliquely reflcctcd 
light. 

thigenic.q.y'rit i a i1ty dolostone uiemon-
;rating the peripheral oxidation of the pyrite to hematite 

(black rim). 	Plane polarized, transmitted light plus 
obliquely reflected light. 	X 50. 

	

C, 	(P319/Skye) Glauconite (dark) occupying the interstitial 
area between quartz grains (Q). 	The glaucunJte has been 
deformec nThstically to fill the pore spacc 
polarizcl, transmitted light. 	X 30, 

	

D. 	(P-319/Skye) Photomicrogrr* demonstrating glauconite (G) 
texturally cross-cutting 	parently replacing two 
adjacent quartz grains ( . 	Nicole crossed, 	X 500  

	

C, 	aedding-'-lane xpon.re of Planolita trace fossils  

	

F, 	(I- 5) . iotociicrurep ol'silty dolo$tone containing 
echinoderm fragments with syntaxial overgrowths. 	Hematite 
filled sterome structure of the optically continuous 
grains is the basis for identification as echinoderm 
debris. 	Nicole crossed. 	N 30, 
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Lhe "Fucoid Beds" are a diverse mixture of lithologies 

including dolomitic siltatones, s1lt 	o1ostncs, :olomitic 

shales, argillaceous dolostones, 	 5'iTiO::';31  Ej1(J 

sandy dolostones. 	In general, the small grain size of all, or 

at least part, of the clastic portions of these rocks precludes 

modal analyses and the preceding rock names are based only on 

visual estimates of the percentage compositions. 	Weathered 

exposures of the "Fucoid Beds" are characteristically brown 

coloured on the weathered surfaces but are dark grey on 

freshly broken surfaces. 	These units commonly display small 

scale current-bedding or ripple features and evidence of 

reworking of the sediment, generally parallel to bedding, by 

the action of burrowing organisms (Plariolites) (Plate 5-b)-

In thin section, the rocks appear to be composed mainly of 

angular detrital quartz grains set in a finer groundmass of 

unidentifiable clay-size matrix material. 	Dolomite or 

ferroandolomite is a conspicuous to predominant constituent of 

nearly all specimens. 

The "Serpulite Grit" member of the An-t-Sron formation is 

mineralogically an orthoquartzite and texturally, a coarse, 

well-sorted sandstone. 	Adjacent to both the upper and lower 

boundaries of this member, there is dolomite cementation of 

the sandstones and the occasional occurrence of detrital 

carbonate grains (probably echinoderm fragments) (Plate 6-B). 

46. 



eldspars comtrise less than 1 percent of elie rocks and oniy 

trace quantities of the following detrital constituents were 

noted: siltstone rock fragments, ilmenite, zircon, ruti.:, 

tourmline, pyrite, hematite, sericite, an citin fr.:. 

The sandstones are conspicuously current-bedded but exposures 

are inadequate to obtain reliable current direction measure-

ments. 

easure- 

ments. 

C. JIG3L 

The reduction of pore space In the "Serpulite Grit" has 

been accomplished largely by simple pore filling, partly by 

dolomite and partly by quartz overgrowths on detrital grains. 

Pressure solution has also contributed to pore space reduction 

but to a much more limited extent than In the Eribol sandstone:. 

Sutured and interpenetrating contacts between adjacent detrital 

quartz grains are uncommon and the optical deformation or 

straining of quartz Is far less pronounced. 	This possibly 

permits a significant conclusion regarding the processes of 

pore space reduction to be drawn from the relationships 

between the "Serpulite Grit" and the "Pipe Rock" sandstones. 

Since the "Serpulite Grit" Is separated from the "Pipe Rock" 

member of the Eribol sandstones by only 60 to 80 feet of 

dolomitic siltstones and silty dolomites, it Is inconceivable 

that the compaction pressures in these two horizons would have 

been significantly different from one another. 	Therefore, it 
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seems necessary to invoke some cause other than differences in 

pressure to explain the differences in degree of quartz 

deformation and in the mechanisms of pore space reduction. 

The close association between the presence of pore filler and 

the lack of quartz suturing and deformation suggests that the 

pore filler may have reduced the susceptibility of the sandstones 

to processes of compaction and pressure solution. 	This does 

not necessarily support the conclusion of Heald (1950) that the 

lack of suturing in the secondary overgrowths indicates that 

pressure solution and pore filling were not simultaneously 

occurring side by side. 	The compaction and induration 

responsible for the conspicuous deformation of the quartz grains 

and for the suturing of the detrital grains seems likely to 

have post-dated the pore filling in the "Serpulite Grit". 

The presence of the pore filler may explain the lack of these 

pressure features in that unit. 

It is also perhaps further possible to conclude that the 

silica-bearing solutions responsible for pore filling in the 

"Serpulite Grit" moved downward from the carbonate rocks above 

rather than upward from the sandstones below. 	This source 

direction of the silica is suggested by the lack of pore 

cementation in the "Pipe Rock" sandstones and the possibility 

that the silts and clays of the "Fucold Beds" might have acted 

88 a barrier to the migrating solutions and account for the pore 

cementation of the "Serpulite Grit" sandstones. 	A downward 

movement of siliceous diagenetic solutions is also consistent 
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with a second hypothesis to be presented in subsequent 

discussions of the "Fucoid Beds". 

It is probable that the carbonate cement, now dolon: 

was originally precipitated in these units partly as cal,".- alc 

which which was later dolomitized. 	The main evidence in support 

of this conclusion is the presence of syntaxial "rim 

cementation" dolomit2 (thurst, 1958) on probably echinoderin 

fragments (Plate 6-C). 	$hese abraded framents which exhibit 

a stereome structure typical of echinoderm plates, were almost 

certainly originally calcitic. 	It is also orobable that the 

syntaxial rim cementation on these bioclasts was precipitated 

prior to dolomitization. 

Peripheral replacement of detrital quartz grains by 

dolomite also indicates an authigenic origin for the dolomite 

(Plate 6-D). 	It is further possible to demonstrate with 

certain quartz grains that the dolomite post-dates authigenic 

quartz overgrowths (Plate 6-E). 	It might be argued that the 

secondary overgrowths were developed during a previous period 

of lithification and were transported with their detrital 

hosts to their present positions. 	This argument can be 

easily countered by the improbable geometry of cemented grair:, 

the degree of sorting of the grains exclusive of the cemente( 

grains, and the lack of rounded or abraded overgrowths or 

rock fragments. 	It is most probable, therefore, that the 

dolomitizatlon is a later process than silicification within 

these rocks. 
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of the Eribol sandstones becomes somewhat more abundant in 

the An t-Sron formation. 	The pyrite maintains the same 

paragenetic relationships to the detrital quartz and to the 

carbonate cement (Plate 6-F) but within the An t-ron formation, 

the additional information is available that the pyrite Is 

later than the secondary silica in the diagenetic sequence. 

Oxidation rims of hematite again commonly appear on the 

authigenic pyrite euhedra, thus revealing a slightly modified 

sequence of diagenesis as 1) silicification (authigenic 

overgrowths on detrital quartz grains), 2) Dolomitizatlon 

(replaces both detrital PnI authigenic silica), 3) Pyritizatiori 

(replaces quartz and dolomite) and If) Oxidation of pyrite to 

hematite (hematitizatiOn). 

D. GEOCHF2'1ICAL STUDIES 

In the director's report in the Summary of Progress of the 

Geological Surv 	Greet Brai or çar 196, C. J. 

Stubblefield (1963, p.6) states: 

"Geochemical studies of British bLck shales 

were continued and further examples of their enrich- 

ment In uranium were found, 	This work also revealed 

that shales of Cambrian age in the Northwest Highlands 

were remarkable for their content of potash: four 

samples representative of large tonnages of rock 



PLATE 6 

(1-40/Kionard) Dolomitic siltstone containing a probable 
organic structure (c.f. Vo1borthel].x 
polarized, transmitted lipht. 	X 3L;. 

(1-59) sandstone from the lower part of the Serpulite 
Grit member of the An t-bron formation showing carbonate 
grains (probably echinoderm fragments) (E) with over- 
growths. 	Nicols crossed. 	X 50. 

c. 	(1-59) Serpulite Grit sandstone with an echinoderm 
fragment (E) with a large syntaxial overgrowth (0). 
The stereome structure of the carbonate grain Is filled 
with hematit' 	Nicols crossed. 	X 100. 

(76) Dolomitic sandstone showing dolomite (D) repl-
r nt r  

cc - . 

(1-76) Dolomitic sandstone showing dolomite (U) replace-
ment of the detrital quartz grains (Q) and their syntaxisi 
athigenic overgrowths. 	Nicols crossed. 	X 50. 

F. 	(1-78) Sandstone from the upper portion of the Serpulite 
Grit showing pyrite (black) replacement of detrital quart' 
(Q) and dolomite M. 	Plane polarized, transmitted light.. 
X 50. 
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assayed 11.4 percent K20, as compared with the British 

average of 3.7 percent or with the world average of 

3.2 percent for shales of widely varying 

Petrographic studies reveal no suggestion of these high 

Tn 

situation in which they ire found. 	Briefly reviewing the 

sedimentary successi{, :kosic, subarkosic and orthoquartzitic 

sandstones overlying a planar unconformity grade upward into 

mostly orthoquartzitic sandstones. 	Above these sandstones are 

the shales and siltstones which contain the potash. 	Overlying 

these units is another thin orthoquartzitic horizon and 

finally, this clastic sequence is succeeded by a thick carbonate 

sequence. 	This progression from arkose to sub-.arkose to 

orthoquartzite to shale to carbonates suggests a slowly trans-

gressive marine depositional environment with an ever 

increasing textural and mineralogical maturity of the 

sediments. 	It is improbable that any geologist would predict 

that the shales and siltstones within this sequence would 

contain greater than 10 percent potash and the discovery of 

these anomalous values would be unlikely by any method other 

than the "shotgun" approach of chemically analysing any and 

all British black shales. 

However, having been led to the problem by the urvey, it 

seemed worthwhile to investigate this aspect of the "Fucoid 
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were performed on samples of these horizons through the kind 

cooperation of Dr, E.L.F. Mercy and his staff. 	The 

analytical results provided overwhelming support for the 

earlier geochemical investigations of the Geological Survey, 

Table III presents the results of partial analyses performed 

on five samples taken as representative of the vertical 

sequence and one further sample to examine the lateral extent, 

Table IV presents the norms calculated from these analyses 

and Table V gives the norms recalculated for only the 

detrital fraction of the samples (subtracting the, calcium, 

1 	cr5Iu1, -:ThJ C- 	 W1C, in thin section, is 

obvio iIy ?J.or -itC c;U 	.L1able VI quotes published 

analyses of some sedimentary rocks (Pettijohn, 1963) and 

shows the considerable disparity between these -shales and 

"normal" sediments, 	A second series of analyses of only 

K20 and N820 was performed to determine the vertical extent 

of the high potash values and to ascertain if the soda 

content of the sandstones and carbonates was proportionally 

high. 	The results of these further analyses are tabulated 

in T.bic. VIE, 

The lcricLoergy ivision of the Je1cricI 	ive 

also extended their Investigations of the shales. 	In the 

Summary of Progress teport for 1963 (Bowie, 1964), they 

reported that the potash-rich mineral was mainly adularia but 

partly muscovite and glauconite. 	An inquiry directed to the 
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TABLE III 

Laboratory Report No. 60 

October 6th., 1964 

Partial analyses of samples from Fucoid Beds, Sutherland 

805/1-2 806/1-12 807/1-25 808/1-35 809/1-53 810/KI-20 

S102 27,56 45.15 23.15 57,64 62,03 39,53 

T102 0.36 0.49 0,22 0.60 0.28 0.49 

A1203 6.72 10,20 4.19 12,05 5,63 9.62 

Fe203  2.39 1.79 2.92 1.93 3.51 2,55 

MgO 11.12 6,25 12.86 2,50 4.79 8.02 

CaO 17,88 10,67 20.43 5.54 7.79 12,2J 

Na20 0.12 0.14 0.10 0.18 0.11 0.15 

1(20  5 7 , 	j, C 77 3.39 7.30 

CO2 27.01 1).4/ 3,0 6.49 10.49 17.44 

Tot. 98.24 97.25 97.83 96,70 98,02 97.54 

iercy 
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T..BL!. V 

Partial analyses of samples from the Fucoid Beds 

Recaicu1atkor of wt, 4 and norms of only the 

detrital componete, 

Si 02 

T102 

A1203 

Fe203 

Na2  0 

1(20 

Quartz 

Orth, 

Alb. 

Anor. 

Hem. 

Rut. 

Weight Percent 

1-2 1-12 1-25 1-35 1-53 1(1-20 

65.26 69.61 60.08 70.15 82.76 66.28 70.35 
0.85 0.75 0.65 0,73 0,37 0.82 0.69 

15.91 15.73 12.32 14.66 7.51 16.13 13.71 

5,65 2.76 8.58 2.35 4.68 4.28 4.72 
0.28 0.22 0,29 0,22 0,15 0.25 0.23 

12.03 10.93 10.11 11,88 4.52 12.24 10.28 

99. 98, 1 0. oOi oo, 004 990994 99, 99 	00 004 	98/C? 

Norms 

1-2 	j 1-12 I 1-25  I 1-35 I 1-53 I KI-20 

14.45 22,09 26.55 21.54 60.96 15,31 

70.23 63.21 58.76 69.98 26.41 71.00 

2.45 1.59 3.08 1,90 1.38 1.74 
6.51 9.72 2.46 3.71 6,24 6.92 

5,60 2.66 8.44 2.32 4.64 4.22 

0,75 0,73 0.70 0.68 0,37 0.8]. 

99. 994 00.00/. )9, 994100-011,
00, 00 100. 00 
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TiL 	Vi 

PETTIJOHN,. F.J.., 1963, Chemical Composition of Sandstones 
Excluding Carbonate and Volcanic Sands. 	Data of Geochem.; 
6th Ed..: U.S.Geol. Surv. Prof. Pap. 440-5, 21 p. 

Mean composition of principal 	Chein composition 

	

sandstone classes 	 of principal sizes 
-----. - 

Ortho- 	Lithic Grey- Arkose Sandat. i1ts., Shale 
quartzite I 	as. I  wacke 

3102 95.4 66.1 66.7 77,1. 78.66 69.96 58,38 

Ti02 0,2 0.3 0.6 0.3 0.25 0,59 0.65 

A1203  1,1 8.1 13.5 8.7 4.78 10,52 15.47 

Fe203  1.5 5.2 5.1 2.2 1.38 3,47 6,49 

Na20 0,1 0.9 2.9 1.5 0.45 1.51 1.31 

K20 0.2 1.3 2.0 2,8 1.32 2,30 3,25 
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TABLi. VII 

Laboratory Report No, 61 

October 30th,, 1964 

Na20 	,. K20 

820/P-315 San0t, 0,05 1.36 

821/P.-1.5 Sandst, o,o 

822/Q-245 Sandst. 0,03 1.47 

823/Q-75 Saridat, 0,06 3,22 

824/0-1-133 Sandat, 0.13 6.78 

825/0-1-76 Sndst, 0.05 0,61 

826/K-I-40 Silt8t. 0,17 8.70 

827/0-1-52 Slltst, 0,18 7.83 

828/1-81 SIltat. 0,13 6.16 

829/1-70 SIltat. 0.07 1,00 

830/D-10 Cart. 0.09 0,24 

831/D-100 Garb, 0.08 0,05 

832/1)-331 Garb, 0.08 0,04 

E.L.P. Mercy. 
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Geological Survey elicited only the reply that their information 

was soon to be published and could not be divulged prior to 

publication..... 

Figure VI showsraphically the percentages of K20 

plotted against the stratigraphic column at An t-Sron. 	The 

abrupt and remarkable increase in K20 content at the base of 

the "Fucoid Beds" is conspicuously revealed by this diagram. 

The fluctuations of potash values within the "Fucoid Beds" 

merely reflect the fact that only six analyses are plotted. 

The results of two analyses of samples from a more southern 

locality are shown as circled crosses (Fig. VI) and suggest 

that further analyses would confirm the higher trend of the 

E20  values. 	These various tabulations and graphical plots 

indicate the problems involved without, unfortunately, 

offering. any clues to the possible causes of the anomalous 

potash content. 

A tentative hypothesis to explain the K20 values was 

derived largely through a process of eliminating unlikely 

explanations. 

	

	To review briefly the possibilities: the 

potash must be either a primary detrital constituent of the 

iery orthochicI c sti 

3r 	 LJC en'jcLimiat 1 	'(it 311. 	1: 

possibility is considered, an insurmountable problem of 

provenance and/or mineralogical sorting is encountered for, 

as shown, the potash content is much higher than "normal 

arkosic or clay-rich rocks. 	Some of the detrital fraction 
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modes, in fact, approach the K20 content of pure orthoclase. 

The second possibility - an orthochernica]. precipitate - 

(possibly sylvite ?) would require an evaporitic environrrnt. 

This is clearly incompatible with the stratigraphic associations 

and with the faunal content of the rocks. 

If these arguments are accepted, they exclude a primary 

genesis for the potash content of these horizons. 

The alterriati'"e to a primary genesis is, obviously, a 

secondary or authigenic enrichment of the potash content. 	NO 

mechanisms for a secondary enrichment seem possible: 1) 

selective replacement of non-potash minerals by a third mineral, 

or 2) introduction of a potash-rich mineral into the sediment 

either as a cement or as an authigenic replacement mineral. 

Considering the first possibility, the only apparent 

authigenic replacement which might conceivably accomplish a 

potash enrichment would be the preferential replacement of 

quartz (and not feldspar) by dolomitization. 	This explanation 

encounters impossible volumetric difficulties and the chemical 

analyses clearly indicate an inverse relationship between the 

amount of dolomite and the amourt of potash. 

The remaining possibility - that of potash enrichment 

through the Introduction of some authigenic minerals - 

fortunately offers a tentative explanation. 	The recognition 

of this mechanism of enrichment is not, however, as simple as 

might be presupposed for there are no perceptible authigenic 

overgrowths on detrital feldspar grains to account for the 
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high potash values. 	staining of the thin sections with 

sodium cobaltinitrate (Rosenblui, i56) reveals that the 

potash is contained in the fine-grained matrix. 

Gruner and Thie]. (1937) recorded similar high potash 

values in the Glenwood shale of Minnesota and concluded that 

since much of the feldspar they studies was extremely fine-

grained, (<1/256 mm), it was doubtful that it could have 

withstood the vicissitudes of weathering to which primary 

detrital material is subjected. 	ihey also investigated some 

fine-grained silts (recent) derived from igneous and mete-

morphic source rocks and found them to be mainly quartzor:. 

"It is much more likely that clayey material of 

colloidal dimensions and properties abstract potassium 

from solutions and form orthoclase under favourable 

conditions." (Gruner and Thiel, 1937) 

Y. Baskin (1956) presents abundant data concerning 

authigenic feldspars and a noteworthy review of the subject. 

Most of the finely crystalline authigenic feldspars were 

noted by Baskin to possess the monoclinic symmetry of 

adularia (r::t r than the triclinic syrmetry of microcline or 

orthoclas.. 	ompositionally, the authigenic potash cldspers 

contain an average of 16.4 percent K20 s compared with an 

average of 11.7 percent 1(20  for potash feldspars from granites 

and syenites. 	Baskin estimates that authigenic feldspars 

rarely make up more than a few percent of the total sedimenc. 
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Daly (1917) describes a notable exception to this in rocks 

containing approximately 40 percent authigenic feldspar. 

Weiss (1954) recorded authigenic potash feldspars constituting 

nearly 70 percent of the total composition of Ordovician shales. 

The lack of evidence to support a hydrothermal or metamorphic 

origin led Baskin to conclude that the authigenic feldspars 

are probably a replacement or epigenetic phenomenon 

developed in argillaceous sediments during consolidation. 

Some of the evidence observed during the present study does 

not support Baskin's conclusion. 

If the authigenic feldspars of the ttFucoid  Beds" were 

introduced into the shales and siltstones contemporaneously 

with the authigenic overgrowths noted on the feldspar grains 

of the Eribol sandstones, a post-compaction genesis is 

indicated by the cross-cutting relationships of the over- 

growths to strained and sutured quartz grains. 	A post- 

compaction genesis for the potash creates a source and 

transportation problem for the potash but this is perhaps not 

insurmountable. 	A possibly significant clue to the solution 

of this problem is perhaps unwittingly offered by Baskin 

(1956, p. 152) ....."All of the carbonate rocks studies 

that contained authigenic feldspars were partially 

or completely dolomitized or recrystallized. 	It 

is possible that the formation of the authigenic 

feldspars may have been contemporaneous with the 

dolomitization or recrystallization." 
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In itself, this statement is not particularly enhighteniTL 

for virtually every carbonate rock in existence has been 

partially or completely dolomitized or recrystallized. 

The association of dolornitization with authigenic feldspars, 

however, it also recorded by Tester and Atwater (1934) and 

in at least one of the environments discussed by Gruner and 

Thiel (1937). 

The established replacive ability of dolomite leads to 

the possibility that some potash-rich mineral originally 

contained in the overlying limestone could perhaps have 

released potassium when replaced by doloinitization. 	The 

paragenetic timing of this is In harmony with the post-

compaction, authigenic overgrowths on the feldspars of the 

Eribol sandstones. 	A simultaneous release of silica from 

a dolomitized clay mineral would also lend support to the 

hypothesis concerning the source of silica for pore filling 

in the "Serpulite Grit" sandstones. 

The prime candidate for a potash-rich mineral which might 

reasonably have been contained In the limestones is illite 

(Grim, 1953). 	Analyses of 15 samples of Illite (Deer, Howie, 

and Zuasman, 1962) show an average potash content of 7.16 

percent. 	The hypothesis would receive further support if a 

kaolinitic residue were left in the limestones but X-ray 

diffractometer analyses of the clay mineralogy show no 

kaolinite. 	This detracts somewhat from the hypothesis that 

the potash was derived through dolomitization of illitic 
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limestones but possibly indicates only that a kaollnitic 

residue was not formed. 	The present clay content of the 

dolostones is mainly sericite with subordinate chlorite. 

It is not unlikely that the limestones may have originally 

contained a,'-higher clay content and illite is the most 

probable of the clay minerals (Grim, 1953). 	Whether 

dolomitization of an illitic limestone did, or could, have 

produced the high potash values of the "Fucoid Beds" is  

largely speculative but, to this author, it offers the most 

acceptable tentative explanation for an extraordinary and 

perplexing geochemical problem. 	It also could, perhaps, 

offer a source of potash for other authigerüc feldspars. 
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IV, DIJ.NESS CARBONATES 

A. GiNiRAL i1'!T:lENT 

The Liurness carbonate rocks comprise the bulk of the 

Cambro-Ordovician sequence of north-west Scotland (see 

appendix). 	These carbonates rest with apparent conformity 

on the An t-Sron formation below and vary in exposed thick-

ness from a few feet to somewhat in excess of 4000 feet, their 

exposed thickness being dependent on the stratigraphic level 

of the ubiquitous truncation by the l4oine Thrust plane or 

other Caledonian structures. 	At no place can a depositional 

top to these carbonates be observed. 	The most complete 

stratigraphic sequence is available in the Eribol and Durness 

regions and a major portion of the present study is based 

upon a composito stratigraphic sequence from these two areas. 

From the early writings by IacCulloch (114) to the 

recent review by Phemistor (i6J, a ctsual stuJent of the 

literature would, with few exceptions, C; oxC:lu? e. 	the bulk 

of the sequence was composed of limestone. 	The common 

application of the term "Durness limestone" to the rocks, 

stemming from the general ill-preparedness of field geologists 

to distinguish between limestone and dolostone, is undoubtedly 

responsible for this misconception. To dismiss this com- 

positional difference as insignificant is inexcusable. The 

sequence includes limestones, dolomitic limestones, calcareous 

dolostones, and pure dolostones. 	The contact relationships 
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between these compositional variations may be either 

grndatimal, shrrply defined horizons, or as interpenetrating 

mot L.ie;d networks. 

Peach.et. al, (1907) introduced seven stratigraphic 

subdivisions of the carbonate succession, divided on the basis 

of both primary and diagenetic features. 	6ome of their 

subdivisions are insufficiently distinct or well defined to 

permit positive recognition and separation in the field. 

This is especially true of the upper units but attempting to 

alter deeply ingrained stratigraphic nomenclature is consider- 

ed impractical. 	In this thesis, the term "member" 

however, substituted for "groups". 	Most of the descri'tion 

of the various "groups" offered by Peach et. al., do not 

afford precise demarcation of the boundaries of the units. 

Also in their descriptions, many of the more conspicuous 

features of the rocks are unmentioned and one often has cause 

to wonder if their (Peach et. al., 19) mapped "groups" 

coincide with their described "Groups" (Peach et, a?. 1907). 

Closely following the six-inch geological map, the present 

writer found in several instances that contacts between sub-

divisions were drawn at localities exhibiting no significant 

lithologic change and found that an arbitrary boundary 

selection was necessary in order to utilize their "group" 

names. 	Nearly all of this difficulty, however, arises in the 

upper three members. 	The lower four members, the Grudadidh 

member, the Lilean Dubh member, the Sailmhor member, and the 
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Sangamore member, are all reasonably distinct lithologic units 

although different investigators might justifiably select 

slightly different boundaries without more precise definitions. 

The Balnakiel, Croisphuill and Durine members while 

possessing certin distinctive horizons, either merge 

imperceptibly with one another or their boundaries are c(I-11- 

cealed. 	The Croisphuill and Durine members are exposed on-ii  

in the Durness outlier and their distinction there is 

rendered difficult by fracturing, contortion, and poor 

exposures. 

3. i.ThdG.;JHY 

Three major petrographic end members may be visualized 

for the rocks of the Durness carbonates: 1) Dolostone, 

2) Limestone, and 3) Chert. 	These three rock types and their 

admixtures such as dolomitic limestones, calcareous co:Lostones, 

cherty limestones, cherty dolostones etc. account for nearly 

the total of the sequence. 	The only remaining litholgies are 

very minor horizons of areriaceous (generally quartzose) or 

silty limestones and dolostones. 	Clay size detrital and or 

organic impurities might be considered as a fourth com-

positional end member but is not a lithologic endpoint since 

no rocks are found with clays as a predominant constituent. 

Semi-micro quantitative determinations of the insoluble 

residues (in dilute (25,) hydrochloric acid) were made on 
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21 chert-free samples. 	The results of these determinations 

(Table IX) show the range in the insoluble content of the 

carbonates from 0.61 percent to 6,87 percent. 	The average 

insoluble residue of these representative samples comprises 

2.12 percent of the rock but the strtigraphic distribution 

of the variations in the insoluble content is extremely 

erratic and no consistency of pattern evolves from which 

paleo-environmental interpretations might be drawn. 

Attempting to describe or discuss the more detailed 

aspects of the petrography of the carbonate sequence is, in 

a sense, rather frustrating because many of the primary 

features and textures of the rocks have been obscured through 

diagenesis and often only ghost structures remain (Plate 7-A). 

The interpretation of the ughostvi  structures is often highly 

subjective and yet, these structures represent an important 

aspect of the history of the rocks. 

Unfortunately, no satisfactory petrographic 

classification scheme has yet been devised for diagerietically 

altered carbonate rocks. 	There are such a multitude of 

variables in the degrees and patterns of recrystallization 

and authigenesis that any classification permitting a meaning-

ful description and grouping of the multitude of lithologies 

would necessarily be either so general or so cumbersome as to 

be of negligible value. 	it is, however, possible to consider 

the petrographic classifications of the unaltered limestones 

(and their genetic implications) and then to discuss the range 
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TABLE IX 

SEMI-MICRO QUANTITATIVE ANALYSES OF INSOLUBLE  RESIDUES 

*ample * Wt, 	La Irisol. residue 

D-lO 5.51 

D-50 1.79 

292 

D-150 1.75 

D-331 0.61 

D-372 1.81+ 

D-441 0.86 

D-446 4.76 

D-1002 5. 31 - 

D-.1356 125 

D-1480 3.28 

D-1582 3.77 

D-1808 2.02 

D-2212 	 2.21 

D-2647 	 1.58 

D-2827 	 0.63 

D-3019 	 0.90 

D-3297 	 6.87 

D.-3491 	 1.90 

D- -1947  

D-4247 	 :72 

* All samples are taken from the Durness carbonates. 	Sample 
numbers refer to stratigraphic level (in feet) above the 
base of the carbonate sequence. 
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and extent of the diagenetic alterations. 

1. Limestones 

Of the several classifications which have been proposed 

(Ham, 1962), L.L. Folk's spectral subdivision of limestone 

types (1962) proves most useful for the limestones of the 

Durness sequence. 	A few categories of minor importance 

based on detrital constituents have been added to Folk's 

system through the use of modifying terms. 	The limestone 

types of the Durness sequence are, in order of decreasing 

abundance: micrites, intramicrites, microsparites 

(recrystallized micrites), intramicrosparites, silty micrites, 

silty intramicrites, quartzose arenaceous micrites, quartzoSe 

arenaceous intramicritEs, oomicrites, oosparites, and, very 

rarely, pelmicrites. 	Breccias are found locally throughout 

the sequence but are the result of much later tectonics and 

are not considered here as separate petrographic types. 

Many of the micrites are finely laminated and a few 

contain body fossils or trace fossils. 	The faunal content 

of the limestones is never sufficientto warrant the term 

biomicrite except possibly with the carefully selected hand- 

size sample. 	Some of the thinly laminated carbonates are 

almost certainly algal in origin. 	These might be classified 

as biomicrites but are herein included under the term 

micrites since microscopically they do not appear to contain 



any recognizable biogenic particles. 

The vast majority of the carbonate sequence is now 

and/or probably was microcrystalline at the time of deposition 

and would fall in the category of the Type III limestones 

(the Ivlicrocrystalllne rocks) (after Folk, 1962). 	In terms 

of their genesis, RL Folk has :roposed that the I'ype 111 

limestones indicate 

",,.....both a rapid rate of precipitation of 

micro-crystalline ooze, together with lack of 

persistent stronp, currents. 	Texturally, they 

correspond with the claystones among the tern-

genous rocks; most form in very shallo., sheltered 

lagoon areas, or on broad submerged s..clvcs of 

little relief and moderate depth where wave action 

is cut off by the very width of the shelf. 	Some 

may also form in deeper offshore areas." 

The presence of-the strornatolitic algal structures 

common throughout much of the sequence supports the concept of 

deposition on broad, shallowly submerged shelves of low 

relief. 

2. Dolostones 

The effects of dolomitization can be demonstrated in all 

degrees from the occasional authigenic dolomite euhedra 
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speckled through limestones to totally dolomitized rocks. 

This complete gradational sequence strongly supports an 

authigenic interpretation for all of the dolostones but does 

not preclude the possibility of some of them being primary 

dolomite deposits. 

Dolomitization generally obscures the details of original 

textures by its tendency to increase the crystal "grain size". 

Nany of the finely laminated dolostones when examined micro-

scopically exhibit a relatively homogeneous medium-crystalline 

texture and the laminae, conspicuous on weathered exposures 

are barely, if at all, discernible. 	This suggests thit, 

although generally increasing the textural coarsenees, 

dolomitization was possibly influenced sufficiently by 

origianl laminations of impurities to have caused subtle 

variations in dolomite textures that are now revealed by 

weathering. 	It is perhaps of interest that etching of cut 

surfaces of the finely laminated dolostones with hydrochloric 

acid fails to expose the laminae so obvious on weathered 

surfaces. 	The apparent lack of laminar structure in thin 

section compared with similarly laminated limestones is 

caused by the transection of the original laminae by dolomite 

crystals and supports an authigenic or recrystallization 

rather than primary origin for the dolostones. 	A third 

argument favouring a secondary origin for the dolostones will 

be presented in detail in subsequent discussions of diagenesia 

but previewed briefly, it is based on textural evidence within 
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chert nodules In the dolostones which indicates that the chert 

has been replaced by the dolomite. 	Primary bedding 

structures which can be traced across the boundaries of the 

chert nodules (Plate 7-B) eliminate the possibility of the 

cherts being primary. 	Therefore, 1f the dolomite is 

replacive to authigenic cherts, 	rriust either be authigenic 

Itself or the replacement could possibly have resulted 

through late recrystallization of primary dolomite under 

altered geochemical conditions that were unfavourable to the 

authigenic chert nodules. 	Silicification followed by 

dolomitization seems a more likely explanation of the 

relationships. 

In addition to the thinly-bedded or massive dolostones, 

there are also dolostones exhibiting distinct similarities 

to many of the previously noted limestone types such as silty 

and arenaceous dolostones, oolitic dolostones, and dolostones 

showing ghosts of Intraclasts and fossil debris and trace 

fossils. 	Fossiliferous dolostones are a rare phenomenon 

unless the algal structures in dolostones are considered in 

this category. 

A lithological feature peculiar to the dolomitized units 

of the succession is mottling, 	Mottled textures are displayed 

by both the dolomitic limestones and the dolostones (see 

stratigraphic descriptions in appendix). 	The mottled 

dolomitic limestones of the Croisphuill member are characterized 

by an anastomosing network of interpenetrating dolomitic and 
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calcitic lithologies arranged In irregular streaks, patches, 

and bands (Plate 7-C), 	The two lithologies are usually 

sharply distinct in their contact relationships. 	The 

dolomitic lithology Is generally darker In colour and more 

coarsely crystalline than the calcitic portions. 	The two 

separated lithologies give the mottled rock a striking 

appearance in outcrop. 	Their relative difference In 

resistance to chemical weathering produces an extremely rough 

surface with the dolomitic portions standing out In positive 

relief as much as 3/4 inches beyond the calcareous portions 

(Plate 7..D), 	This pattern of mottling was attributed by 

Peach et, al. (1907) to the actions of burrowing organisms. 

A very careful analysis of the patterns reveals however three 

dimensional relationships that cannot be attributed to 

burrowing animals. 	The vertical gradation of the mottled 

lithologies into unxnottled totally dolomitic (Plate 7-E) or 

totally calcareous units further discourages the burrow 

hypothesis. 	Dolomitization In these mottled limestones appears 

to have followed no fixed pattern but to have proceeded 

randomly from centers or Indeterminate origin. 

Mottling is also evident In the totally dolomitic rocks 

of the Grudaldh and Sallmhor members, the latter being the 

lithology described as the "Leopard Stone" by Peach et. al. 

(1907). 	The mottling of these dolostones expresses 

variations In grain size and colour (lighter areas being more 

coarsely crystalline) and is perceived as an extension of the 
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partial dolomitization of the mottled dolomitJc i 

The pattern of mottling in the dolostones I- 

-size, distribution and frequency with the mottled pattern in 

the dolomitic limestones. 	Although nowhere in the Durness 

carbonates was the gradation from mottled dolomitic limestones 

to mottled dolostones observed, similar patterns of mottling 

and the complete gradation between the two lithologies have 

been reported from the Beekmantown rocks of Maryland (Sando, 

1957). 

The mottling of the dolomitic limestones and dolostones, 

although almost certainly not caused by the trails and 

burrows of organisns, :o apparently follow acme primary 

feature within the original sediment. 	The mottled dolomitic 

limestones of the Croisphuill member at Durness contain a 

characteristic molluscan fauna which can be correlated with 

near certainty over the hirrired mile distance between Durness 

and the Ben Suardal mottled dolomitic limestones on the Isle 

of Skye. 	This strongly supports a primary control over the 

cause of the mottling in this mollusk-bearing horizon. 

The argument for primary controls influencing the 

patterns of mottling is further strengthened by a conspicuous 

cyclic or rhythmic pattern displayed In the mottling of the 

bailmhor dolostones (the "Leopard Stone"). 	The cycle which 

Is repeated roughly half a dozen times in the Sailmhor member 

consists of a chert, thinly bedded, light grey, finely 

crystalline dolostone unit 1 - 3 feet thick, overlain by a 
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very 	h:.Lgh1 	 L:rrj 	,r cry: t:.LIi i.t: 

do1o: 	.nit 2 	 iu 

grey, moderately mottled, coarsely crystalline dolostone unit 

6 - 13 feet thick. 	It is very doubtful that this cyclic 

pattern which is reasonably consistent in its lithologies and 

their relative stratigraphic order could emerge from the 

diagenesis of texturally and mineralogically homogeneous 

sediments or rocks. 	The cyclic pattern of mott1in', c1a, 

and bedding features must surely reflect some primary 

variation in the carbonate sediments that has later been 

exploited by diagenesis. 

Sujkowski (1953) suggested that the cause of diagnetic 

reactions is the chemical instability of heterogeneous 

sediments which tend toward an "unmixing" to more stable 

miners], suites. 	If this hypothesis is applied to the patterns 

of dolomitization in the Durness carbonates, the mottling of 

the dolomitic limestones might be conceived as the haphazard 

segregation or ttunmixingT' of magnesium from magneslan lime-

stones which possessed a relatively low diffusion porosity. 

If only a limited migration of the ions was possible, 

"unmixing" could explain the mottled pattern of the dolomitic 

limestones. Extending this hypothesis slightly leads to the 

possible interpretation that dolomitizatlon which is 

expressed as a uniform speckling of limestones with micro-

scopic dolomite euhedra is the result of an "urunixing" in a 

sediment or rock with a very low diffusion porosity. 	If the 
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opposite extreme is envisaged (with a high diffusion porosity) 

it might explain the common segregation of limestone and 

dolostone into discrete interbedded units. 	This hypothesis 

would seem to offer a more reasonable and tenable explanation 

for the observable gradations between mottled and unmottled 

horizons than to invoke algal growth patterns or patterns 

produced by burrowing animals. 

The "unrnixing" hypothesis while offering a possible 

explanation for the mottling of the dolomitic limestones is 

obviously inadequate to explain two periods of dolomitization 

necessary to produce the mottled pattern of the pure 

dolostones of the Sailmhor and Grudaidh members. Either a 

separate mechanism must be invoked for the second stage of 

dolomitization or a modification of the "unmixing" concept is 

required. 	Beales (1953) has proposed that a similar pattern 

of mottling in the Palliser limestones of Alberta has 

resulted from dolomitization of magnesian limestones which 

probably commenced from "more susceptible center'", rossibly 

resulting in ...........a trigger effect in that the 

effective diffusion porosity of these areas was 

increased, thus facilitating the diffusion of the 

magnesian solutions which first affected the 

centers and then spread into the surrounding rock."  

Although phrased as a circular argument, Beales' proposed 

mechanism suggests a possible mechanism for two phases of 
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dolomitization. 	Substitution of Sujkowski's "unmixing" for 

Beales' "more susceptible centers" would perhaps improve the 

hypothesis regarding the initial phase of dolomitization. 

If, however, the initial dolomitization occurs as a volume for 

volume replacement and does not increase the effective 

porosity, Beales' sugest1ons collapses completely. 

The mottling of the dolostones may also be expined simply 

as two independent phases of dolomitization occurring at 

different times or at widely different rates. 	If the initial 

phase occurred due to the local "unrriixlng" of metastable 

sedimentary mixtures and limited by a low diffusion porosity, 

it could be followed by a later slow permeation of the rocks 

by magnesium-bearing solutions. 	Separate periods of 

dolomitization under differing conditions and rates of 

diagenesis could easily produce the variations in colour:and 

crystal textures that now express the mottling. 	This 

hypothesis is favoured by the lack of any evidence in the 

partly dolomitized limestones that the early dolomitization has 

increased the porosity of the rocks. 

Oolitic dolostones or partly 	 : 

stones occur at five separate horizons in three of the 

stratigraphic members of the Durness carbonates. 	The oolitic 

textures have been invaluable In establishing multiple phases 

of dolomitization during the diagenetic history of the 

carbonates. 	To avoid duplication of discussion, the detailed 

description and interpretations of the oolitic dolostones will 
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be deferred until later discussions of diagenesis in order that 

the dolomitization in these rocks may be considered relative 

to the other diagenetic events. 

?. Cherts 

Silicification features in the Durness carbonates assume 

a wide variety of forms ranging from sparsely distributed 

microscopic authigeriic quartz crystals to beds of nearly pure 

chert up to six feet thick. Most of the chert occurs in the 

upper five members of the formation as thin beds or randomly 

distributed subspherical to discoidal nodules. 	The cherts 

may be white (novaculite), black (flint), or reddish 

(jasperoid) in colour. 

Throuiicu t the fcliov ir5 	I3CU55i ()5, IT1C t'it'r &hrjl't 15 

used, unlees c4u5liJisl, as a coiJctive terr to descri bc all. 

of the cryptocrystalline, microcrystalline and occasionally 

macrocyrstalline varieties of authigenic silica which occur 

throughout the carbonate sequence. 

The cherts of the Durness carbonates may be divided into 

three distinct textural end members of: 1) microcrystalline 

quartz, 2) fibrous, chalcedonic quartz, and 3) "drusy" quartz 

mosaics. 	F'olk and Vveaver (1952) have interpreted the 

probable genesis of these chert types as follows: 

"Microcrystalline quartz results when crystal 

growth begins at very numerous, closely spaced centers 
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arranged in a three dimensional array. 	•.... The 

individual rnicrocrystals, in random orientation, grow 

in all directions until they meet the advancing edges 

of adjacent microcrystals. 	The rate of formation 

presumably governs the closeness of the spacing, and 

this in turn determines the grain size of the cherttt 

"Chalcedonic quartz, on the other hand, starts 

formation from only a few centers of crystallization, 

and because of the limited interference, gives rise 

to optically continuous fibrous structures. 	The most 

favorable condition for the formation of chalcedonic 

quartz occurs when crystallization begins at a few 

centers spaced along a surface, in which case outward 

growth is unhampered." 

"In addition to the micro-forms of quartz, chert 

nodules may also contain ordinary quartz of larger 

crystal size, showing straight extinction and normal 

refractive index, 	This "drusy" quartz usually forms 

the final deposit in the center of cavity fillings, 

while chalcedonic quartz lines the walls. 	This is 

probably due to a decreasing rate of precipitation 

because of the diminishing rate of supply of 

solution as consolidation proceeds." 



The literature regarding the "chert problem" is 

extensive and a comprehensive survey of this topic alone would 

undoubtedly exceed the total volume of this thesis and 

certainly exceed the intentions of this writer. 	Pettijohn 

(1957) has offered a perceptive, although somewhat over- 

simplified, review f the literature Prior to 1955. 	However, 

many of the si'nifl.cant advances in the uucierstaniing ot the 

chemistry and physics of silica diagenesis have appeared 

since 1955. 	Recent reviews of the topic are afforded by the 

Symposium volume - Silica in Sediments (Irelan(i, 

1959) and by Siever (1962). 	The following brief revi(nof 

the problems and of some of the more recent advances is not 

intended to be comprehensive but is presented merely to 

establish some recent views upon which subsequent discussions 

can be bed 

The "chert problem" may be summarized as the inadequate 

understanding of: 1) the sources of silica., 2) the 

mechanisms and distances of transportation, and 3) the 

causes and mechanisms responsible for the precipitation of 

authigenic silica . 	Recapitulating some of the proposed 

answers to the first question, sources which have been 

suggested for authigenic silica are: 1) Inorganic precipita-

tion from sea water, 2) I4etasomatic fluid, 3) Recrystal-

lization of silica-rich volcanic deposits, /) £3iogenic 

precipitation of amorphous silica from sea water (by radiolaria, 

diatoms, and sponges) which may either form cherts directly or 



dissolve and reprecipitate within sediments to produce chert, 

5) Pressure solution of detrital quartz, 6) Carbonate 

replacement of detrital quartz, 7) Clay mineral diagenesis 

(illite or montrnorillonite conversion to kaolinite + silica), 

or 8) Dolomite replacement of clay minerals. 

Sound arguments have been advanced which exclude the 

first three of these proposed origins for the majority of 

cherts (Siever, 1962). 	It is likely, however, that cherts are 

polygenetic and that the other sources have perhaps all 

contributed silica in varying proportions to various cherts 

depending upon the local conditiors. 

The last suggested source - doloit 	1cr: 

minerals - is, to the knowledge of this writer, a previously 

unexplored possibility. 	There is poor s'roement C nncerriit1L 

the role of clay minerals in disgenetic reactions. 	31.0kowski 

(1958) maintained that clay minerals retard the diagenetic 

processes while Heald (1955) believed that the presence of 

clay minerals was essential as a catalyst to certain diagenetic 

pressure solution reactions. 	Illite (perhaps the most likely 

clay mineral to be found In carbonates) could conceivably 

serve as a source of both magnesium for dolomitization and 

of silica for the formation of cherts (and possibly potash for 

authigenic feldspars). 	Dolomite replacement of clay minerals 

during diagenesis of limestones is certainly within the realm 

of possibility and is perhaps rather probable as a replacemert 

reaction. 	Dolomite replacement of clay minerals Is not 
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proposed as the only source of silica, for in many instances, 

as in the Durness sequence, silicification can be demonstrated 

to antedate dolomitization. 	There are also innumerable 

examples of chert nodules within undolornitized argillaceous 

limestones. 	Illite may be more important as a source of 

magnesium in dolomitization and incidently contribute silica 

for the formation of cherts and potassium for the formation 

of authigenic feldspars. 

Although not universally accepted, the problems regarding 

the movement of silica have been rather well resolved as true 

solution transport in the form of H48104 (Krauskopf, 1959). 

Silica solubility is essentially independent of pH and Eh in 

the normal geological environments (between pH 2 - 9) but is 

markedly influenced by both temperature and pressure. 

Crystalline quartz, when subjected to pressure solution 

processes, may become as soluble as amorphous silica (Siever, 

1962). 	The solubility of amorphous silica (l• - 140 ppm, in 

sea water at 250C) far exceeds the normal silica concentration 

of sea water (1 - 4 ppr) probably largely due to the removal 

of silica from sea water by organisms (Krauskot.', 1959). 

The distance which silica may move before being 

precipitated as chert nodules or chert beds is still an 

unknown factor. 	Local sources within the sediment (as by 

Sujkowski's unmixing) are totally Inadequate to explain some 

bedded cherts but may be important in nodular cherts. 	The 
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abundant petrographic evidence indicating the replacement 

nature of many cherts necessitates the concept of considerable 

mobility of authigenic silica through the sediments or rocks. 

"Most chert nodules associated with marine 

limestones are probably post-consolidation, epigerie 

replacement deposits. Uettijohn, i57). 

In certain instances, as in the Durness carbonates, it 

may, however, be demonstrated that the chert bodies have 

affected the compaction of the surrounding sediments and 

therefore their emplacement and consolidation must have 

occurred sufficiently early to precede the total loss of 

pore space by the sediment. 

The cause and mechanics of silica procipitation are cvon 

less well understood than the source and transfer problems. 

The microcrystalline character of cherts, the occurrence of 

water-filled cavities (Folk and Weaver, 1952), and the 

suggestion that amorphous silica may exist between the fibres 

of chalcedony (Correns and Nagelschmldt, 1)33) all suggest that 

cherts are originally precipitated as amorphous silica rather 

than quartz (Siever,  

precipitate direct)-, 
	 :ic o 

separate nuclei from which growth commenced. Where cherts 

occur within carbonate rocks, it is impossible to separate 

the problems regarding silica precipitation from the allied 

problem of the simultaneous removal of carbonate. 	The 
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solution and precipitation of carbonet: .: controlled by 

PH, the activity of CO29  Ca -h, :nd CO3--, oressure, and 

temperature. 	The factors con -.rolling silica precipitation 

and solution are quite different and the interplay of the two 

systems is poorly understood. 

The early concept expounded by Correns (1950) of silica 

precipitation and carbonate solution at low pH values or 

silica solution and carbonate precipitation at higher pH 

values is no longer considered valid (Alexander, iiEstOn and 

her, 1954; Krauskopf, 1959; Bass-Becking et. al., 1960; 

Siever, 1962; and others). 	A further complexity of the 

carbonate-silica equilibrium has been observed during the 

present study wherein petrographic textural evidence suggests 

that calcite and chert can be replaced simultaneously and 

with apparent equal facility by dolomite (Plate 7-F). 	The 

implication of this evidence is that a physico-chemical 

environment is possible wherein calcite and chert are 

simultaneously and equally susceptible to do1omitizatio:. 

This writer is unable to speculate as to the conditions of 

temperature, pressure, pH, etc, that could permit this 

replacrit to ccui'. 

 

The repThc:ent of coo 	ocrol by 

another 'u:t, ir: 1l 	otcn.ccs, inrHcte ci:. r o 	-.e c al or 

a physical disequilibrium of some 	. 	:. 

further work is needed before the c.: 	. 

metastability, and stability between silica and the carbonates 

will be understood. 	The multiple reversibility of 



PLATE 7 

A. 	(D-152) Photomicrograph of a medium crystalline dolostone 
showing a "ghost" structure of a replaced gastror:oc 
fragment. 	Plane polarized, transmitted light. 	j, 30. 

B 	Primary bedding and intraclast structures in dolostone 
(lower left of photograph) t:ch may be traced across the 
dolostone-chert boundary, (thn chert is light cr) 
thus supporting an authieiiii 2rigin for the cher.. 

C. Mottled dolomitic limestone showing the extremely rough 
weathered surface and crude bedding of the mottled 
pattern. 

D 	Mottled dolomitic limestone demonstrating the high 
surface relief produced by differential weathering of the 
dolomitic lithology (the raised portions)  
the calcareous lithology (the sunken portions). 

E 	Mottled dolomitic limestone passing upward Into an 
urunottled dolostone. 

F, 	(Dl703) Photomicrograph showing the cross-cutting 
textural relationships In some cherts wherein calcite (C) 
and chert (Ch) are cut across by a later euhedrel dolor(- ;e 
cryt 	, 
X 
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replacements in the chert-carbonate 	 i, J 

Swett, 1964) suggests that the contr•h..e ..' 

are probably rather delicately balanced near equilibrium 

rather than being widely separated extremes of physico- 

chemical environments. 	The multiple replacement reversals 

also detract from the credibility of the "unmixing" hypothesis 

(S'ujkowsk, ].95), not only in the chert-carbonate system but 

also in the calcite-dolomite system (Shearman et. al., 1961; 

Swett, 1964). 	Chemical reactions do not possess inertia and 

thus never extend beyond the equilibrium state. 	Hence, no 

pendulum effect is possible and the reversibility of replace-

ments must reflect some controls other than simple chemical 

unmixlng of unstable mixtures. 

A parameter of cherts which investigators have almost 

completely neglected is the external geometry of chert bodies. 

Although cherts assume a wide variety of shapes, there are 

certain common denominators and the geometry of chert bodies 

may perhaps be considered in terms of three end members: 

1) nodular cherts, 2) irregular cherts, and 3) chert beds. 

"Nodular cherts" are not necessarily spherical or elliptical 

but are distinguished by their "smooth" external forms and a 

distinct boundary. 	"Irregular cherts" are rough and angular 

in their external geometry, often with branching irregular 

appendages. 	"Chert beds?!  are characterized chiefly by their 

lateral continuity and relatively distinct upper and lower 

contact boundaries. 	Nodular cherts grade imperceptibly 



into chert beds but irregular cherts seldom occur as 

continuous units. 

If the conclusions of Folk and Ueaver (1952) regarding 

the rate of precipitation relative to grain size and textures 

are valid, perhaps some genetic interpretations for various 

chert bodies can be extrapolated from their textures. 	It 

seems worthwhile to consider the shape of chert bodies not 

only with respect to their textures (and rate of precipitation) 

but also with respect to the "uninixing" hypothesis of 

Sujkowski. 	Certainly the pattern displayed by nodular cherts 

is very reminiscent of a three-dimensional unmixing of two 

higiv 

chert, 

invariably economical in terms of space occupied per volume 

of silica. 	It would appear as though the silica had a high 

"surface tension" relative to the carbonates and was being 

excluded or rejected by the carbonates. 	This concept of an 

exclusion or rejection of the silica by its carbonate host 

perhaps explains the random but rather evenly spaced 

distribution of chert nodules throughout some limestones better 

than an hypothesis of silica attraction to indeterminate 

"nuclei" to form nodules. 	If a random and even distribution 

of chert nodules is to be explained as the attraction of 

silica to "centers" of precipitation, the problem of why the 

"centers" should so often be randomly and evenly distributed 

is encountered. 	An exclusion or rejection of silica from the 
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host rock solves this distribution problem. 	(The exclusion 

might be compared to the random segregation of water 

droplets on an oiled surface.) 

Nodular cherts, in general, which exhibit the most space-

saving geometry are commonly the most finely crystalline, at 

least within this 	 observations. 	This observation 

applies both to thin beds of chert which are more sharply 

separated from their carbonate host in proportion to 

decreasing crystal size, and to chart nodules which tend to be 

more rounded and sharply bounded in proportion to a decrease 

in crystal size. 	If the genetic interpretations proposed by 

Folk and Weaver (1952), are applied to these geometric and 

textural variations, it suggests that the more sharply defined 

beds or the more rounded chert nodules have grown more 

rapidly thereby producing their more finely crystalline 

textures. More rapid growth suggests either a more rapid 

accumulation or precipitation of silica and thus perhaps 

reflects a greater permeability of the host rocks. 

Conversely, more coarsely crystalline cherts tend to be more 

irregularly shaped and may reflect a slower accumulation and 

precipittjc o±I].ic, erhaps due to a low permeability 

o 	he ho.t rocks, 

Some of the other geometrical features of chert bodies 

are far more perplexing. 	There are "shell structure" nodules 

(Plate s-A) and "balloon-shaped" nodules (Plate s-B). 	The 
shell structure nodules are generally subspherical to 



ellipsoidal "shells" of chert ';ith or without a nucleus but 

with a carbonate-filled interior. 	These shell structure 

nodules must in some way reflect the precipitation of silica 

at one or more geochemical "boundaries" as the silica- 

bearing solutions migrated toward a "center" or alternatively 

were percolating through the carbonates. 	Very rarely a 

"shell structure" nodule may possess two or three concentric 

shells. 	Bedding structures which can often be traced 

through both the concentric chert n1 c-rbonate layers con- 

firm their post-depositional ori .. 	ese "shell structures" 

of chert are extremely difficult to reconcile with a silica 

"exiusion" or "unmixing" hypothesis. 

While creating certain problems, the "shell structure" 

cherts may help to explain why some chert nodules appear to 

"grow" inward and display an increasing crystal size and 

convergent chalcedonic pattern toward their centers. 	Other 

cherts (generally more irregularly shaped) appear to "grow" 

outward with crystal size increasing toward their margins. 

The "shell structure" nodules may represent the initial phase 

of an incomplete "inward growing" nodule. 

Two separate horizons (D-8?l, D-940) in the Sailmhor 

dolostone member exhibit unusual 	Iloon" shaped chert 

nodules (Plate 8-C & 8-D). 	The balloon shaped nodules 

generally measure 1 - li feet both in diameter and in height. 

They characteristically possess bedding structure continuous 

with the adjacent dolomite which internally is deflected down- 
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ward in the centers of the nodules. 	In some instances the 

"balloon-shaped" nodules are arranged in a vertical stacking 

pattern with several nodules resting one atop another. 	Their 

shai, 1stribution arrangement, and internal characteristics 

are unique to these two horizons. 	A problem concerning the 

genesis of these unusual "balloon shaped" nodules arises as 

to whether the downwarped or collapse structures in their 

centers are the cause or the result of silicification at these 

locations. 	A tentative, hypothesis to explain these unusual 

nodules depends upon the presence of cavernous horizons which.n 

occur immediately beneath each of the.nodular chert horizons. 

It is suggested that silicification has selectively replaced 

zones of ?permeability or ?impermeability caused by the 

structures having collapsed downward into the underlying 

cavernous horizons. 	The siliceous solutions responsible for 

the nodules may have been migrating laterally through the 

bedded dolostones or could perhaps have migrated upward from 

the cavernous horizon. 	The occurrence, albeit rare, of non- 

silicified collapse structures argues against the probability 

that the silicification is responsible, in any way, for the 

downward deflection of the bedding. Early formation of both 

the collapse structures and the chert nodules is indicated by 

the effect which the nodules have exerted on the compaction 

of the overlying and underlying strata (Plate 

Another intriguinp problem concerning the cherts is the 

occurrence of mottled chert nodules within the Sailmhor 
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with the previously interpreted trends of diageriesis by its 

apparent contradiction of petrographic evidence which suggests 

that silicification has preceded dolomitization. 	If the 

mottling of the dolostones is to be attributed to 

dolomitization, it would seem impossible for the cherts to 

retain this mottling pattern unless the dolomitization had 

antedated silicification or had followed a pre-existing mottled 

pattern in the limestones. 	A possible solution to this 

dilemma may be that the mottled cherts which occur in the 

mottled dolostones reflect silicification that occured after 

dolomitization had produced mottled dolomitic limestones but 

prior to a second stage of dolomitization which converted the 

mottled dolomitic limestones to mottled dolostones. 	Field 

and petrographic evidence indicates that the dark portions of 

the mottled cherts were most probably the early dolomitized 

portions of the pre-silicification, mottled dolomitic limo 

stones. 	The darker coloured portions contain a considerable 

quantity of relic dolomite inclusions, 	ie lighter coloured 

chert is more finely crystalline and v' 	re and possibly 

indicates a greater susceptibility of the calcareous portions 

to silicification both by its lack of incluisions and by it 

finer texture. 	This would perhaps be consistent with a 

prediction of the relative ease of silicification based on 

the greater susceptibility of calcite (vs. dolomite) to 

solution and to pH variations. 
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Occasionally, in the Durness carbonates, chert nodules 

or beds are encountered which exhibit a very lacy or 

perforated appearing surface in outcrop. 	Close examination 

(with a hand lens) rvea1s that the holes in the weatherc 

chert surface commonly show a nearly perfect rhombic shaL . 

This distinctive shape persuasively argues that these cherts 

have suffered partial dolomitization. 	Removal of the dolomite 

rhombohedra by preferential weathering has left the lacy 

appearing cherts. 

. GEOCHLMCAL )fUIE 

Chemical analyses of ancient carbonate rocks contribute 

only marginally to the understanding of their origin, history, 

or textures and their chief value lies in commercial 

evaluations of carbonate deposits. 	Diagenetic alterations 

in irregularly-distributed patterns profoundly affect the 

compositions of the Durness rocks and render statistically 

reliable eni meaningful compositional sampling extremely 

difficul:. 	or these reasons, no analytical work has been 

contemplated in connection with this study. 

For the reader's convenience, the published analytical 

data on the Durness carbonates compiled by the Mineral 

Resources Panel and the Chemical Subcommittee of the Scottish 

Council (A.S. Butler, et. al., 1954) are reviewed In Table X. 

All of the values shown are well within the ranges of published 
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TABLE X 

Chemical analyses of the Durness carbonates 

(after Butler et. al., 1954) 

Sample location 
and number of 	 Al2+ 	 Loss on 
analyses included. 	S102 	Fe03 + Fe304 	GaO 	Ii90 ignition 

Durness outlier 

up. 	II 	(9) 15.24 4,79 25.41 16.06 37.51 

Gp. 	III 	(7) 2.57 0.74 30.27 20.63 45.7 

Drochajd 
4hor 	() 2.32 2,40 30.56 19.29 45,22 

Sarsgrum (24) 2,12 0.99 31.06 20.43 45.75 

Loch Eribol 

Irjbhirean23) 2.27 1.64 31.58 19.15 45.47 

An Druim 	(10) 1.4 1.47 30,93 20,45 46.03 

Inchriadamph 

Calda House (20) 2,27 1.20 30.27 20,52 45.67 

Stronechrubie (5) 2.25 1.17 30.84 20.00 45,59 

Elphth 	() 3,49 3.11 29.58 19.12 44,32 

Loch Ki.shorn 	(60) 2.69 1.62 29.77 20.31 45,35 
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It verr:e" compo tions of 	 rr dolostones (Pettljohn, 

1957; Graf, 196; 

I 	 lica content of the 

'Group lI"dolostones at I3alnakiel. 	This is a remarkably 

high silica content relative to other horizons since the 

Group II (Ellean Dubh member) dolostones exhibit little or 

no conspicuous chert. 	This silica content is quite 

inconsistent with the insoluble residue analyses performed 

with the present study. 	This slightly anomalous result can 

possibly be explained as a localized finely disseminated 

distribution of detrital or authigenic silica in the thinly 

bedded (?impermeable) dolostones which was impossible for the 

sampling geologist to avoid. 	in oth: 	e permeable 

horizons where the authignic :i1ica c . 	igrate and form 

chert nodules, the sampling geologist would probably avoid 

these concentrations of silica if the aim was to analyse the 

carbonates. 	Thus the differences in the published com- 

positions may not be as significant as they appear. 

DflENTARY 5TRUCTURS 

several distinctive types of sedimentary structures may 

be observed in the Durness carbonates, some of which have been 

mentioned in the foregoing passages. 	The sedimentary 

structures afford many valuable clues to the environment in 



"After the deposition of the Serpulite Gu, 

the stratigr'aphical chronicle shows that the 

of the sea-floor became more, persistent and quicker 

in pace, and that subsidence was considerably more 

pronounced than deposition."  

An evaluation of the sedimentary structures of the 

Durness carbonates does not support this conclusion and, in 

fact, the evidence suggests that the carbonates were cposited 

in water depths possibly as shallow as, if not more shallow 

than, the "Fucoid Beda and "Serpulite Grit" members. 

eddinF or stratification is quite pronounced throuL. 

out most of the carbonate sequence. 	The bedding may be 

characterized by very fine bedding laminae as in the Ellean 

Dubh member which exhibits bedding ranging from a few 

millimeters to a few centimeters in thickness, flagy, as 

in the Balnakiel member with units 1 to 6 inches thic, 

"unit bedded" in distinct unit beds 1 foot to 5 feet 	, 

or finally, some horizons are relatively massive with 

individual sedimentation units difficult to distinguish as 

displayed in some of the mottled dolostones of the "Grudaidh" 

member. 	Seldom is it possible to ascertain the exact 

nature of the lithologic break that has produced the bedding 

units. 	Cccassionally, it is possible to detect variations 
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in crystalline textures, thin clay horizons or in some 	
/ 

instances, stylolitic boundaries which mark the bed contacts. 

The stylolotic sutures are, of course, secondary solution 

features but their close parallelism to other bedding 

featur7 e sugests that they have been controlled by a primary 

stylolitic contacts parallel to the other bedding features 

also suggests that the pressure solution thay have been 

promoted or caused by an original sedimentary ?compositional 

boundary. 

At some horizons in the thinly bedded carbonates, small 

'scale cross laminations are apparent (Plate 8-F). 	These 

small-scale cross-laminae are very probably the result of 

migrating current-induced ripples as indicated by the 

displacement of the crests of successively higher layers 

(Plate 9-A). 	These ripple features are mostly found in the 

very pure dolostonos but occasionally variable contents of 

silt-s :• 	:.r t 	e -ere.e 	rne tJ-h J pri't on me 

obvio'. 

Thin (1 	4 ixichcs) sandy horizons are £ 	everal 

stratigraphic levels in the carbonate sequence. 	These thin 

arenaceous beds often exhibit a surprising lateral 

persistence - sometimes up to several hundred feet. 	The sandy 

horizons are sometimes mixed clastic deposits with the sand 

grains mixed with micrite and carbonate intraclasts to form 



PLATE 

hell-struCtUr&' chert nodule showing a relatively thin 
'ter chert band containing dolostone and a cherty nucleus 
within the outer layer. 

?, 	'Balloon-shaped" chert nodule (light coloured) within 
the Sailmhor member of the Durness carbonates. 	The 
centrally downwarped structures within the nodule are 
sedimentary laminae which may be traced contiriuoslY 
across the lateral margins of the nodules. 

~;.alloon-shapedll chert nodules (D-)i' - _395') showing 
ctails of the internal, centrally on 	laminated 

structures. 	The photograph also demonstrates the arching 
of the sedimentary layering in the dolostones overlying 
the chert nodule. 	This effect on overlying strata 
suggests that silicification preceded total compaction of 
the carbonates. 

D. 	"Balloon-shaped" chert nodules showing the vertical 
stacking, arrangement exhibited by some proups of the 
nodules. 

\ subspherical chert nodule in dolostone. 	Bedding 
structures may be traced across the lateral margins but 
early silicification and lithification of the nodules is 
indicated by the deformation of the sedimentary laminae 
In the dolostones overlying and underlying the chert 
nodule. 

c • mall-scale cross-laminations in fine-grained dolostones 
of the Ellean Dubh member of the Durness carbonates. 
ote the lateral off-set of ripple crests in successively 

higher laminations. 
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arenaceous intramicrites. 	Other horizons are simply arenaceous 

micrites showing no evidence of reworking, of the carbonates. 

In all of the arenaceous layers, the quartzose sand prams are 

extremely spherical and well rounded (Plate 9- .• 

beds containing the sand grains generally exhibit sharp 

upper and lower boundaries with no gradation of the sand 

into the carbonates above and below either in grain size or 

grain frequency. 	The probable genesis of these discrete 

arenaceous beds is perceived as the result of eolian sands 

carried seaward during off-shore wind stor . 

Nearly all of the sand grains within 	bnat 

show a pronounced "frosting" effect but it is probable thrt 

this surface texture has resulted as much from post-

depositional frosting by crbontc Tiacement (alker, 1957) 

as from eollan percussi: L. 	.i*HtiC J.Li 

indicated by abundant textu: I. 	 cc ic cic' .T. 

9-C where dolomite may be seen clearly cross-cutting boti 

detrital quartz grains and their authigenic over-growths. 

Intraforrnational conglomerates also occur very 

occasionally in the carbonates. 	The conglomeratic clasts 

may be either well-rounded fragments of carbonate mud (Plate 

9-D) or occasionally, 	 cc; 

tabloid in form pr:': 

(Plate 9-E). 	The "flakes" generally contain a greater 

concentration of silt-size detrital (largely quartzose) 



material. 	One "flake" conglomerate horizon in the Eilean 

Dubh member can be traced laterally to a rather abrupt 

boundary suggestive of an erosional trough-shaped channel 

with a flat bottom and several yards wide. 	This con- 

glomeratic deposit possibly represents the infilling of an 

east-west oriented tidal channel. 

The silty detrital content of the "flake" clasts raises 

an interesting diagenetic or lithification problem as to why 

carbonates containing a slightly higher detrital content should 

have been more completely lithified as they must have been 

in order that the delicately shaped "flakes" might have been 

sufficiently coherent to be preserved as "flake" cc- 

glomerates. 	Their preservation suggests that the 

component has possibly exerted a catalytic effect on the 

processes of carbonate llthificatiori. 

At least five oolitic horizons occur within the Durness 

carbonates (D-140, D1363, D-170C,  

Additional oolitic horizons are undoubti:: 	- 3ent but have 

been so obscured by recrystallization or other diagenetic 

alterations as to escape recognition. 	Two of the five known 

horizons were first recognized from thin section studies. 	The 

oolitic carbonates have been the focal point of considerable 

interest during this study for they have afforded the best 

means of disentangling the diagenetic history of the Durness 

carbonates as a whole. 	They have been demonstrably 

affected by recrystallization, dolomitizatlon, silicification, 



only one (D-1700) has sufficiently retained its original 

characters to permit classification within the various 

carbonate classification schemes. 	This relatively unaltered 

horizon is a packed oomicrite (after Folk, 1962) or an 

oolitic packatone (after Dunham, 1962). 	The oolites occupy 

roughly 65 percent of the rock with the interstices filled 

with micrite and sparry calcite at an approximate ratio of 

3 : 1 respective'-. 	.roughout these discussions, the 

trm oolltc 	 H 

= coidor oo.iith  

system as oomicritoa nr oosparites. 

	

In thin secti , 	e oolite diameters range from 0.3 mm 

to 1.5 mm, 	Three cistJrict types of calcareous oolites may 

be recognized: 1) concentric oolites, 2) radial oolites, and 

3) 	'sparry" oo1itc. 

The genesis of the c:rcentric oolitic strucure 

(Plate 9-F) seems most easily explained as accretionary 	
K 

growth. 	The concentric oolites are generally large with an 

equatorial diameter of 1.2 mm. 	They exhibit a micro- 

lamination expressive of variation in crystal size and/or 

impurity content of the laminse. 

Oolites with conspicuous radial structures (Plate 10-A 

and 10-B) are nearly always smaller than the concentric oolites 



PLATE 9 

A, Small-scale current bedding structures in the fine-
grained dolostones of the Ellean Dubh member of the 
Durness carbonates. 	Note the lateral off-set of ripple 
crests in successively higher laminae. 

B 	(D-793) Detrital quartz grains in dolostone showing a 
well-developed roundness and sphericity of the grains 
The degree of roun '' 	uggests an eolian cri ii S, r' 
these quartz gral, 	f..ols crossed, 	X 

G. 	(D-793) Detrital quartz grains in dolostone with the 
grains showing conspicuous peripheral replacement by 
dolomite. 	Quartz grains, if dissolved out of the 
carbonate, are strongly pi-,Ac -J! nd "frotecY, 
Nicols crossed, 	X 103, 

Jlntraforniational conglomerate in dolostone with the clasts 
2:d the matrix having a very similar microcryn:1line 
Fthology although slightly different in colou.'. 	:ne 
of the clasts show a marginal zone of alteratin Ich 
may reflect a period of subaerial weathering. 

h, 	Intraformational "flake conglomerate" within the Eilean 
Dubh member. 	The flakes are slightly silty (q 
relative to the microcrystalline carbonate matri , 

(3-1730) Concentric "accretionary oolite" surroundei by 
partly recrystallized rnicrite. 	Plane polarized, 
transmitted light. 	X 50. 
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and have on average diameter of only 0.5 mm. 	They are 

divided into 8 to 16 alternating sr.ol'.cs of finely crystalline 

calcite (C. .;. 	. .15 mm) and microcrystalline calcite 

(less than 0, . : 	The preservation of these radial 

structures through total silicification also indicates that 

the microcrystalline sectors contain a greater amount of 

impurity than the finely crystalline sectors. 	There is no 

preferred orientation of the calcite in either portion of 

these textural alternations and a nucleus may or may not be 

present. 	The radial structures never extend to the 

periphery but are coated by a "concentric" layer 0.01 mm to 

thick. 	The radial pattern may be the result of a 

a11ized original calcitic and/or aragonitic growth 

pattern (cf. Graf and Lamar, 1950) but if 	ne of the 

oririnal radial crystal orientation is rel..., 	nor are there 

any recognizable "bundles" or contraction phenomena as in the 

"cerebroid oolites" of Carozzl (1962). 	The absence of a 

gradation between the radial and concentric types (i.e. there 

are no partly radial and partly concentric oolites) and their 

consistent difference in size oppose the interpretation that 

the radial structures of these Durness oolites have developed 

through recrystallization. 	hung (1954 P. 42-44) attributed 

similar radial structures to the action of boring organisms 

but this explanation is discouraged here by the ubiquitous 

presence of the coating layers which are never penetrated by 

the radial structures. 	The boring genesis is opposed by the 



unlikelihood that all of the bored oolites should have 

developed an accretionary coating layer or that the accretion- 

ary layer should never itself have been bored. 	Calcareous 

algae may have been responsible in some way for the radial 

structures but once again, the omnipresence of the outer 

concentric layer offers a serious problem. 	It is perhaps 

possible that the radial structures represent an algal 

growth pattern of algae occupying radially arranged 

tubules (possibly comparable to Girvanella tubules) and that 

the oolite developed by this algal growth mechanism until 

it reached a critical size whereupon it became subject to 

accretionary growth. 	The accretionary growth induced by 

wave or current movements could have overwhelmed the algae 

and have formed the ubiquitous coating layer. 

The third type or "sparry oolite" appears to have 

resulted from a partial recrystallization of the concentric 

and radial oolites. 	Although diagene.1c, 	se oolites are 

sufficiently common and problematical o 	:t consideration 

as a separate type. 	i.e typical "sparry oolites" possess :in 

internal crystal -1-- H_ .:ture of drusyu  calcite (i3athurst,, 

1958) .r4cj may occupy f7rc.ater then Q6 oercont of the oo1iic 

cross-sectional area. 	The drusy texture is characterized 

by a progressive increase in crystal size of the sparry 

calcite toward the center of the oolite (Plate 10-C and 10-b). 

The common presence of a centered relic micritic "nucleus" 

(Plate lO-E) opposes a void-filling interpretation for the 
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drusy textures since the nuclei woüid.have settled to the 

bottom during any void stage (Carozzi, 1963). 	Occasionally 

(roughly 10 percent) the oolites possess nuclei that are not 

centered and which would appear to have dropped or settled 

(Plate 10-F). 	An examination of the relative orientation of 

these off-center nuclei within the oolites of a single thin 

section discloses no preferred settling direction. 

Binocular microscopic examination of polished, etched 

surfaces of these rocks establishes beyond question that the 

majority of the nuclei are centered and unsupported within 

the sparry cores. 

These conflicting lines of evidence concerning the 

void-filling vs. a recrystallization genesis for the drusy 

textures lead ultimately to the conclusion that either there 

are separate origins for those sparry oolites with nuclei 

and those without or,  that drusy textures in calcite are 

not always a reliable indication of a pre-existing void. 

The common denominators of the nucleated sparry oolites 

and the non-nucleated sparry oolites oppose separate origins 

for these obviously related sparry textures. 

Very recent work on Pleistocene and modern oolites 

(Bathurst, 1964; Wood, 1964; Friedman, 1964) would seem to 

support a leaching and void-filling concept for such sparry 

textures with aragonite solution followed by calcite 

precipitation in the voids or fluid-filled cavities. 
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(D-1700) "Radial oolite". 	The darker spokes are more 
finely crystalline and contain a greater percentage of 
impurities than the lighter areas. 	Note the elongate 
nucleus of this particular oolite and the accretionary 
coating layer at the periphery. 	Plane polarized, 
transmitted light. 	X 5. 

(D-1701) "Radial oolite". 	The radial spokes of this 
oolite appear to extend inward to varying levels. 
The outer accretionary layer on this oolite Is unusually 

(---i7Lu) 	'parry ooiite'1 	Note the drusy or void- 
1na rnenrance of the :rrv c Cite centre, 

4 	 4 

\ JJ.. (-I 	 _'L_L.a_ L 	• 

nearly the total cross-sectional area of the oolite. 
Note the progressi increase in crystal size toward the 
cent: - he oolit::, 	Plane polarized, transmitted 

30. 

(D-1700) bparry oolite with a relic rnicritic nucleus. 
Plane polarized, transmitted ligFt. 	X 50, 

(D1701) E.iparry oolite with a relic micritic nucleus 
which appears to have settled to the margin. Examination 
of the orientation of marginal nuclei within a single 
thin section discloses a random orientation with no 
preferred "settling" direction, 	Plane polarized, 
transmitted light. X 60. 
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However, in order to apply this leaching mechanism to the 

Durness oolites, some means of supporting the centrally 

oriented nuclei during the leached or void stage would need 

be conceived. 	It is also somewhat incongruous, at least 

for the L)urness oolites, that if leaching has occurred, it 

has never transected the oolite boundaries (this might be 

explained by the presence of micritic or organic "envelopes" 

(Bathurst, 1964)) and that collapse structures should be so 

uncommon in these sparry oolites if a void stage has existed 

(Caro--,. , 1 

oolites (Plate 9-F and 10-A) to partly sparry oolites 

(Plate 11-A, 11-13, li-C and 11-D) to totally sparry oolites 

(Plate 10-C and 10.-D) lends support to an interpretation that 

these sparry oolites have developed through a process of 

recrystallization. 	Yet, if the drusy textures of these 

oolites have or igin ed br 	crysta11ization, and this seems 

very probable, Le :L pUcetions of this interpretotion must 

also be accepted - namely that the presence of "drusy" sparry 

calcite textures need not indicate the former existence of 

void space. 	Extending this thought to the "drusy" textures 

in other rocks could require a serious re-examination of the 

petrologic interpretations of sparites in general. 

A detailed consideration of the effects of diagenesis 

on these various oolitic horizons and textures will be 

offered in later discussions under the heading of Diagenesis. 
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"Recognizable algal stromatolites are more validly 

treated as organosedimentary structures than as fossil 

organisms." (Logan et. al., 1964). 

At least fourteen separate stromatolitic algal horizons 

occur throughout approximately 1500  feet of the Ullean Dubh, 

Sailmhor, Sangamore, and Balnakiel members. 	Cryptozoon 

structures, Collenia structures, and compound structures 

resulting from mixtures of these two forms are all recogniz- 

able within the Durness carbonates. 	Unfortunately, consider- 

able ambiguity has resulted from over-use of these generic 

names. 	The following recent definitions proposed by Logan 

et. al., (1964) are implied in the above used names: 

"Collenia: discrete or laterally linked hemi-

spheroidal bodies, sometimes spheroidal, composed 

of concave-convex laminae." 

Cryptozoon: discrete, club-shaped or columnar 

structures composed of vertically stacked hemispheroids, 

expanding upward from a base; the laminae are usually 

domed toward the top and incurved around the edges." 

The lowest stratigraphic occurrence of recognizable 

algal stromatolites is a Collenia type structure (Plate 11-E) 

which is found in the Ellean Dubh member dolostones only a 

few feet above tidal high water mark along the coastal 

exposures west of Balnakiel (National grid ref. - NC 374686). 
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This horizon corresponds to the measured stratigraphic 

interval-of D-481 in the composite measured section (see 

appendix). 	The rocks of this horizon are totally dolomitic 

and the dolomitization has undoubtedly obscured the algal 

strorriatolite structures to a considerable extent. 	The 

faintly recognizable laminated structures are mainly expressive 

of variations in the crystalline textures (Plate 11-F). 	The 

laminae are arched into heads or hemispherical domes that 

range from 6 inches to 1 foot in diameter (Plate 12-A). 	In 

certain instances the laminae can be traced through a 

concave arch between adjacent domes but often there is no 

discernible structure between the domed structures. 	In 

some of the more finely crystalline laminae within the 

Collenia domes, there occurs a distinct microscopic structure 

which is very like the flexuous tube structures of the algal 

c'enus Girvanella (J.H, Johnson, 1961, p. 194, p1. 84 & 85.) 
(Plate 12-B). 	This apparent occurrence of a non-stroma- 

tolitic genus within these structures (if the binomial 

nomenclature for stromatolitic algae is accepted) lends support 

to the arguments advanced by Logan et. al. (1964) that the 

structural forms of stromatolitic algae are dependent upon 

environmental conditions rather than being the result of 

different species. 	The existence of these Girvanella type 

tubes within the Collenia stromatolitic structures raises the 

distinct possibility that Girvanella type Schizophytes, 

although not commonly associated with stromatolitic structures, 



PLATE 1). 

A. 	(D-1701) Concentric oolite showing a very slight 
recrystallization of the central portion. 	Plane polar- 
ized, transmitted light. 	X 50. 

3. 	(D1700) Concentric oolite showing partial recrystal- 
lization to a sperry oolite. 	Nicole crossed. 	X 50, 

C. 	(D-1700) Concentric oolite —owing a further progression 
of recrysta1liat1on t.::. 	ry ooli.te. 	Note the 
dtncie 	c 	- 	 -. 

to a sperry oolite. 	Plane polarizi , 	ansmitted ligJ , 
X50. 

C 	Domed concentric layers of stromatolitic alga]. "heads" of 
a. Collenia type within th2 Eileen Dubh member of the 
Durness carbonates at  

(D4+1) Photomicrograph of the laminated structure within 
the Coflenia stromatolite horizon. 	The laminated 
appearance in outcrop is mainly due to the cspiôucus 
banded microscopic variations in crystal 5iZk 
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may contribute to their formation under certain environmental 

conditions. 

Logan et. al. (1964) postulate that the laterally linked 

hemispheroid structure of Collenia is characteristic of a 

"marine, intertidal mud-f1t environn.cnt, rai.nly in the 

protected locations of re-entrant bays and. behind barrier 

islands and ridges where wave action is usually slight 

(Black, 1933;  Ginsburg et. al., l95/)." 	If this 

interpretation is accepted, it agrees with Folk's (1962) 

interpretation of genesis of the Type III limestones but it 

contradicts the conditions of deposition suggested by Peach 

et. al. (1907). 	Rather than indicating a rapidly subsiding 

and continually deepening basin, these algal limestones suggest 

water conditions less deep than indicated by the underlying 

T'Fucoid Beds" or at least extremely shallow. 

Roughly 200 feet stratigraphically above the Collenia 

type structures occurs quite a distinctly different type of 

algal stromatolitic structure (D-57E, D-6629  D-740 etc.). 

These higher algal horizons exhibit the cryptozoon type 

digitate processes which envelope nodules or structureless 

hemispherical mounds (Plate 12-C). 	The subsidiary digitate 

structures are discrete, vertically stacked hemispheroids 

consisting of close-linked hemispheroidal microscopic laminae 

( H - V type of Logan et. al., 1964). 	They attain 
LLH - C 

diameters up to 2.5 cm (Plate 12-D) and lengths up to 8 cm. 
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(Plate 12-E). 	No internal structures other than laminated 

variations In dolomite or calcite crystal size are discernible 

within the cryptozoon digits (Plate 12-F). 

The composite structures built by these 'colonies" of 

cryptozoon stromatolitic algae are close lateral-linked 

hemispheroids (LLH-C type of Logan et, al. 1964). 	The 

composite structures achieve dimensions up to 5 feet in 

height and 8 feet in maximum horizontal diameters. 	Several 

other higher horizons display a very similar pattern of the 

close laterally-linked hemispheroids, some with arsome 

without the laminar or stromatolitic microstructure. 	In 

those instances where the stromatolitic structure is absent 

from the hemispheroids, they are generally more coarsely 

crystalline and the laminations have very probably been lost 

through recrystallization or authigenesis. 

Finally, before considering the secondary structures and 

authigenic features of the carbonates, some additional comments 

are pertinent regarding the nature and significance of the 

previously discussed cyclic or rhythmic patterns of the 

Sailmhor dolostones (D-900 to D-1386). 	Reviewing, briefly, 

the rhythm consists of three basic lithologies arranged in 

a 1 - 2 - 3 - 1 - 2 - 3 sequence. 	The lithologies are: a 

very dark coloured and prominently mottled, coarsely crystal-

line dolostone roughly 4 feet thick which grades upward into 

8 to 10 feet of medium grey, coarsely crystalline dolostone, 

considerably less mottled than the darker unit below. 	The 
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I. 	tromato1itic algal"head" structures of the Co11e1 
type at D-411. 	Note the continuation of the laminae 
from one "head" to another in the upper layers. 

(e-41) Photomicrograph of one of the finely crystalline 
layers within the Collenia stromatolites showp 
coloured flexuous tubules similar to Girvanella. 

C.Cryptozoon type strornatolitic algal laminae coating a 
sligJitly siliceous, structureless nodule within the 
Eilean Dubh dolostones. 	Painted intervals = 1 foot. 

p view of a bedding, plane exposure demonstrating the 
ee-l.inked "colonicL ceter of the Crypto oon 
rometolite. 

L0 	Transverse section on xpoed fracture surface at D-663' 
showing the close-linked digitate structures in the 
Cryptozoori stromatolites. 	Painted interval 1 foot. 

urface cut and etched to show the digitate structure of 
the Cryptozoon stromatolites. 
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medium grey unit is overlain in turn by a light grey, 

thinly bedded, medium crystalline, cherty dolostone, 1 to 

2 feet thick. 	The complete cycle is thus roughly 15 feet 

thick and although now mainly expressive of different 

diagenetic mottling patterns, must reflect some pre-authigenic 

sedimentary controls. 	The term cycle or rhythm is used here 

according to the definition proposed by Duff and Walton (1962) 

85 ...... "a group of rocks units which tend to occur 

in a certain order and which contains one unit which 

is repeated frequently through the succession". 

The primary rhythmic controls that have produced the diagenetic 

patterns may have been either compositional or textural 

variations In the original sediments. 	The frequency of 

repetition, the relatively minor thicknessess Involved, and 

the consistent order displayed by the cyclic units perhaps 

suggest local controlling factors rather than eustatic sea-

level changes or orogenic movements. 

U, SECONDARY STRUCTURES 

Disregarding authigenic replacement structures (e.g. 

chert nodules or dolomitic mottling) there are certain other 

secondary structures of Interest in the Durness carbonates 

which have resulted from compaction and/or solution effects. 

One of the most intriguing of the compaction phenomena is 

the occurrence of some extraordinary load structures in the 

Eilean Dubh member dolostones (Plate 13-A). 	These load 
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structures are arranged along definite planes in thinly 

bedded lutite-grade dolostones and display a pronounced 

deformation of the stratification underlying the load plane 

and, to a lesser extent, a deformation of the stratification 

overlying the load plane. 	The structures are approximately 

2 to 3 inches in height with some few showing as much as 

6 inches of relief on the plane of deformation. 	In plan, 

they are not subcircular as are many load structures but 

are long ridges and troughs (Plate 13-B) somewhat similar 

in their geometry to the load-casted ripple marks described 

by Kelling and Walton (1957). 	They differ from the load- 

casted ripples in that they display only very slight 

variations in geometry along their axes as though a slippage 

movement parallel to the axes had removed any irregularities. 

Minor irregularities on the ridge and trough structures are 

also parallel to the major structures. 	The lithologies 

above and below the plane of load deformation are virtually 

identical which is unusual for loading features. 	The 

elongation and crude parallelism is also somewhat atypical and 

is a perplexing aspect of these structures. 	It is possible 

that the pattern of loading was influenced by parallel ripple 

marks (Kelling and Walton, 1957; Dzulynski and Kotlarczyk, 

1962) and, in fact, the Ellean Dubh dolostones occasionally 

show very small-scale cross-stratification (Plate 8-F and 

9-A) which would perhaps lend support to this hypothesis. 

The roughly parallel elongation might also have resulted 



from movement of the overlying material (?downslope) during 

the formation of the structures, 	The "flame structures" 

of 

- h 	he 	 in 	;rtjfjc, Lj)tl preclude any 

possibility of the structures being primary scouring or 

depositional features. 	In order for the "flame structures" 

to exist, the units immediately above and immediately below 

the plane of load deformation must both have antedated the 

structures. 	However, the limited upward influence of the 

deformation in the units overlying the load structures 

suggests that only a very few centimeters of material had 

been deposited above the eventual plane of load deformation 

before the load structures were formed. 	This phenomenon of 

a very limited upward vertical influence of the load 

deformation is apparently rather commonplace in clastic 

deposits (E.K. Walton, personal communication) but usually an 

obvious textural and hence density difference is available to 

provide a "loading" mechanism for the production of load 

structures with such limited "overburden" (Kelling and Walton, 

1957; Dzulynski and Walton, 1962; and others). 	In these 

carbonates, no textural or compositional differences between 

the layers above and below the load plane are apparent. 

Thus it becomes difficult to explain how a few centimeters of 

apparently homogeneous overburden could cause load structures 

with 10 to 15 cm. of relief. 	The following hypothesis is 

offered as a possible genesis for these extraordinary 
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structures in homogeneous carbonate sediments and as a 

possible factor in the genesis of other load structures. 

A homogeneous carbonate mud deposited as a bed perhaps 

measuring a few centimeters In thickness could be expected to 

possess initially a fluid-filled porosity of as much as 50 

percent of Its total volume (Pettijohn, 1957). 	If such a 

micritic deposit were capped by a relatively impermeable 

(?clay) layer, the porosity and entrapped connate water of the 

unit might have been metastably retained during the deposition 

of a thin overlying similar carbonate mud layer. 	In this 

metastable condition, any slight disturbance or simply 

critical overloading might have caused a rather abrupt 

repacking and reduction of the porosity in the lower unit. 

This would have had the effect of expelling the less dense 

water up to the relatively impermeable capping layer. 	The 

concentration of water (? and clay) at this horizon would 

very probably produce a highly fluid and well lubricated 

slurry which would be highly responsive to any differential 

loading in the thin overlying layer. 	Sedimentary ripples 

might cause and be accentuated by differential loading or, 

if the sediments were resting on a slightly Inclined slope, 

the overlying unit might have been sufficiently well 

lubricated to slide downalope on the slurry layer and produce, 

by this :io€rcnt, ic CrUd:Iy parallel troughs and ridges. 

The "f]:e 	 ciJ result as the more fluid and less 

dense muds attempted to escape upward to the surface or, 



perhaps more accurately, were being displaced upward by the 

heavier carbonate materials. 	This "entrapped water" hypothesis 

is promoted somewhat by the presence of a thin layer of 

undetermined composition at the plane of load deformation. 

It was found impossible to remove from the outcrop a sample 

which transected this load-plane boundary and, while not 

necessarily indicating an impermeable layer, it does indicate 

some compositional inhomogeneity. 

Another possible factor in the loading mechanism might 

be the effect of dilatancy (Lead, 1925). 	After the 

initial compaction of the unit underlying the plane of 

eventual load deformation, any subsequent deformation might 

increase its porosity and help to "freeze" the structures by 

decreasing the fluidity. 

Most of the remaining secondary structures of the 

Durriess carbonates are either the direct or indirect result 

of solution or diagenetic phenomena. 	The secondary structures 

resulting directly from solution processes include stylolitic 

sutures and cavernous horizons both of which have been briefly 

mentioned in the foregoing discussions. 	3tylo1its are only 

moderately common and ire mostly very small-scale solution 

features with a relief on the stylolitic boundaries ranging 

from a fraction of a millimeter (microstylolites) up to 

2.0 cm. 	The combined loss of stratigraphic thickness 

through stylolitic solution processes has probably been 

negligible. 
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In thin section, the stylolitic surfaces are marked by 

thin deposits of relatively insoluble matter, often hematitic, 

(Plate 13-D), but in outcrop they are commonly detected by 

their increased susceptibility to weathering which causes 

them to appear in negative relief. 

In partly dolomitized limestones, the dolomitization 

and lithification has, in every case, preceded the formation 

of the stylolites. 	That is to say, the stylolites cut 

through the dolomitized and undolomitized portions of the 

rocks without regard to the variations in mineralogy (Plate 

13..E), 	It is also significant In Plate 13-F, that the 

stylolites cut through the oolItes and Interstitial matrix 

without regard to the textural variations. 

Perhaps somewhat more surprising is the occurrence of 

microstylolites within partly dolomitized chert nodules 

(Plate 14-A) where again, the stylolites appear to disregard 

the compositional differences. 	The most widely accepted 

theory for the origin of stylolites is that they are the 

result of pressure solution. 	The removal of material from 

either side of the stylolitic contact is undeniable, 

within the Lurness carbonates, this apparent disregard for 

pre-existing c positional boundaries would seem to imply 

that the pressure factor Is more critical than a chemical or 

compositional control. 	It seems unlikely that the solubility 

potential for chert, dolomite, and calcite could be 

coincident by any combination of purely chemical factors. 



PLATE 

Load structures at LJ-)'. 	iote the dekorfior oL th 
laminae beneath the load plane and the very limited 
upward extent of the structures in the overlying layers. 

Oblique view of 	under-surface of the plane of load 
deformation at 	1' demonstrating the crudely parallel, 
ridge and trouh cracter of the load structures. 

U, 	Load structures at -639' showing the development of 
flame structures". 	hote the very limited upward effect 

of the load structw's on the overlying strata. 	Also 
note the arching of the sediment laminae in the "escape 
channel" of the flame structure on the right side of the 
photograph. 

(D-351) Photornicrorph showing the characteristic 
inso].uble residue cJ.ncd along a sutured stylolitic 
con 	.n dolostor., 	Jane polarized, transmitted 
lig . 	50. 

(D-1700) 	Stylolitic suture, csing.through partly 
dolomitized oolitic limeston. 	The stylolitic pressure 
solution appears to disregard the' minerato'ic-al variations. 
Plane polarized, transmitted light. 	X 30. 

(D-1701) Photomicrograph showing partial solution of two 
adjacent, partly recrystallized, concentric oolites. 	The 
styloJJtc outure c tira 1torn1ly Into th micrtic 
rnatri,  
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A pressure controlled mechanism for stylolite formation in 

limestones is in harmony with the proposals of Stockdale 

(1926, pp. 402): 

......'since pressure is important in increasing 

the solubility of certain sell is in liquids, the rock 

opposite the toe and bottom surfaces of adjacent 

undulations will succumb to a greater rate of solution, 

producing (a) a deepening of the interpenetrating 

parts, (b) a further decrease in pressure (and 

consequent dissolving of the rocks) on the sides of the 

undulations, and (c) a possible final development of 

vertical columns with a decided concentration of the 

pressure and accompanying solution at the end-s". 

Prokppovich (1952) presents evidence which seems to 

contradict the pressure-solution mechanism for certain 

stylolites and he suggests they could not have formed in a 

solid rock but probably developed through solution processes 

in relatively soft sediments. 	From the character of the 

stylolitic contacts in the oolitic rocks of the Durness 

carbonates (Plate 13-F) as in the oolitic limestones studied 

by Bastin (1951), it seems necessary to conclude that not 

only the formation of the oolites, but also the lithificatlon 

of the sediment into a coherent rock must have antedated the 

stylolitic solution. 

The deformation of the stylolitic sib2res by probable 
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Noine cleavages in some of the Durness carbonates permits 

an upper time limit to be drawn and it is possible to conclude 

that the stylolites In the Durness carbonates are post-

consolidation, post-silicification, post-dolomitization, and 

pre- fl4oine thrusting. 

Cavernous horizons were noted at three stratigraphic 

levels In the carbonates, two of which were previously 

mentioned in connection with the "balloon-shaped" chert 

nodules with the Internal "collapse" structures at D-390 

and D-920. 	The vugs of these horizons are approximately 1 

to li feet in diameter and are roughly elliptical In shape. 

Many of the vugs have been partly or totally filled with very 

coarsely crystalline calcite. 	If the proposed hypothesis for 

the genesis of the "balloon shaped" chert nodules and their 

silicified central collapse structures is scce.rterl. 1t poses 

certain difficulties regarding the time of forrticn of these 

solution features. 	The chert nodules containing the 

'collapse" structures have demonstrably affected the 

compaction of the sediments Immediately above them. 	Thus, 	if 

the pattern of silicification has been controlled by 

structures collapsing Into the cavernous horizons, it implies 

that the formation of these solution features must also have 

preceded total compaction of the sediment. 	Early solution 

vugs might conceivably have resulted from the differential 

leaching of ?aragonitic nodules from a calcitic matrix. 

It Is extremely difficult to study these solution features 
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because of local structural complications presumably caused by 

the solution and the evidence is by no means certain for the 

proposed origin of the "collapse" structures. 	It is equally 

possible that the downwarped structures which produced the 

"balloon shaped" nodules were formed by tectonic or slumping 

processes and that their relationship to the cavernous 

horizons is completely fortuitous. 

The macroscopic diagenetic structures observable within 

the Durness carbonates are mainly the nodular or bedded cherts 

and the dolomitic mottling. 	Although undeniably secondary 

structure,-,, these authigenic features do not merit separate 

discussion here. 

. MICROSCOPIC CARBONATE PETROLOGY 

1. Fabrics 

The most common fabrics (textures and structures) 

exhibited by the limestones of the Durness carbonates are 

interlocking, very finely crystalline or microcrystalline 

textures. 	Detectable pore space is absent from all of the 

limestones and hence recrystallization or cementation has 

necessarily affected all the rocks. 	This tight interlocking 

crystalline texture may account for the lack of dolomit-

ization of these units by virtue of its impermeability. 

Within the microcrystalline textures are occasional irregular 

patches of more coarsely crystalline fabrics, in some 
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instances suggestive of void-filling "drusy" calcite mosaic, 

and in other instances more suggestive of "grain growth" 

mosaics (Bathurst, 1958). 	The difficulties of applying the 

genetic interpretations, as proposed by Bathurst (1958), to 

some of these limestones have been discussed relative to the 

"sparry oolites". 	Generally, the limestone textures are too 

finely crystalline to apply the test of interfacial angles 

(Bathurst, 1964) to distinguish "grain growth" fabrics from 

"granular cements" and "drusy mosaic" fabrics. 

The dolostones display a wide range of crystalline 

fabrics from microcrystalline textures to extremely coarsely 

crystalline mosaic textures. 	Within the more coarsely 

crystalline dolostones, the contact relationships between 

adjacent crystals arc, .L: inconstant and vary from planar 

contacts (Plate 14-B) to irregular contacts (Plate 14-C) and 

occasionally to highly sutured contacts (Plate 14-i)), 

arcz (1964) has mistakenly applied the criteria for 

distinguishing recrystallization fabrics in limestones 

(Bathurst, 1958; 1959; 1964) or in metals (Stanton, 1964) to 

the authigenic replacement fabrics of the Durness dolostones 

from the Isle of Skye. 	If the arguments favouring the 

authigenic nature of these dolostones are accepted, It is 

clearly Inconsistent to treat their fabrics as recrystalliz- 

ation texturc. 	Much further work Is necessary before the 

crystal mechcJ., of authigenic textures will be sufficiently 

well understood to permit genetic interpretations to be 
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generally attached to the interfacial contact relationships 

between authigenic mineral crystals. 	To apply genetic 

interpretations to authigenic fabrics would presently require 

proof that recrystallization had post-dated authigenesis. 

The interpretation of a void-filling genesis for certain 

"drusy" dolomite textures is sometimes supported by the 

zonation of dolomite crystals which exhibit zones of impurities 

contained within a closing pattern of adjacent dolomite 

crystals that must have surrounded a void at the time the 

irnouHti(s wrc intrccucEd 	J tc 2J 	) • 	It is 	ble 

altbou'h oot poo4  t v , ti-1--t t- 	r:'-Jy c'.jj -jy 	zfl; 	Of 

impurities were "primary" to the "drusy" dolomite rather that 

relic from zoned "drusyT' calcite textures. 	This Is but one 

example of the difficulties encountered in attempting to 

interpret the genesis of authigenic textures. 	Another example 

was previously demonstrated from the Serpulite Grit member of 

the An t-Sron formation where carbonate "clst" which exhibit 

the characteristic stereome structure of echinoderm plates, 

and possessing "rim cementation" syntaxial overgrowths on the 

clasts, have been completely dolomitized (Plate 6-C). 	The 

resulting Interpretive problem Is whether the "rim cementation" 

antedated, post-dated, or coincided with the dolomitization of 

the clast, and whether, under any of these circumstances, it 

is appropriate to now consider the syntaxial dolomite ov. 

growth as "rim cement" as defined by Bathurst (1958). 

All of the fabric types described by Bathurst (1958) 
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(granular cements and dru'" i'::L', 1:' 	 pressure 

solution, and grain growt: 	 -v ir cci :.c- fabrics 

There are occasional eccentric patterns of dolomite 

fabrics (e.g. Plate 14-F) whose genesis remain beyond 

explanation or speculation. 	Equally perplexing are certain 

interpenetrating fabrics of dolomite and calcite (Plate 15-A) 

and of dolomite and chert (Plate 15-B). 	In most of these 

problems involvir.. t,w 	r 	r:'inerii , it is po;i ule, 

from textural evi'nc, to ci:e'rinc tLo ht :ini uost 

mineral relationships but this often does not explain the 

fabric relationships. 

Chert fabrics display a variety of patterns dependent 

upon both the chert textures,, as discussed earlier, and upon 

the pre-silicification fabrics. 	When silicification has 

acted upon pre-existing clastic textures, it is sometimes 

possible to observe, within a single thin section, all three 

of the ch(rt textures (icrocrystslline, cic donic, end 

drusy qusrtz) (1c 15-C). 

2. Djpgenesis 

For the author, the most intriguing and fascinating 

aspects of this thesis project have centered upon the 

petrologic investigations of the carbonates. 	The pre- 



PLATE 14 

A. 	(D-1394) Photomicrograph showing a stylolitic 
cutting through a partly dolomitized chert nodui 
Since the stylolite cuts both the chert and the 
euhedral authigenic dolomite, the period of pressure 
solution must ro ~~t-rll;te the sii1cifiction :--nd the 
dol -e: -::':e. 	 •L--1 
x ' 

3, 	hotonicroer.th 1eeonstre t;ie' the occurrence e 
intercrystalline contacts n e coarsely cryst T 

dolostone. 	Plane polarizer, transmitted li' .. 	 : 300 

Photomicrograph showing, the occurrence of irregular 
intercrysteee contacts 	:oarsely crystalline 
dolostcre. 	lane polariz ', t nsmitted light. 	X 30, 

(D-863) Photomicrograph showing conspicuously sutured 
intercr-rctr1lire grain contacts in coarsely crystalline 
dolostone. 	lane polarized transmitted light. 	X 50, 

(D-476) Hematite zonation of a dolomite crystal probably 
representing an early growth stage while t 	c'rtal was 
marginal to a former void. 	Nicole cross-.. 	50. 

750 	(D-314) Weird patterns in crystalline textures of 
dolostone for which no cause is apparent. 	Plane 
polarizr:, transmitted light, 	30. 
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occupation with the details of this aspect of the study 

undoubtedly reflect the writer's predilection, both durn:- the 

sampling and by an emphasis of interest during the micro- 

scopic Investigations. 	With or without a bias toward 

diagenetic studies, only the rocks themselves could have 

offered the remarkably clear and consistent,, although complex, 

history of diagenesis which has emerged. 

As previously mentioned, five oolitic horizons within 

the carbonate sequence have been an Invaluable asset to the 

Interpretation of the diagenesis (rJ-140, D-136, 	J7 , 

Li-10 9  and D-1958). 	Authigenic replacement 

including silicification, dolomitization, calcitization, and 

pyritization have transected, obscured or obliterated the 

oolitic textures. 	As subsequent photomicrographs will 

reveal, the oolitic textures have greatly facilitated the 

interpretation of the diagenetic textures by offering a 

means for the determination of the guest-host relationships 

of the authigenic minerals. 	It will be most economical to 

consider first the diagenesis of these oolitic horizons and 

then to project those Interpretations to other situations 

where such consistent primary fabrics are unavailable. 

The criteria.-.employed to establish the guest-host 

relationships of the diagenetic minerals were: 1) Cross-

cutting relationships of minerals to structural features 

(e.g. fossils, bedding, etc.) or textural features (e.g. 

chalcedonic banding), 2) Relic syntaxial inclusions, 
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3) Diminution or loss of structural details (producing 

"ghost structures"), 4) Euhedral crystal faces in an other-

wise clastic extu -o, 5) 1irtl incocipt.ibility it 

structure (c.; 	i licit ie.i ii os-ils ) , 6) 	seu omr) Li. c mincri.1 

euhedr, end 7) Syntaxial crystal ovcr'prowths on clastic or 

biogenic :..rtic1es. 

The interpretations of the dolomite-calcite relation-

ships were made considerably easier through the application 

of an Alizarin Red "5" and potassium ferricyanide stain 

(Evamy, 1963) to all thin sections. 	The reliability of the 

staining procedure was established by X-ray identifications 

of the carbonate minerals. 

The three types of calcitic oolites previously described 

(concntric, radial, and sparry) plus their variations in 

thin section resulting from non-equatorial sections, show 

evidence of subsequent modification by partial to complete 

dolomitization and/or silicification. 	Some also show 

evidence which Indicates a calcitization stage post-dating 

the silicification. 	It is assumed In the following 

Interpretations that all of the oolites were originally 

calcitic or aragonitic. 	The validity of this assumption Is 

enhanced by the consistency in size and form of the calcitic 

and non-calcitic oolites and by the abundant evidence of the 

progressive replacement of calcitic oolites by dolomite and 

silica. 
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The reversibility of replacements between chart and 

the carbonate minerals (Walker, 1962; Swett, 1964) and 

between calcite and dolomite (Shearrnan et. al., 1961; 

Swett, 10 complicates the interpretation of the diagenetic 

sequence. 

a. Silicification 

Silicification ranges in degree from a speckling of the 

oomicrites and oosparites with small authigenic quartz 

euhedra to complete replacement producing a dense chert. 

Where the silica is microcrystalline (possibly due to rapid 

replacement (Folk and Weaver, 1952)), many details of the 

original fabrics are preserved in slight textural variations 

or in relic impurities (Plate 15-1)). 	Where silicification 

has produced a fine to medium crystalline textured chert 

(perhaps due to a slower replacement) as adjacent to a 

silicification "front" (Plate 15-E), the structural details 

of the original fabric are obscured or lost. 	Partial 

silicification has, in certain instances, caused an exclusion 

of iron which has been reprecipitated in the adjacent 

carbonate and appears as small cubic euhedra of hematite 

(probably pseudomorphic after pyrite). 

Silica has replaced both calcite (Plate 15-F) and 

dolomite (Plate 16-A) although evidence for the latter is 

uncommon. 
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A 	(D-192) Interpenetrating crystalline network of coarsely 
cryotalline calcite (C) and medium crystalline dolomite 
(D). 	The contact relationships indicate that the calcite 
is later than and replacing the dolomite but the cause 
for this unusual pattern of calcitization is uncertain. 
Plane polarized, transmitted light, 	X 30. 

13, 	(.13-160) Interpenetrating patterns of chert (Oh) and 
dolomite (1)). 	Contact relationships indicate that the 
chert is replacing the dolomite but the cause of the 
strangely mot 	.attern of rep 	t is uncertain. 
Plane po1ariz 	.ansrnitted lig 	30. 

-1460) Photomicrograph of a completely silicified 
cimen demonstrating within a single field of view 

ricrocryatal1ine chert around the margins, chalcedonic 
(fTrous) chrt .'.ir 	ir31.n- the rorner 	-i 
dr, 	: 	 H 

J 	tO 	C.001 * j 	 .LJ ti L1 Ll L(...1&i1C 	iC 1 
o the microcrystalline chert, the structures of the 

oolites are well preserved in concentrations of relic 
17 • - . r..H-t,: 	icht, 

V-1702) 	rtial silicification of an oolitic limestone 
13j rather coarsely crystalline chert (Ch) along a "front" 
of silicification. 	Nearly all of the oolitic structures 
are obscured or lost with this mou. 	silicification. 
Plane polarized, transmitted light. 	X 30. 

,13-1702) Partial silicification (Ch) of a recryotT 
colcitic oolite along a "front" of silicification. 
Plane polarized, transmitted light. 	X 500 
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b, Dolomitization 

Dolomitization is nearly ubiquitous in the Lurness 

carbonates and, although difficult to prove, It 18 likely 

that marr,  1JI not all, of the fine-.grained dolostones of 

the lowc:r 	of the sequence are authigenic. 	It can be 

established with reasonable certainty that the dolomite of 

the algal  horizons and the dolomite of these oolitic horizons 

is authigenic. 

bolomitiza 	like silicification, ranges in degree 

fnr. pr •.i rcIc;'ront by dolomite euhedra to total 

alteration of the original limestone. 	Authigenic dolomite, 

more than authigenic silica, has a strong tendency toward 

macrocrystallinity which tends to obscure or destroy original 

textures (Plate 16-13). 	It Is dubious whether this tendency 

to increase the coarseness of the crystalline textures during 

authigenesis should he considered "grain growth" as did 

Karcz (1964). 

Incomplete dolomitization in the oolitic limestones 

commonly displays the unusual pattern of selective replacement 

of the oolites rather than the interstitial micrite or sparry 

calcite (Plate 16-C). 	Differential weathering of these 

selectively dolomitized oolites produces a "sandy" appearance 

on outcrop surfaces (Plate 16-D), 	An entire oolite is very 

often replaced by a single crystal of dolomite (Plate 16E). 

An interesting phenomenon associated with these single-crystal 

122. 
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is th; 	 In Ofltic: a:i S sctirs, Unior 

Si f c:i i 	ni w c. riic o.I 3 cr'sd, of 

interference figure apparently caused by slippage or by 

overstep growth patterns of the dolomite lattice within the 

sphere (Plate 16-F). 	Dolomite crystals outside the oolites 

or transecting the oolite boundaries do not show this 

pseudo-interference figure. 

The cross-cutting relationships of the authigenic 

single dolomite crystals to the "drusyt' (grain growth?) 

textures in partly dolomitized sperry oolites establishes 

that recrystallization of concentric and radial oolites to 

sperry oolites preceded dolomitization (Plates 17-A and 17-B). 

The transgression of the oolite boundaries by dolomite 

rhombohedra (Plate 17-0 and relic concentric and radial 

structures within single-crystal replacements of the oolites 

(Plate 17-D and 17..E) confirms both the post-depositional and 

the authigenic origin of the dolomite. 

Dolomite has also replaced previously silicified oolitic 

rocks (Plates 17-F and 1-A) and generally this second 

replacement has almost completely destroyed the oolitic 

textures 	Throughout the Durness sequence, dolomite 

replacement of silica appears as the dominant interaction 

wherever these two minerals are observed in juxtaposition. 

Pre-dolomitizatlon chert was probably volumetrically only very 

slightly more extensive than at present with the later 



PLATE 16 

(D-1702) Partial silicification (CIi) of a previously 
dolomitized concentric oolite M. 	Note the loss of 
structural detil in the coarsely crystalline chert and 
the preservation of relic "concentric" ghosts within the 
doln11 	 • 
X 

(L144 	o.LiiC  
The dolomite of the oolites is more finely crystalline 
than in the inter-oolitic areas possibly reflecting a more 
rapid replacement of the  
po1riz'd, trasmitt'd iiID. 	- 1' 

(D.1700) 	Three djcont oolits all (Cmor1strJting roar- 
total replacement of their oolitic cores by single crystals 
of dolomite. 	Planar crystal face: 	 r 
of the boundaries within the oo1it 
transmitted light. 	X. 30. 

D. 	eathered surface of dolomitic, oolitic limestone where 
the selectively dolomitized oolites are raised on the 
differentially weathered surface and impart a "sandy" 
appearance. 

-1701) Single-crystal replacement of an oolite (U) 
to the le:., 	sperry calcitic :n2 1t: (C). 	PJ. :re 

iarizd, tv.DJ;ted light. 	X 5-. 

(L-1701) Dolomitized oolite (single crystal) displaying 
a pseudo-interference figure under low magnification and 
with the nicols crossed. 	The extinction pattern behaves 
as a biaxial positive interference figure. 	(Dolomite = 
uniaxial negative). 	Nicols crossed. 	1 50. 
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PLATE 17 

of a previously 
ryst11i 	 'rnsmjtted 

I .,. 

]7U1 	Tji3f rd half' ocli t;c rc so itf:. f' o. prtia1 
lomitization (D) of a sparry oolite (i 	.'lic micritic 

	

cleus has been preservedthrc'h 	 and 
do] 	lj-rht. 
X 	. 

'ansres31on of 
)].ornite ±hornb ('.i) 	72ne po'  

L-1702) An oolite showing relic concentric structures 
oserved in the ai1e crystal of dolomite which has 

..placed nearly 	ntire oolite. 	Plane polarized, 
transmitted lig: : 	60. 

i. 	)-.1700) An oolite showing a "ghost" radial structure 
nreserved in a sir 	ystal of dolomite which has 
rplrcad tI'e ooI t. 	lane polnried,tranamitted light. 

50.  

)-,195) Partial replacement of previouJy silicified 
tn (\ 
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dolornitization of chert being mainly a superficial replacement. 

c, 	Calcitizat Ion 

Calcitizatlon, as separate from recrystalllzatior', 

Implies an introduction of calcium carbonate as a replacement 

of another mineral (the Inversion of aragonite to calcite 

being a possible exception (J.H. Taylor, 1964). 	In the 

Durness oolitic carbonates, calcite occurs as an authigenic 

replacement of dolomite (Plate 1-B) and of chert (Plate 1-C). 

This writer believes that calcite replacement of both 

dolomite and silica within these and many other rocks 

provides a convincing argument for abandoning the term 

"dedolomitizatIon". 	The origin and use of the term 

"dedolomitizatiori" is traced by Shearman et. al. (1961) but 

despite its ambiguity, they, and several other authors, 

have used It freely In recent papers. 

This author suggests that use of the term ttdedolomitizationtt 

be discontinued for the following reasons: 1) it requires 

multiple names for a single replacement process, 2) It is 

geochemically misleading, 3) it Is inconsistent with accepted 

nomenclature for other replacement processes (e.g. dolorniti-

zatlon, silicification, pyritizatlon, glauconitization, 

feldspathization, etc. (A.G II 1. Glossary of Geo1oy and Related 

Sciences)), and 4) It Is an ambiguous term because several 

processes including replacement by a horde of authigenic 
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minerals and even solution processes could conceivably be 

treated as "dedolomitjzatjon". 

Calcitization of Previously silicilied oolies is 

established by the textural and cross-cutting relationships 

es sho:n ie into 	 i'i1ar evidence (Plates 17-F and 

l-A) Ir s been pivio ] y : t.oduced to establish dolomite 

replacement of previously silicified oolites. 	The pars- 

genetic or time relationships between dolomitization and 

calcitization are shown in Plates 1-D and 1-.E where it may 

be seen that the dolomite crystals transect the calcite - 

chert boundary and must therefore be later than both the 

silicification and the calcitizatlon. 	This situation also 

concisely affords the paragenetic order of three stages of 

diagenesis as: 1) silicification., 2) calcitization, and 

3) dolomitization respectively, 	.ever, attempting to 

propose or devise a geochemical environment which could account 

for the equal susceptibility of calcite and chert to 

simultaneous dolomitization, ',.resents a baffling problem for 

which no solution can be sugi:ested here. 

d, Pyritization 

Authigenesis involving pyrite is another of the 

diagenetic phenomena which has left its imprint of the 

oolitic rocks. 	Pyritization in the carbonates is not a 

common phenomenon and the only instance in oolitic rocks was 
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found in the Grudaidht member dolostones from the quarry 

face at Ullapool. 	There, the authigenic pyrite occurs as 

small (0.05 mm - 0.25 mm) euhedral crystals that replace 

previously silicified oolites (Plate la-F). 	The pyrite of 
this horizon can also be established as later than the 

calcitization stage of diagenesis that has also replaced the 

chert. 	Unfortunately, no replacement textures embracing 

pyrite and dolomite were observed and thus the paragenetic 

relationships between pyritization and dolomitization remain 

unsolved. 	It is somewhat tempting to project the para- 

genetic relationships of dolomite and pyrite as observed in 

the "Fucoid Beds" to these carbonates and thereby conclude 

that the pyrite post-dates the dolomite. 	This might be 

true or it might be only .partly true, for evidence within the 

oolitic carbonates at Durness for two periods of dolomitization 

is clear. 	It can be safely assumed only that the 

pyritlzation has post-dated the first period of dolomitization 

but not necessarily the second. 

3. Sequence of diagenesis 

The oolitic horizons of the Durness carbonates clearly 

demonstrate evidence for several diagenetic events in the 

history of these rocks including silica replacement of calcite 

and dolomite, dolomite replacement of calcite and silica, 

calcite replacement of dolomite and silica and, finally, 



PLATE ia 

A. 	(D-195) Replacement of a previously silicified radial 
oolite by a euhedral dolomite rhomb. 	Nicols crossed, 
X 50, 

( 7)-1701) A dolomitized oolite showing post-dolomite 
c.lcitization ("dog-tooth crystal (C). 	Small relic 
micritirr1eus precludes the possibility of celcite 
crystal 	.h into a pre-da].omite (D) void, 	ia: 
polari 	, 	nsmitted lights. 	X 50, 

C. 	(1703) 3parry calcite replacement of previously 
ilic1..fied oofl tee. 	Note the cross-cuttinp A , 	Inship 

VI 
croea;:. 

silicified oolites (Ch) followed parageneticaily by 
dolornit 	ement (1)) o -' 	the sparry calcite and 
the chev 	ane polariz , .ansmitted light. 	X l;O. 

(J-1702) 	aired photomicrograph with oreceding 
scription (Plate 13-D) but with nicols crossed. X 

F 	uhedral pyrite crystal (black) cutting across the 
textures of previously silicified oolites in t;he Gruedaidh 

	

member c'n:ones from the quarry at. 1l - ao... 	lene. 
polaris: , 	'ansrnitted light. 	.. 
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pyrite replacement of calcite and silica. In nearly 

every mineral present appears to replace )ther 

mineral with the exception of pyrite. 	The problem thus faced 

is to attempt to fit these diverse replacement phenomena 

into some pattern or scheme which will account for the 

observed relationships In a meaningful manner. 	The presence 

of the oolitic fabrics has considerably simplified, if not 

made possible, the solution of this problem. 

Two assumptions have been made In the following 

interpretations. 	First, that a sequence of diagenesis 

involving the fewest possible replacements is the most probable 

to have occurred. 	No defence for this assumption ot:ir than 

a preference for simplicity can be offered. 	A secon, 

previously defended assumption which seems reasonable, is that 

all of the oolites were originally deposited as aragonitI 

bodies (Friedman, 1964) with or without a microcrystalline 

calcareous matrix (oomicrites or oosparites). 	This is a 

necessary and valuable assumption for It often permits the 

interpretation, by inference, of a stage of diagenesis 

without direct textural evidence. 	An example of Its value 

is found in the oolitic cherts where the textural evidence 

nearly always indicates that silica is the host mineral In its 

relationships with the carbonates. 	That is to say, where 

chert and calcite or dolomite occur in juxtaposition, the 

textural evidence frequently indicates that the calcite or 
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dolomite have replaced the chart (Plates 1-A and la-C). 

From the assumption that the oolites were originally calcitic 

or aragoriitic, it may be inferred that the chert is itself 

authigenic and that silicification has been frequently 

succeeded by calcitization or dolomitization.  

The assumption of an original calcareous lithology 

resolves the dilemma with respect to the calcite-silica 

relationships but does not account for the unusual instance 

where silica may be shown to have authigenicaUy replaced 

dolomite (Plate 16-A). 	This requires that dolomitization 

has antedated silicification. 	The only conceivable method 

by which two diagenetic processes can each antedate the other 

is for one of the processes to be repeated. 	Such a 

repetition has already been suggested as a means of solving 

the dilemma of the mottled chert nodules. 	In actuality, the 

two stages of dolomitization were first recognized in tbse 

oolitic horizons and later projected as an explanation for 

the mottled cherts. 	The infrequency of textural evidence 

showing silica replacement of dolomite may perhaps be 

explained by relics of the early partial dolomitization having 

served as "centres" for later dolomitization, thus obscuring 

the majority of circumstances where dolomite might have 

appeared as the host miner.. 

Textural evidence invariably indicates that recrystch.-

lization, or whatever other process might have produced the 
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'sparry oolites", preceded both periods of dolomitization 

and, therefore, also preceded silicification (Plate 17-A), 

This period of calcite recrystallization or aragonite 

inversion to calcite is demonstrably separate from the 

authigenic replacement process of calcitization which has 

post-dated silicification (Plate la-C). 	The cross-cutting 

relationships of Plate l-D and 1-E further establish that 

the later stage of dolomitization which has replaced chert, 

has also replaced, and is therefore later than, the 

calcitization calcite. 

Except for pyritizatIon, which is a very restricted 

and localized pic-oc ron, hio completes a possible time 

sequence which vr.IL. rccouotf 	-,-.11 of the diagenetic 

fabrics found in the oolitic rocks. 	A more readily grasped 

picture of the interrelationships of these various diagenetic 

events is offered in the schematic diagram of figure Vu. 

In this schematic representation of the paragenesis, it may 

be seen that several possible short-cuts have been Inferred. 

This Inference Is only to admit that not all of the oolitic 

limestones have been subjected to the same or a complete 

rJ ocsi rn invoIri 	oil 	tcr 	netic aiirotions. 	In 

no si 7c. horoon succrssfliy drronstrotes tile orl 

diagenetic sequence. 	The total sequence is approached in the 

oolitic limestone horizon of the Balnakiel member (D-1700 to 

D-1702+). 	This single horizon is, by Itself, a remarkable 

chronicle of the diagenesis for within this unit, it Is 
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POS LI oboeo 	ooJto ofl xocryti1iot:on, eorly 

partial dolomitization, silicification, calcitization, and 

late dolomitization processes. 

Pyritizatic-, os previously noted, was observed only in 

an oolitic horizon t Ullapool. 	Its associations with other 

authigenic textures establish its time relationships as pc't- 

silicification and post-calctization. 	No direct evidence 

can be cited to establish its position with respect to the 

late stage of dolomitization. 	It is perhaps likely, from 

indirect evidence, that pyritization post-dates all of the 

carbonate - silica diagenetic interactions. 

Having established some of the possible interrelationships 

of the diagenetic processes within the oolitic horizons, it is 

much easier to approach the interpretive problems in the 

remaining silk of the carbonate sequence. ?any isolated 

examples of interpretive problems in the carbonate fabrics 

can be cited. 	One common example of a difficult guest-host 

problem is found where "drusy" or chalcedonic chert textures 

interpenetrate with sparry dolomite or sparry calcite fabrics 

(Plate 19-A and 19-B). 	In these circumstances, it is often 

difficult to determine if drusy or chalcedonic chert growth has 

replaced the sparry carbonates or if the drusy and chalcedonic 

cherts partly filled voids that were later filled by the 

carbonates. 	Evidence for the latter possibility is sane- 

times present where sparry calcite and dolomite void fillers 

have partly replaced the marginal drusy or chalcedonic cherts 
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(Plate 19-C and 19-D). 	The knowledge that periods of 

calcitization and dolomitization have post-dated silicification 

makes the interpretation of such textures rather easy 

without this knowledge, they can be extremely puzzling textres. 

The significant point concerning the diagenetic phenomena 

throughout the succession is that no textural or mineralogical 

situations have emerged that cannot be explained by the 

proposed sequence of diageneels or some portion thereof as 

established in the oolitic horizoi. 	is is certainly not 

to claim that the distribution and 	b_-', LS of the diagenetic 

phenomena or the causes of the diagenesis can be explained 

but it is possible to explain all of the observed textural 

patterns in terms of the paragenetic scheme. 



i'LATE 19 

(D-2350) Chalcedonic chert in a pattern suosting a 
pre-existing void. 	The chalcedony appears to have only 
partly filled the void which was later completely 
filled by sperry calcite (C). 	Nicole crossed. 	X 50. 

B. 	(u1426) Drusy chert in a pattern suggesting development 
tiheral to a pre-existing void. 	The drusy chert 
appears to have only partly filled the void othich was 
later completely filled by sperry dolomi 	.J. 	ticols 
crossed. 	X 30, 

C, 	(D-1426) Same specimen as shown in Plate 19 B but under 
higher magnification to demonstrate the cross-cutting 
relationship of the dolomite "void filler" to the drusy 
chert. 	Feint outlines of the crystalline growth pattern 
of the quartz can be seen in the drusy chert, 	The 
dolomite truncatos these growth lines along a plaro 
contact and r;, therefore, be replacing the chert. 
Nicols crosse: • 	X 80. 

i, 	(t-2350) Zone of impurities in chalcedonic chert (Ch) 
cn be traced continuously through calcite (Ca) that 
has later feoieCed the chelcc''ony. 	Nicole crossed. 
xa0• 
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I. 	Y 

A. CONDITION OF DhPOilTION 

It seems most probable that the Cambro-Ordovician 

succession of north-west Scotland represents the deposits of 

a slowly transgressive marine environment. 	The erosional 

unconformity at the base of the sequence is perceived as 

the product of marine erosional processes which truncated 

the pre-existing Lewisian metamorphic complex and the gently 

folded Torridonain arkosic sediments. 	The Lower sandstone 

member of the Eribol sandstones, immediately above the 

unconformity, is interpreted as a near-shore)  sand facies 

deposit with conspicuous current bedding features resulting 

largely from the lonr.-shere rr rotion of currentinruced 

rippler. 

The h1pe i-ock' irerber of the Irihol sandstones was 

probably deposited under conditions very similar to the 

Lower sandstone member but with slightly less pronounced 

current movemen-  • 	1e deposit is distinguished by the 

occurrence of nu 	burrows of suspension-feeding 

organisms (possibly annelids or phoronids) within the sediments. 

The mineralogical and textural maturity of the "Pipe Rock" 

member and the unaltered character of feldspar grains indicates 

sufficient energy to accomplish considerable further reworking 

and abrasion of the sands in order to account for their 
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inc..ase in the proportion of quartz/feldspar, 	The lack of 

current-bedding may represent only a slight energy decrease 

in the environment and indicate only that sand waves were 

no longer migrating with a sufficient sand supply to 

produce current-bedded deposits. 

The TFucojd  Beds" member of the An t-Sron formation 

perhaps reflects a deepening of water or may simply indicate 

deposition on an ever broadening shelf and at a greater 

distance from the detrital sources, thus causing a 

proportionate decrease in grain size and in the ratio of 

detrital components to cement. 	The common occurrence of 

Planolites trace fossils and ripple-induced, small-scale, 

current-bedding within the "Fucoid Beds" suggests conditions 

of deposition involving shallow to moderate depths of water. 

The "Serpulite Grit" member of the An t-Sron formation 

displays a very high index of sorting and of mineralogical 

maturity. 	The increase in grain size and the conspicuous 

current bedding possibly Indicates a brief marine regression. 

The persistence of this relatively thin sandstone over the 

total length of outcrops from Durness to the Isle of Skye does 

not support a freak or local change of the environment as an 

explanation of this orthoquartzitic sandstone. 	t.hatever 

caused the environmental shift and produced the erpulite 

Grit" sandstone, eeems to have been again abruptly reversed 

and, in the succeeding sediments, to have resumed the trans-

gressive depositional progression. 
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The thick succssion 01 crbeiiitts which folios he 

An t-Sron formation appears to reflect biochemical and 

possibly chemical carbonate deposits In a continually 

subsiding depositional area (basin or shelf ?). 	The rate 

of deposition seems to have roughly paralleled the rate of 

subsidence with the result that most of the carbonates were 

probably deposited In an environment as shallow If not more 

shallow than the clastic sediments below. 	Shallow conditions 

of deposition for the carbonates are indicated by the 

occurrence of oolitic and algal stromatolite deposits 

interspersed throughout most of the sequence. 

Although the bulk of the carbonate succession is now 

uents favour an 

:.ion for all ofthe 

Durness carbonates: 1) considerable, 

amounts of limestone are scattered in v'riab1e :e1 

throughout the upper two thirds of the carbonates, 	) The 

limestones show abundant textural evidence for autiJr'e-iiC 

replacement by dolomite, 3) Oolitic, olgel, er macro-

fossiliferous horizons occur throughout virtually the total 

carbonate sequence (Modern ooiiteo, even in hypersaline 

conditions, are calcitic or aragonitic (Eardley, 1-933). 

4) There is very little indisputable evidence in favour of 

a primary origin for most of the dolostories common throughout 

the geological column (Fairbridge, 1957) although primary 
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:3010oite i.s approntiy pooib1e un er unusuo1T conditions 

(Alderman and Skinner, 1957; Wells, 1962; Curtis, 1963). 

5) Microscopic textural evidence within the thick units of 

dolostone of the Durness carbonates suggest replacement or 

recrystallization (e.g. dolomite replacement of detrital 

quartz grains), 6) Chert nodules throughout the carbonates 

show textural evidence indicating dolomite replacement of the 

silica. 	In as much as the cherts are considered authigenic, 

so must be the dolomite that replaces them. 

B DIAGENESIS 

Making reasonable allowances for unresolved "breaks" or 

missing gaps from the composite stratigraphic measurement-, 

the Cambro-Ordovician succession measures slightly more thn 

4500 feet thick. 	Throughout the succession, pore space has 

been reduced to negligible proportions suggesting that the 

original deposits may have been 20 to 50 percent thicker 

than the present sequence. 	Pore space has been lost 

principally by pressure solution, solution and redeposition, 

and recrystallization processes. 

Authigenesis In the sandstones consists mainly of 

?post-compaction, syntaxial overgrowths on quartz and 

feldspar grains. 	Minor episodes of authigenic replacements 

by dolomite, pyrite, leucoxene, and glauconite were also noted 

(mainly in the uppermost units of the sandstones). 
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The 	ucoid i3eds and "erpu1ite Grit members show 

textural evidence of authi.enic dolomite, pyrite and quartz. 

Geochemical studies have revealed an extraordinary ?authigonic 

potash enrichment of the siltstones and shales of the 

"Fucojd Beds" member which yield analytical results indicating 

K20 contents as high as 10'-  11 percent of the total rock or 

as high as 12 percent of the detrital fraction of the rocks, 

The Durness carbonates have been subjected to a complex 

history of authigenesis involving one or more episodes of 

dolomitization, silicification, calcitization, and minor 

pyritization. 	If the arguments for the original calcareous 

composition of the carbonates is accepted, they establish by 

implication that dolomitization has been the most widespread 

of the diagenetic alterations. 	Two episodes of dolomitization 

may be demonstrated but the relative importance of each stage 

Is problematical. 	The later episode of dolomitization was 

probably responsible for much of the dolomitization of the 

mottled dolostones and was apparently responsible for the 

replacement of cherts. 	Other than these restricted instances, 

It is impossible to ascertain which of the episodes of 

dolomitization has been responsible for the dolostones. 

Arguments similar to those advanced for the authigenic 

nature of dolomite may also be advanced to support a secondary 

origin for the cherts. 	1) The textural relationships of the 

carbonates and silica, 2) sedimentary structures that may be 
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traced through chert nodules, 3) silicified fossils, 

4) silicified oolitc;, 5) silicified algal structures, and 

6) the lack of direct cvdence for primary cherts. 

Post-silicification episodes of calcitization and 

dolornitization have probably reduced the volume of chert 

only very slightly and of these two processes, the dcl" 

ization has certainly been the most significant. 	Po.:- 

silicification calcitization is not uncommon but, In terms 

of the bulk composition of the carbonates, its effects have 

probably been negligible. 

The paragenetic relationships of the recrystallization 

and authigenic phenomena are remarkably constant and may 

be summarized as the following sequence. 

1, ttecrystallization 

Dolomitization 

6ilicification 

Galcitization 

5• Dolomitjzation 

? 4.-6. Pyritization 

Any one or more of these stages of diagenesis may be 

by-passed in a particular ].ithology but the evidence 

accumulated from extensive searching of numerous thin sections 

never contradicts the proposed order or some portion thereof. 

The author feels, perhaps understandably, that the study 

of the Cambro-Ordovician sequence of the northwest Highlands 
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O 	)rt jo 	 :r r.iar 	 orab1e 

extension of his knowledge of the primary and diagenetic 

features of ancient sediments. 	The study has also hope- 

fully been productive in its contributions to the 

interpretations and distinctions of the sedimentary and 

diagenetic aspects of these rocks in particular and of 

sedimentary rocks in ener 1. 
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The vertical stratigraphlc column of the Cambro-.Ordovician 

sequence of the Durness region as described on the following 

pages Is a composite of measured sections from seven related, 

although geographically separated, areas. 	In certain 

instances, the correlation between areas is virtually certain 

and In other cases no evidence of a direct correlation can 

be offereL 	v4here there Is doubt, an arbitrary strati- 

graphic interval has been assigned to the ?missing section 

and the problems recorded. 	These arbitrary assignments of 

footage to "missing sections" have enabled the author to 

consider the sequence as a continuous section In terms of 

description and sampling procedures. 	It perhaps has the 

slightly misleading consequence of making the composite thick-

ness appear some 400 feet thicker than the actual measured 

rock units. 	These missing sections do not however account for 

the discrepency between this author's total thickness and the 

thickness attributed to the sequence by Peach et. al. (19G7). 

The methods of measurement are reviewed in the 

introductory statement of the thesis on Methods of Study. 

The lower cross-bedded sandstones were measured and 

described from an area approximately 1.25 miles southwest 

of the extreme southwest end of Loch Eribol, 	The described 

units start at NC 376541 and the section follows up the 

stream channel to the base of the cliff, then is measured 

directly up over the cliff face to the lower limit of the 
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Pipe Rock member at NC 375537. 	The base of this portion of 

the section rests noncoriformably on the Lewisian gneiss and the 

contact is well exposed in the stream bed. 

The described section of the Pipe Rocks member is not in 

direct continuation with the basal cross-bedded sandstones 

for a more complete and easily traced sequence is found 

approximately one mile to the south of the lower sandstone 

section. 	The "Pipe Rock" section is started at the contact 

with the cross-bedded units at NC 379522. 	rho section then 

passes southeast up over a hill and ends at NC 374519. 	There 

is some folding and deformation of the strata in these units 

but the sequence is virtually complete. 

The best exposed section of the An t-Sron. formation was 

measured approximately five miles to the northeast of the 

"Pipe Rock" section, 	The sequence is exposed along the coast 

at An-t-Sron on the east side of Loch Eribol. 	The contact 

between the Pipe-Rock sandstones and the "Fucoid beds" member 

is well exposed near the crest of an anticlinal fold at 

NC 44051. 	A continuous section passes from there upward 

stratigraphically along the shore to the southwest. 	This 

section includes all of the An t-$ron formation and the 

Grudaidh member or the lower 196' of the carbonates. 

There is no known locality where a continuous section can 

be positively measured or correlated In the units immediately 

above the Grudaidh dolostones. 	An arbitrary "missing section" 
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unit of 100' is introduced here to account for this 

discontinuity and the measurement of the carbonate sequence 

is resumed on the extreme western margin of the outer 

island of Ellean Dubh (NC 373691). 	The section then follows 

continuously along the south shoreline of Balnakiel Bay where 

nearly 2000' of carbonates are continuously exposed. 

Above the Balnakie]. Bay section there is, once again, 

some question concerning the correlation with strati-

graphically higher units and another 100' "missing section 

unit is invoked before procedirig with the measurement near the 

northeast end of Loch Borralaidh (NC 385677). 	From this 

point, the section passes stratigraphically upward to the 

southeast to NC 390671, then moves across the valley to 

NC 392674 and hence on to NC 398676, 	Between NC 392674 and 

NC 393676, the exposures of the sequence become progressively 

poorer until another missing section and a questionable 

correlation is required. 

The highest parts of the sequence are measured and 

described from the sequence starting in the small quarry on 

the west side of the highway at NC 394672 and passing across 

the highway to outcrops on the northern shoreline of Loch 

Caladaji. 

Exposures terminate in a field at the northeast end of 

Loch Caladail and are superposed there by Noine schists, 

The sample labels have been divided into four separate 
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groups on the basis of the measured sections. 	The "Q" 

series include all of the lower sandstones. 	The "P" series 

are the pipe-'.rock sandstones, the "I" series represent the 

An t-Sron formation ("Fucoid beds" and "Serpulite grit") 

lithologies and the "D" series includes all of the carbonate 

sequence. 	As outlined in the introduction, the sample 

numbers in each series indicate the measured stratigraphic 

interval between the sample and the base of that particular 

series (e.g. sampic, thin section, or photomicrograph D-1405 

refers to a sample tkcn 1405' stratigraphically above the 

base of the carbonate section). 
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COMPOSITE iEAS!JPLJ) SECTION 

DURNESS CRBONATES 

DURINE 1EMBER 

1+ 302' 	 Upper limit of exposures. 	Beyond this is 
a field at the northeast end of Loch Caladail. 
Along the east margin of this field are the 
metamorphic Molne schists that have overthrw5t 
the carbonates. 	There might conceivably be 
another 200 to 300 feet of carbonates beneath 
the field but it is impossible to measure or 
sample. 

427' - L302' 	Dolostone, ieduri to iipht prey. 	Hihly 
fra c tur' c'. 

4247k - !237'Dolostone, dark grey, hipkiy frctured0  

4241' - i47' 	Dolostone and limestone, thinly interbedded, 

highly contorted and folded, some breccist± 
some chert, occasional distinct units of 
limestone or dolostone up to 5" thick. 

4236' - 42Il' 	Dolostone, medium prey color, Moliur. to 

ds c; 	::J..c: 	c 
nodules and white drusy quartz nodules, thin 
bedded, dolomitic in part. 

420 	- 	230' Doloston:, mainly light grey, some bands of 
medium grey dolostone, mei; 	crystalline, 
occasional siliceous ban: - '. ,S. 	ki:per 	5' 	very 
thinly bedded. 

4207 	!.20' A band of chert noiul:s 	cin.]y krusy 	u'rtz) 
generally less than 111  diameter. 	The centers 
of these tiny drusy nodules are often filled 
with sparry calcite. 

4132 	- L 	07' Doloston., light grey color, some units of 
medium 	rcv color, medium crystalline, rather 
thinly bedded, highlyfractured, some cherty 
bands. 	At 4172' there is an 8" band of tiny 
(1" or less) drusy quartz nodules, the crystal 
growth rtterns may be seen on the weathered 
surfaces of these nodules. 
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4054' - 4132' 	Covered interval occupying a rather prominent 
valley extending for some distance northeast 
from Loch Caladall. 	Traversing the valley 
there is a change in dip from 410  on the 
west to 310  on the east. 	The combination of 
the straight valley form and the dip change 
suggest a fault at this point in the section. 
The litholo4es also show a change from 
dolostones on the west and limestones on the 
east (stratigraphica].ly higher) which indicates 
that no part of the section immediately below 
is being repeated but omission of sane section 
is very possible. 	Although a fault is likely, 
this covered interval was traversed using a 
dip anglo of 360  to cicu1tc the unit 
thickne rs, 

4037 - .54' 	Mostly covered, occasional outcrop of medium 
grey dolostone near top. 

40231 - /D37' 	Dolostone, medium dark grey, medium 
crystalline, bands of nodular cherts becoming 
less frequent toward the top of the unit. 
Dolomite somewhat lighter colored toward top. 

4017? - 	23' 	Covered interval. 

400(? 	- 	•D17' Dolostone, medium grey, medium crystalline, 
with bands of nodular cherts. 	(small 1" 
nodules). 

39 	- 	D00 Dolostone, in interbedded but separate units 
of medium grey color and units of a light 
grey color, 	Brecciated with considerable 
calcite in the brecciated zones. 	Slightly 
cherty towards top. 

397 	- Limestone, uink, limpy, dolomitic, numerous 
vugs filled 	iith very coarsely crystalline 
calcite make up a large portion of the rock. 

3953' - 	96' At 3953' at the edge of the Loch, a highly 
brecciotci and fractured zone with considerable 
calcit.., cink and coarsely crystalline is 

FAULT encountered. 	This is almost certainly a zone 
of some displacement. 	An arbitrary thickness 
is assigned to the undetermined displacement. 

310' - 3953' Dolostone 	light grey 	occasional fir' flecks 
of chert less than ii'  in diameter. 	Luerty 
bed at 34'. 
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3790' - 	lO' Dolostone, light grey and medium grey, 
finely crystalline, rather cherty. 

3762' - 790' Covered interval, 

3765 	- 762 t  DolO5t!iT , 	medr 	: 	clnr'c 	'rc'r, 	I 	tir 
mottL:1, 	iert 1. 

373 	- 756' Covert.:", 	i't;orval. 

3731' - 736' Dolostor, 	rk grey, thinly bedded. 

3731 	- 734t Dolostone, 	iiUI!1-Ji-L 	re 	, 	t1.c1/ 

372 	- ioiostone, 	dark grey ri  
dolomite, stylolitic, cor'sely crystalline, 
highly fractured. 

3716' - 372' Dolostone, medium grey bands and light grey 
bands 2' - 4' thick, medium to finely 
crystalline, thinly bedded, highly fractured. 

3692' - 72' Dolostone, interbedded light and medium grey 
lithologi c , t'iinly bedded, highly fractured 
but showing no development of cleavages. 	A 
slightly cherty horizon occurs between 3712' 
and 3716'. 

DURINE M4BER 

3592' - '92' 	Missing section. 	Above 3592' in continuation 
with the section below, the outcrops become 
so sparce that they are not worth while to 
include. 	A more reasonable section is 
available starting in the quarry on the west 
side of the highway just opposite the north 
end of Loch Caladail, 	In the quarry, 
different lithologies from those below are 
encountered and there is no possible method 
by which the amount of missing section can be 
computed with any degree of accuracy. 	An 
arbitrary thickness of 100' is assigned in 
order to record the missing section and yet 
allow continuation of the sampling and 
stratigraphic sequence. 	The 100' figure has 
no significance and the actual amount of 
missing section may be much more or far less. 
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cjtoi PHUILL 1"BER 

3537' - 	592' Dolostor:, 	"dium to dark grey, highly 
fractured, iedium to finely crystalline, 
mottled in a blotchy pattern in some of the 
darker portions. 

3532 	- 	.37' Dolostone, medium light grey, unit contains 
abundant tan chert, dolomite textures are 
medium crystalline. 

34851 	- 	32' Limestone, dolomitic or dolostone, calcareouH, 
light grey, thin bedded, occasional bends of 
nodular chert up to tni- 	E 	Lc 	tLick, 	LLflC 
to medium crystalline. 

3385' - 3485' Missing section. 	At 33851, a brecciated fault 
zone is encountered With the rocks beyond the 
fractured zone possessing quite a different 
lithologic character. 	The rocks above this 
horizon are more characteristic of the dolomitic 
limestones designated as the Group VII units 
of Peach and Home. 	These outcrops are the 
only known location where the two lithologies 
may be observed In juxtaposition and thus It 
is Impossible to estimate the amount of section 
missing at this point. 	The arbitrary unit 
thickness of 100' is again assigned here in 
order to maintain the continuity of the 
measurement and sampling procedures 	The 
100' figure has no significance. 

3314' - 	3385' Mottled dolomitic limestones with the two 
mineralogies distinctly separate. 	The lime- 
stone portions are generally light to medium 
grey and the dolostone portions are buff-pink. 
Within this unit the dolomitic portions are 
sometimes a dark grey contrasted with a 
lighter grey calcareous portion. 

3292' - 3314' Mottled dolomitic limestone, limestone is light 
grey and the dolomitic portions are buff.-pink, 
strongly cleaved. 

327' - 3292' Covered interval. 

325' 	- 	3257' Mostly covered. 	Very sparse outcrops are 
consistent in lithology with the unit belov;. 
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3147' - 3205' 	Dolostone, medium-dark grey, medium to 
finely crystalline, considerable chert in 
some portions. 	Some of the chert nodules 
are very minute (less than 1/211). 

312(',r - 	 Covered interval. 

3117' - 1120' 	Dolostone, medium to finely crystalline, 
medium-dark grey, numerous small chert nodules 
with some light grey microcrystalline cherts 
and some white drusy cherts. 

CROISPHIJILL ME1I4BER 

BALNAKIEL MEMBER 

3030' - 3117' 	.1ottled dolomitic limestone with the two 
mineralogies remaining separated in the mottled 
pattern. 	Vaguely bedded in units 411  to 1' 
thick. 	Bands of nodular cherts up to 2" in 
diameter in several horizons. 

3025' - 3030' Covered interval. 

3020' -',,)251Mottled dolomit;ic limestone 	:i 	th 	scearate 
lithologies resrionoible for the notled pattern. 
Somewhat cherty. 

3007 	- '20' Limestone, pinkish light-grey, somewhat cherty. 
Highly cleaved. 

297 	- D07' Covered interval. 

2967 	- 1)7' Limestone, light grey, somewhat cherty, 
dolomitic, 	:eparation mottling with dolomite 
in some 	:'i eons, some thinly bedded dark-'rev 
dolomites which are laterally discontinuoue. 
Sparse outcrops only. 

2963' - h367 Covered interval. 

2959' - 2963' Mottled dolomitic limestones with separation 
of the lithologies causing the mottled pattern. 
Abundant jasperoid chert in the upper 2' 
arranged in thin nodular bands spaced 1' 
to 6" apart. 
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2955: - ')59' Limestone, thinly bodIed, rinkish light grey 
color. 

2950' - 1)55' Mottled dolomitic limestone showing separation 
mottle pattern as above. 	Somewhat cherty. 

2842' ;h50' Dolostone, medium grey, medium crystalline, 
slightly mottled. 

2938' - 1942' Mottled dolomitic limestone as above units 
except perhaps a slightly lighter grey color. 

2936' - 	.. 938' Limestone, medium light grey color, finely 
crystalline. 

292C' - 	I:''36 Covered interval. 

291$' - 	.?20' Dolostone, medium dark grey color, some fine 
streaks of white dolomite. 	Thin nodular 
chert bands (nodules less than 1" diam,), 

29012': -  2718' Covered interval, 

28419 - 902' Dolostorie., inedium dark grey, numerous thin 
streaks of 	;hite dolomite coursing through 
the darker matrix. 	Thin nodular and bedded 
cherts, generally white are common. 	A thin 
bed of jasperoid chert occurs at 29821. 

2834' - 1847' Covered interval. 

2813' - 2834' Dolostone, medium grey c;)Ior,  
medium crystalline textu. 

2976' - 	2.813' Covered interval. 

278)..' - 	796' Dolostone, medium grey colc., moe'liI;itJi 
medium to light grey dolostone. 

2777' - 1784' 	Covered interval. 

2773' - 2777' 	Dolostone, medium grey colo:, In 6" beds with 
showing slight color oIiue 
crystalline texture. 

2767' - 2773' 	Dolostone, slight grey color, thinly 	11oci, 
a 1" brownish colored chert band at the top. 

2764' - 2767' 	Dolostone, medium grey color, mottled. 



2752 	- ?754' 	Dolostor, .ight grey color, t)ii;Li 	H. 

275-1.v -  752 	Dolostone, dark grey, mottled. 

2744 - . 750' 	Dolostone, light grey, thinly bedded, some 
nodular cherts present. 

2742' - 2744' 	Dolostone, 'Hrk colored faintly rnottlod, no 
chert. 

273. - /42' 	Dolostonc, medium-dark grey, moic-d, a cherty 
unit in which the cherts also exhibit the 
mottling of the host carbonates. 	This would 
suggest that the mottled pattern must antedate 
silicification ?? 

2723 - 
1 .733' 	Dolostone, medium-dark grey, mottled. 	Very 

little chert. 

272 	- :723' 	Dolostone, medium-light  
mottled. 

2687 - ::/22' 	Dolostone, medium dark grey, faintly rnotded. 
Several lighter colored thinly bedded units 
interbedded with mottled units. 	Snail white 
drusy chert nodules 2' above base, often with 
hollow centers. 	A nodilar cthrty zone 
between 712' and 2714', 

2684' - .187' 	Dolostc. , 	dium liLW; ;r';y, tHniy oHc-d, 
finely 	-lline. 

2667' - 264' 	Dolostone, medium dark grey, some nodular 
chert present, faintly mottled, and exhibiting 
thin irregular streaks of white dolomite 
which traverse the mottled patterns. 

2655 - 2667' 	Mottled dolomitic limestone showing the sharp 
separation of the two mineralogies to produce 
the mottling. 	The limestone is light grey 
in color while the dolostone is somewhat 
darker. 

2652 - 155' 	Limeston., light 	g rey, finely crystalline, 
? dolomi .. c, 
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2625s - li52' 	Dolostono, radium grey in part, mottled with 
lighter grey doloson'. 	iome chert present 
in the lower I 1. 

260g.' - .25' 	Mottled dolorniJc 1irin: 1Thin; 

distinct separation of the two lithologies. 
The lower two feet are locally unmottled 
limestones. 

2601' - 21"021  Dolost;:n , 	bu2-2  
textura. 

2569' - 2601' Mottled 1imeston, light grey and 	1ostor 
medium grey mixed in the "lumpy" irregular 
pattern of mottling. 	Some chert present 
near the top of this unit. 	Strongly cleaved 
in the lover part of the unit. 

256' - 2569' Do1ostir, light grey, finely crystalline 
textu:t, 	;inly bedded. 

2561' - 2568' Mottled cloiomitic limestone with the mottling 
due to the separation of the two lithologies. 
This horizon exhibits a particularly high 
relief on the weathered surface with the 
dolomitic portions extending as much as 3/1" 
beyond the calcareous portions. 

2552' - 2561' Limestorr:, 	light grey color, 	2c:lorIC.i,c in 
part but in a rather lacy intergrowth rather 
than thc mottled  patterns as above. 

2549k' - 2552' Dolostonc, iiht 	rey, thinly bedded, coarsely 
crystalline, 

254' - 25491' Dolostones, medium grey color, slig};tly 
mottled, some small flecks of chert. 

2545 	- 1548' Dolostone, light grey color, thinly bedded, 
coarsely crystalline. 

2521' - 2545' Dolostone, medium dark grey, mottled, 
coarsely crystalline, some chert at 2531- . 

25: 	- 1521' Dolostone, medium-dark grey, conspicuously 
mottled. 	2everel bands of white nodular 
cherts. 	.avera1 faults are crossed at this 
level but the correlation based on these 
cherty bands seems quite reasonable.) 
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247j' - 25c7' 	ioloton, eorly crysalline, medium to 
light gr 	:coming darker in color and more 
strongly mottled towards the top. 	The 
mottling here is very similar to that in the 
"Leopard Stone" below but more subdued in 
its color variation. 

2461' - 2470' 	Dolostone, coarsely crystalline, medium grey, 
small irregularly shaped white chert nodules 
in bands spaced approximately 6" apart. 

2430' - 2!61' 	Dolostone, medium grey color, coarsely 
crystalline, some horizons of thin nodular 
grey-white cherts. 	Intraclast horizon at 
2433' (very coarse sand sized intraclasts), 
with both the clasts c 1  rJ"  
cement totally dolomlt:i:.. 

241?' - J.30' 	Covered interval. 

2404 - 417' 	Mottled dolomitic limestone with mottling 
being expressive of the irregular separation 
of the limestone and dolostone lithologies. 

2397' - 	L07' Covered interval. 

2387' - 	97' Dolostone, coarsely crystafl i.n, dark grey 
color, massive, occasional 
in slightly favored horizon . 

2377' - 237' Covered interval. 

237C - 	77' Mottled dolomitic limestone as above and bciow. 

2369' - 	370' Dolostone, dark grey color, massive unit with 
a nodular cherty band near its center. 

233' - 	69' Mottled dolomitic limestone with the mottling 
being an expression of the irregular patchy 
distribution of the separated dolomitic and 
calcareous lithologies. 	oparsely 
fossiliferous. 

2307' - 2330' 	Covered interval. 

2227' - :307' 	Sparse outcrops but a consistent lithology. 
All are the ml" .1 	dolomitic limestones as 
described abo': . 	ccasional chert nodules 
are present. 	'theast-southwest trending 
wall is crosscu au the top of the hill at the 
northeast end of Loch rorrlaidh at the 
measured interval of 22621. 
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2151' - 2227' 	liottled dolomitic limestone. 	The lime- 
stone and dolostone.portions of this rock type 
are distinctly separated in irregular 
mottled patterns bordered by sharp boundari . 
Weathering of this rock produces an extremeiT 
rough surface with the dolomitic portions 
raised in positive relief as much as 1" but 
more commonly.. , The mottling, although 
very irregular, does display a distinctly 
bedded appearance when viewed from a distance. 

2146' 	2151' 	Limestone, partly dolomitic, light grey color, 
slightly mottled appearance and faintly lumpy 
on weathered surface. 

2136' - 2146' 	Limestor, 2ilomitic, light and medium grey 
mottled:LL . very numerous jasperoid chort 
nodules in 1i1  to 2" thick bands spaced " to 
6" apart. 	The cherts produce a very strongly 
bedded appearance In the rock. 

2112' - 2336' 	Timestone, light grey and medium grey and a 
r-iklsh grey, dolomitic slightly mottled. 

i"is unit is very brecciated near Its base 
with most of the pinkish lithologies in this 
zone of brecciatlon. 	Carbonates appear 
moderately cleaved. 

BALNAKIEL MEMBER 

2102' 	2112' 	At 2102' a fault is encountered which cuts 
obliquely across the stike of the strata. 
the rocks on either side of this fault zone do 
not correlate by any perceivable displacement. 
It is quite certain that none of the strati-
graphy measured below is being repeated above 

MISSING 	 the fault for the nodular cherty horizon above 
SECTION 	the fault (2136' 	21461 ) is absent from the 

rocks below the fault. 	The section as 
followed, takes the lower stratigraphic 
horizons to their highest exposed limit on the 
north side of the fault then drops obliquely 

3 	back to the lowest stratigraphic units exposed 
south of the fault. 	A completely arbitrary 

c. figure of 100' is assigned here to represent 
the missing section. 
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1987' - ;)12' 	Dolostone, dark grey, coarsely crystalline, 
some brecciated zones, 

196' - 	 Chert, black, dense, microcrystniline, some 
relics of grey dolomite remain. 	Laterally 
very continuous. 

	

- 1985' 	Dolostone, medium dark grey color, numerous 
black chert nodules which occasionally exhibit 
white centers, 	Thinly bedded but in massive 
lt to 6' units. 	Some of the chert nodules 
appear very lacy due to dolomite replacement 
as indicated by the rhombic holes in the 
weathered surface. 

	

1924' - 197' 	Covered interval, 	A parallel section of 
slightly dubius correlation indicates the 
interval is composed of dolostones, mottled 
dark and medium grey, coarsely crystalline, 
some horizons with chert nodules up to 2" 
thick ranging in shape from nearly round to 
extremely elongate parallel to bedding. 
An oolitic hcr zn t 1953 ' in *e 5uTt.itute 
sec tic n. 

	

1902' - 1924' 	Do1osc:::., o:;. bru;ri.tsi Ln cert, prI.y 
massive, partly thin-bedded, mostly a dark 
grey color, (This unit marks the extreme 
upper limit of the coastal exposures at 
Bairiakiel Bay.) 

	

- 1)02' 	Covered interval (beach). 

	

- 1"921 	Limestone, dark grey color, chorty. 

	

187 - 19c' 	Dolostone, reddish dark rcy color, thinly 
bedded, 

	

179' - 187' 	Limestone, dark grey, cherty, 	, 	l 
mounds on upper surface. 

	

17c' - J, 79' 	Dolostone, reddish dark grey, thiriy bed, 
distinct units 1/8" to 6" thick, 
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183 	- 1370' Limestone, dolomitic, dark grey, highly 
cleaved, only slightly cherty, occasional 
hemispherical algal stiictures. 	The 
rocks occur as bedded units 4" to 1' thick, 
some of the units are mottled with dolomite. 
An horizon of intraclsts was sampled at 
1863'. 

1836' - 18381  Limestone, finely crys c 	J line, pronounced 
algal horizon. 

183C' - J36' Limestone, dolo:itic, dark -aaay, 	au 	hly 
cherty. 	Bedded units 4' to 1' thick, aome 
showing slight mottling. 

1826' - J830' Dolostone, mottled, and limestone, dark grey, 
in thinly interbedded units containing 
discreet beds of each lithology. 

182 	- :26' :ac -ia, 	:::aL 	a-i-, 	t:faiy 	beck.ad. 

1310 	;23' Lime .re, 	Pa c 	p;rey, 	ac ;i  
cherty, h1'hly cleaved. 

- 1310' Cheat, 	lack , cappin 	ha toiftic 
hori 	below. 

1737' - I.309' Limestone, dark grey, cherty in some units, 
partly d& 	c, finely crystalline, oolitic 
in upper a • 	Highly cleaved. 

17 	- 	737' Dolostone, thinly bedded, medium grey color, 
calcareous near top. 

1774' - 1782' Limestone, medium—dark grey, very huimy, 
nodular, irregular beds, I'd.. h1y cleaved, 
cherty in the basal 21. 

1767 	- 	774? Dolosto  
beds, 	crystalline texture, 	humpy 
?algal structures on upper surface. 

1766 - 1767' Dolostone and limestone, interbedded In 	" 
beds, cherty, two sizes of ?worm trails on 
upper surface. 

1762' - 1766' Limestone, medium grey color, finely 
crystalline, cherty. 
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1760' 	1762' Dolostone, redium prey7 	nd limestone, dark 
grey, ir;t'edded in 	' beds. 	Cherty. 
Very 	;7,rm treil 	(2-3 mm dism,) on upper 
surface. 

1750' - 7760 Limestone, nedium grey color, cherty, finely 
crystalline 	ocoi•s •fl bedS ren in 	from 	' 
to 1' thick. 

1749 	--11-750'Dolost one 	fl.A 	L1c') 	in  
bands, 	Cherty. 	?orm trails on upper 
bedding surface of this unit are 3-5 mm diam, 
and in an extremely meandering, self 
crossing pattern. 

1739' - 1749' Limestone, medium grey color, cherty, in beds 
3" to 1' thick. 

1736' - 	739' Dolostono, 1iht ,orey, thinly bedded, cherty 
near base. 

173k' - 1736' Limestone, medium grey color, occurring in 
beds 4"  to 6" thick. 	Nodules of pink chert 
common. 	Some algal st:rtrcs (humps) with 
a relief of more than 1 	ottled with 
dolomite in upper 21. 

1729' - 1730' Chert, dense, grey-buff color. 

172 	- 1729' Limestone, pinkish grey color, lower 6" 
dolomitic, upper 6" cherty. 

1720' - 	728' Limestone, 	'ey-pink-buff color, numerous 
Intraclasts in basal 11. 	Above the intra- 
clasts is a 1' algal horizon with heads 
composed of digitate structures. 	The algal 
horizon is overlain by a cherty cream 
colored unit which is in turn overlain by a 
grey limestone with pinkish chert nodules. 
Barbed-wire fence cones down to the small sea 
cliff at this point. 

1709' - 1720' Dolostoo., light grey color, thin bedded, 
grouped in unite 3" to 	" thick. 	Very fkt 
and evenly beddcd, 

ME` - 	709' Dolostone, calce 	, 	b T 
nodular cherts. 

1704,' - 1708' Limestone, dolomitic, becomes more thinly 
bedded and more dolomitic toward top. 
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1702' - /i4 	Limestone, dolomitic, pinkish-grey, thinly 
bedded, "humpy" algal structures on upper 
surface. 

16951 - 1702' 	Dolostone, thinly bedded, grey, and vaguely 
mottled limey dolostone. 	Locally oolitic 
in the top 21. 	Dark cherts show oolitic 
stricture and weathering of dolomitized 
oolitic limestone portion of this unit 
produces a very ren::r 	o if 	iorice on 
the outcrop surface. 

1691' - 1695' 	Dolostone, grey and buff units in an 
irregular nodular distribution with layers of 
finely crystalline, thinly bedded dolostone. 
Some chert near the top of this unit. 

1684' - 1691' Dolostone, thinly bedded, and mottled 
dolomitic limestone. 	Locally brecciated. 

1666' - 1684' Dolostone, thinly bedded, buff color, 
occurrin- in units 1" to 4" thick. 	ome 
pink coiourton 	1on7' cert.dn bedding plene 	. 
I-lumpy algal 	 :: 	.0 	L:., • 
cherty layer:. 

1616' - 1666' Nissing section. 	At 1616' a fault is 
encountered in the coastal stratigraphic 
exposures and a thorough search has revealed 
no method by which a correlation can be made. 
It would not appear that this is a major 
structural complication and an arbitrary 
thickness of 50' is assigned to the 
displacement with the hope that this figure 
may roughly approximate the actual 
displacement. 	The strata above the fault 
are lithologically quite different than those 
below and it is therefore certain that section 
is omitted rather than repeated by the fault. 

1611' - 	1616' Limestone, dark grey, dolomitic, strongly 
cleaved in some lo-rers. 	odular c - J- " 
common near to. 

1607' - 1611' Limestone, medium dark grey, mottled with 
dolomite and chert, occurs in 1' to 2' beds. 
Fossiliferous near base. 

1602' - 1607' 	Dolostone, light grey, thinly bedded 
mottled with limestone in the upper 
Some pebbly cherts near base. 	Cronates 
grouped in 2" to 6" beds. 



1601' - 1602' Limestone medium dark grcy, -'-_)me chert, 
blotchy dolornitization no,-  t.p. 

159Y - 	Ol' Doloston, light grey colored, thinly 
bedded. 

1590' - 1599' Limestoro, 	:olomitic or dolostone, cJareous 
cherty, ucc. 	ring in beds 1" - 3" thick. 
Medium grey colored, sane current structures, 
cherts are nodular. 

1588' - 	1L592' limestone, light grey color, thinly bedded, 
nodular cherts. 

1586' - 1588' Dolostone, light  
nodular cherts. 

51~ - 2 586' Do1oton:: , 	rk grey, 	griding upio t 	: 
ili. :oo, 	light grey, fossiliferoo.. 

1577 	- 1580' Do! :noc, medium dark grey, 	i*iil. 	oAled, 
unit contains two brownish  
thicker of which is 6" thtc 

1575' 2577' Dolostcnc, medium grc,  

1574' i575' Chert, dark grey, very lietle dolomite remains 
as relic inclusions but much evidence for 
dolomitization post-dating the silicification. 

1562' - 574' Dolostone, medium light grey color, lacy 
mottled appe.rr'ce in co:totone, broni.Th 
chert noduL. 	. 	 . 	. 

thinly be dd c 

156C' - 1562' Limestone, 	meliuiii 	c 	, 	:ly C13LLLI1fle. 

1555 	- 1560 Dolostone, Frey, medlio :osta11ine grading 
upward to rnther cor;ely cryot1line 
doloston'. 

l547 	- 5551 Limestone, 	:r::!.y- , 	$:oely' crystai1io, 	t1y 
dolomitized, consior:'1e nodular 
throu --v.  
at l2. 

1529' - 1547' LimesL.  
to 5' 	nick, chc.rt bands spaced 1' to 5' 
apart, limestone finely crystalline. 



l5l7 	- 152Y iolostrie, 	grey color, massive, some 
suggest -I ,.-;.--. 	f' 	the 	algal domes, 	ckcr.s 
laterally, 	ontains much chert. 

- 	27' 15214 	15 Limesto 	d dolostone in a pchiy ne 
distribution but much larger than the mottled 
pattern of the dolomitic limestones. 

1513' - 1524' Limestone, pinkish-grey color, with nodular 
cherts in the lower 3t 	,ome of the cherts 
are very sharply divided from the host 
carbonate and are nearly perfect ovals, 
limestones are highly stylolitic, this unit 
thins and thickens laterally and a central 3' 
dolostone unit is locally present. 	The 
dolostone 	e.JLUr. rrey, 	ond 	cor.:-e. 
crystallinc. 

- 1513' Dolostone,  
locally highly brecciatcd with the breccia 
fragnents a finely crystalline, buff-colored 
dolomite. 	Jasperoid chert and "lacy chert". 
Thinly bred and more siliceous in upper 

1471 	- 1482' Dolost 	, 	ght grey, 8" to 2' beds, slightly 
banded 	.,.,,,!-,led near the top. 	some 
brecc1. 	, 	iry coarsely crystalline. 

1464' - 1471' Dolostc 	, 	Ut grey, massive, highly 
breccis 	:avernous, some chert included 
in brecc 	aents. 

1461' - 1464' Dolosto, light grey color, in massive beds 
1' thick. 

1459' - 1461' Dolostone, light grey, thinly bedded, 
contains considerable nlelar clert which is. 
highly brecciated. 

1455? - 1-459'Dolostone, medium light 	reg, : 	:siv, eccexs 
in 8" beds. 

455t Chert, 	white 	emi 	cUnrl 	'Cf 	 :'. 
much as 10 percent dolomite remaining. 
Although a strikingly different lithology, 
this unit does not make a conspicuous horizon 
because of its similarity in color to the 
units above and below. 
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1444' - 1448' 	Dolostone medium grey, thinly bedded, with 
considera1e nodular chert, bedding is 
highly contorted, occasionally there is a 
"nodule" of coarsely crystalline dolomite 
with contortion of the adjacent beds, 

1440' - 1444' 	Dolostone, massive, slightly mottled, dark 
grey at base grading upward to a medium 
grey color. 	There is a cavernous horizon 
at the base of this unit. 	The vugs are 
often filled with coarsely crystalline 
dolomite. 

1432 - 1',40' 	Dolostone, medium grey, massive, and light 
grey, thinly bedded, both coarsely crystalline. 
The two types are interbedded with a rather 
irregular distribution. 

1425' - 14321  	 Dolostone, buff 	 c. 
nodular white chert. 

1420' - 1425' 	Dolostone, buff and grey niotticu, thinly 
bedded toward the top of this unit. 

1418' - 1420' 	Dolostone, buff colored, coarsely 
crystalline granular texture. 

1410' - 1418' 	Dolostone, grey and pink, the pink color is 
largely due to fracture filling in breccias. 

1405' - 1101 	Chert, pink, highly fractured, some relic 
inclusions of medium grey dolostone within 
the chert. 

SANGA0RE MEIBER 
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13961  - 11-D5' 	Dolostone, pink and  
coarsely crystalline. 

- :96' 	Dolostone, pink and grey mOtL.lCd with the 
chert exhibiting a very lacy appearance due 
to the numerous rhombic holes presumably 
left by wethcring of d.1oite from the 
chert. 
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1381' - 1394' 	Dolostone, rink and grey mottled. 

1374' - 1381' 	Dolostono, pink and grey mottled becoming 
Increasingly cherty toward the top. 

1369' - 374' 	Dolostone, medium to light grey color, 
finely crystalline, considerable pink chert 
in nodules and in 1" beds, 

13621 - 13691  Dolostory., nr1 	r'rev 	co1i-, 	ro;t:icci, 	cherty 
In the 10er 

1360' - 1362' Dolostone, light grey 	thinly bedded, some 
pink dolomite, some pink nodular cherts. 

1356' - 1360' Dolosto 	, Jiuni grey, mottled. 

1354' - 	1:356' Dolostone, dark grey, rrot1ed locally cherty 
in 3" band at the base of the unit. 

1352' - 1354' Dolostone, flnoiv crytei1ine, 	1iht 	rev, 
thinly becl:. 

1333' - 1352' Dolostone, 
grey co]'r 

1332' - 1333' Uolos, iigLt grey, thinly bedded, 

1328' - 	332 dcgLostone, rediu:: 	re 	, 	ottled. 

1321' - 1328' Dolostone, mediuw. - 	.igiit 	rey, 	thinly 
bedded, cherty in 1oer 1 

1303 - 1321' Dolostone, medium grey, medium to coarsely 
crystalline, mottled. 

1301 	— 1.;:d3' Dolostone, -'ark grey, thin bedded rith e 
49 band of chert at the base of 

12 	- 1301' Dolostone, medium grey, mottlir; 	- 	at 
pronounced at the base and beccn: 	iess 
conspicuous toward the top. 

1295' - 1297' Chert bed. Chert exhibits the locy 
appearance caused by the differential 
weatherini': of the dolomite rhombohedra. 

1292' - I295' Dolostone, tedium grey color, mottled. 

1291' - 1292' Dole 	're, dere grey, thinly bedded. 



1284' - 1291' Dolostone, medium grey, mottling most 
pronounced at the be-.-le n'il becoming less 
conspicuous toward the top. 

128.: 	--2841  Doloatonc, 	 're'r, 	thinly bedded. 

1274' - 1283' Dolostone, 	n::1 	rc;y cI 	, 	c'arse1y 
crystalline, 	iottled. 

127 	- 	274' Dolostone, thinly bedded, medium crystalline 
texture, somewhat lighter grey than unit 
below, occurs in 4" beds. 

1240' - 1270' Dolostone, medium-dark grey 	mottled 
' coarsely crystalline, beds 	to 6' thick, 

very little chert present. 

1238' - 1240' Nodular chert bed in mottled dolostones. 
The chert nodul 	ume the mottled effect * of the carbonate... 	A questionable 

correlation acre:.: 	major fault is made on 
the basis of this cuert unit and although 
not entirely satisfactory, it IS the best 
correlation available. 	No strata are 
repeated but some may be omitted. 

1214' - 1238' Dolostone, medium grey, extremely mottled, 
coarsely crystalline, occasional bands of 
nodular cherts are present. 

120 	- 	1 214' Dolostone, medium grey color, coarsely 
crystalline, numerous bands of tiny white 
nodular cherts, 

1196' - 1208' Dolostone, medium grey, coarsely crystalline, 
same as unite above and below except for 
total absence of chert. 

119C - 1196' 	Dolostone, medium grey, coarsely crystalline, 
several bns of tiny chert nodules. 

118. - 190 	Dolostone, dark grey colc, 
with a medium grey dolosti' :, 

118 51  - 1188' 	Dolostone, dark grey color, unmottleci, 
rather massive. 

1175' - 	 Dolostone, coarsely crystalline, medium grey, 
conspicuously mottled. 

1169' - 1175' 	Dolostone, medium to light grey, massive 
caped by a 2" chert band. 



1167k' - 1169' 	Lolostone, rcdium erey color, thinly bedded.  

1167 - IL167' 	Chert bed, dark color, denc. 

1155' - 1167' 	Dolostone, extremely mott1, oc:le1jlly 
there are bands of small, white, nodular 
cherts. 

115C' - 155' 	Dolostone, thinly bedded, medium to iiht 
y cJir, ç.:j rhie cd.rt; in nHui.es. 

1136' - 1150' 	1_ei)ei, 	) h•' •(x1 

coarsely trysta11ine, mottled, some pink 
dolomite. 

112 	- 136' 	Dø1OtOnc, medium grey, coarsely crystalline, 
mottled, - ecnsiona1 chert nodules. 

1117' - 1122' 	Dolostone, thinly bedded, light grey color, 
finely crystalline, numerous bands of chert 
nodules 1" to 6" thick. 

11C 	- 117' 	Dolostone, medium grey, coarsely crystalline, 
mottled, occasional bands of tiny nodules of 
white cherts 1' to 3' apart. 

109?' - 1100' 	Dolostone, thy hHdod, rrr rev, 
finely crysts 	, 
base of unit. 

1064' - 1.097' 	Dolostone, meciium grey, coarsely cysallirie, 
bands of chert nodules up to 3" in diameter 
at 103' and 105'. 	A 6" thinly bed dod 
cherty dolomite occurs at 10741 . 

1062' - 1064' 	Dolostone, medium nrey, thinly hcdd, iti 

nodular chert bands. 

1057' - 1)62' 	Dolostone, thinly bc'ded,diurn to 11dt 
grey, Interbedded with thin chert lenses " 
thick. 	This horizon Is locally brecciated 
with coarsely crystalline calcite cement. 

105C" - ]057' 	Dolostone medium grey, coarsel crystalline, 
occasional thin bands of tiny 	chert nodules. 

1045' - 1050' 	Dolomite, thinly bedded, numerous chert bands 
(nodular) and chert beds. 	Some of the 
cherts are jasperoid. 



	

1026' - 1045' 	Dolostor:e, 	rk grey, mottled, coarsely 
crysta13c, chart nodules at 1039' and 
at 1031' 	Those at 1031' are unusual in 
their occurrence in that the discontinuous 
elongate nodules about 5" thick arch over 
the tops of ?algal dome structures. 	The 
dolostones are slightly mottled. 	At the 
cherty horizons, where the chert is absent, 
the dolostones are thinly bedded and arc1 
over the domel structures. 

	

1008 1  , 1326' 	Dolostone, medium grey color, mottled. 
This unit contains numerous bands of nodular 
cherts ill  to 1" thick and spaced 4" to 3' apart. 
Between 1021' and 1022' there are three 4" 
chert beds that are laterally continuous. 

	

1004 - 1308' 	Dolostone, thinly bedded, charged with highly 
irregular shaped nodules of chert. 
Disarranged bedding structures may be detected 
within the chert nodules. 	The nodules here 
are suggestive of the "inverted tears" but 
are much less regularly shaped. 	some 

ceed It in diameter. 

	

989' - lC-;' 	olostone, medium grey, mottled, tiny 
nodular cherts (" to 1" diameter) spaced 
4" to 3' apart (horizontally) in rather 
continuous bands. 	There are occasionally 
larger nodules. An horizon of extremely 
mottled dolostone occurs at 1002' - 1003' 

	

986' - 989' 	Dolostone, thinly bedded, medium 
numerous chert nodules, some are inverted tear"  
shapes. 	No cavernous horizon occurs below 
this cherty 1r-yer. 

	

967' - 986' 	Dolostone , d'k colored, i c1d, c De-:eiy 
crjstal1:. oe. 

	

9591 - 967' 	Dolostorie, thinly bedded, dark colored, with 
numerous chert nodules as below. 	some wave 
or current structures detectable in the 
dolomite and also preserved in the chert 
although perhaps somewhat distorted. 	The 
chert nodules are large but generally 
sub-circular. 

	

949' - 959' 	Doloston, mottled dark grey and pinkish grey. 



Do1oston., 	edium grey, with large nodular 
cherts, 	of which exhibit the inverted 
tear shape. 	Occasional vugs present in 
lower part. 

94:'' 	- 	946' Dolostone, mottled dark grey and pinkish grt.y. 

939' - 	943' Dolostone, thinly bedded, no mottling, many 
large chert nodules as below. 	Some of the 
"inverted tear" nodules are 88 much as 111  
in diameter. 	In this horizon some 
unsilicified undulations of the dolomitic 
bedding (?collapse structures or fold 
structures) may be quite clearly seen. 
There are some vugs partly or totally filled 
with pink calcite. 

935? - 	9391  Dolostone, dark grey  
medium grey dolostoro. 

93 	T5' Dolost000, dark grey, extremely mottled. 

925 	- 	32 Do 
gr. 

fl'5? DOjQ•,).•, 	j5"j 	J.0/ 	eL).LOrLi, 	in 
undulatory beds charged with chert nodules. 
These nodules are generally sub-elliptical 
and some show only partial silicification of 
the nodular area with considerable relic 
dolomite contained within the nodule. 
Slightly cavernous at base of this unit. 

919' 	Dolostone, dark grey color, iottled, no 
chert present. 

- 910' 	Dolostone, dark colored, coarsely crystalline, 
mottled, occurs in massive 2' to 31  beds witb 
small 1" nodular charts in bands parallel to 
bedding and about 1' apart. 

- 
004' 	Dolostone, dark grey, coarsely crystalline, 

mottled, occurs in two massive beds., the 
lower 6' thick and the upper 2' thick. 
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891' Dolostone, dark grey colored, thinly bedded 
and with undulations in::the bedding plano 
common. 	Numerous chert nodules some suL- 
elliptical and many "inverted tear" shapes. 
The silicification appears to either control 
or be controlled by the undulatory structures 
in the carbonates. 	Some unsilicified 
structures may be present. 	These large chert 
nodules have affected to a limited extent the 
compaction of the overlying strata and 
fore must have, antedated total compact"' 

889' - 	91' DolostOne, extremely cavernous or vugy, 
grey color except for the cavities which are 
filled 	i';h very coarsely crystalline, pink 
calcite. 

866' -18)91 Do1os''ne, dek grey, 	ottIed, coarsely 
crystalline, some 51 'Erns of recrystallization, 
massive units 4' to 91  thick. 

851 	- 	66' Dolostone, coarsely crystalline, dark grey 
colored, considerable chert both in beds and 
in nodules. 	Some nodules are up to 6" thick. 

852k - Dolostone, d'.  
nodular cherts. 

- 	L2' Dolostone, dark lead color, occurs in rive 
1' to If' beds separated by thin )J' to 4" 
nodular or bedded chert horizons. 

SAIU4HOR NEBER 
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828' - 3E3' 	Dolostone, light to medium grey colored, 
finely crystalline, flat bedded in units 

* 	 1" to 2' thick. 	* 843' would be this 
author's guess for the top of Peach arir 
Home's El lean Dubh (Group II) do1omIt:s. 

823' - 828 	"Dolostone, medium grey, slightly domed, a 
1" chert band at base and considerable chert 
throughout the dolostone. 	A 4" to 6" chert 
bed marks the top of this unit. 	Some of 
the chert Is slightly jasperoid. 



- 	123 Lolostone, buff and grey coir', 	inly 
bedded, 	brecciated horizon n::. 	.•cc•  

16' 	818 1  Dolostone, medium grcy, 	brecciated, zott1.ed, 
possible worm borings, cherty, the top of 
this unit is marked by a 3" cherty band. 

ai 	- Dolostone, light grey color, massive in the 
1rmr 3'' 	upward into thinly 	dried 

8c2' - 	11C , 	crystalline, in an unusual 
th a more finely crystalline 

dolostone. 	Coarser portions are dark grey in 
color while the finer portions are pink to 
buff colored. 	Some drusy chert present. 

- 	102' Dolostone, light grey, massive, sli 
undulatory or domal on upper surfac 	alg 	.. 

79' - 	100' Dolostone, thinly bedded, buff-grey coc, 
finely crystalline. 

794+' - 	795' Lo1osto:, 	inely crystalline, thinly bedded, 
weathers 	a distinctive orange brown hue. 

79U' - 7i4' 	Dolostone, grey to buff colored, finely 
crystalline, contains some sandy lenses up to 4" 
thick and 3' in length. 

769' - 790' 	Dolostone, grey, finely crystalline, algal 
dome structures on uer surface. 

765' - 769' 	:Lrst:ne, çirY', rrc- y wi:i buff colored, very 
thinly bedded c.:I c.: very finely crystalline. 

74 	- 	5' 	Dolostone, finely crystalline, buff to 
to sometimes pinkish hues, occurs in sc - 
what massive beds up to 1' thick but b: 
more thinly bedded toward the top. 

740' 	7).5t 	Dolostone, medium grey color, finely 
crystallin, strongly developed hemispherical 
algal structures with approximately 2' of 
vertical relief on the upper surface. 
Upper-most layers of the algal domes exhibit 
the cylindrical digitate structures close- 
packed in a slightly radial pattern. 	The 
digitate cylinders measure 1 to 1.5 mm in 
diameter and exhibit an internal structure of 
arched microlarniriations (convex upward). 
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72 — 40 	Dolostone, thinly 	 grey 
and pirik. 	buff unit.. 

722' — 729' 	Dolostc , 	inly be 	i. mLt.s 1 	o 
thick. 

712' — 722' 	Dolostone, thinly bedded, interbedded 
pinkish and grey colored units. 
brecciated zone occurs at 72C'., 

707? — :2, 	Dolostone, grey to buff colord, mas::ive, 
finely crystalline. 

691:' — 707' 	Dolosto: , 1nterbeddd hi: b:.1deci unis and 
algal hemispherical units. 	At 704' is an 
individual dome with over 4' of relief. 
The algal horizons are Slightly ili ous 
especially on the upper surfaces. 
domal structures do not appear co c:tsin any 
internal structures (not even bedding). 	The 
thinly bedded units associated with the algal 
heads show considerable recciation locally. 

691' — 694' 	Dolostone, medium grey color, conspicuous 
hemispherical structures with concentric 
layers of digitate tube-like structures as 
above and below capping the hemispheres. 

68 	— 91' 	Dolostone, finely cryst1Hoe, roy 
occurs in rassive 

67 	— Dolosto; 	:ff  and 	:• 	J:.c 	, 	t.hoIy 
bedded 	:its which dii±er slightly in color 
and ran:e in thickness from a few millimeters 
up to 6 	thick. 	Occasional sandy horizons up 
to 3" in thickness are present. 	The sand 
seldom appears to constitute more than 50 
percent of the rock. 	Some of the sandy layers 
are very persistent laterally. 

66Y — 	7l' Lolostone, medium grey coLi, Th one massive 
l'+ bed. 

667k' - 	69' Dolostone, current bedded, capped by a 4' 
brecciated horizon. 

667' — 66712' Dolostone, grey, cherty, slightly 	UT 

capped by a 1" sandy dolostone layer. 



	

- 67' 	Loio 	•;  
some br 	:10fl locally. 

662' 	665' 	iJolostone, grey, containing chert nodules 
over which large algal heads or mounds are 
built, 	The "heads" are capped by concentric 
layers of close packed tube-like structures arr- 
anged in a slightly radial fashion. 	The tubes 
have arched laminations within each individual 
structure. 	There is a rather continuous 
breci: ;ed la'r 	thick at the ba.a 	this 
uni 

653' - 662' 	Dolo3tonc n a nodular, hwpy 	J:al unit 
with some chert around the peripheries of the 
nodules. Beds both above and below the 
nodules appear to be arched around the 
nodular cores. 

647' - 53' 	kolostorie, thinly bedded, buff to gray color, 
.inely crystalline. 

643' _67 	olostone, finely crystalline, massive, medium 
grey, hemispherical algal structu.: 
no internal structures discernab. 

616' - 643' 	Dolostone, buff to grey, thinly beded, 
finely crystalline. 	At 639' there  is an 
horizon which has some very unusual elongate 

*Load 	 and crudely parallel load structures. 	These 
structures 	structures are developed only along a very 

definite single horizon that can be traced 
more than 100' laterally. 

	

57;' - i6' 	Dolostone, thinly bedded, color varies from 
buff to light grey to pinkish grey. 	Thin 
hematitic layers on the surface mark some 
bedding surfaces. 	At 586' is a buff-colored 
dolostone unit in which the bedding units 
intermittently appear to arch up over some 
structure. 	The exposures are too poor to 
study the details of the "humps" but they 
might be algal "head" structures as above or 
they may simply represent nodules of early 
lithification that might have resisted 
compaction more than the surrounding beds. 
The underlying strata show no compression by 
the "nodules". 	The bedding units all appear 
to be continuous over the 'thumps" with some 
thinning over the humps. 	Similar structures 
are also present at 591', 636' and 6uS'. 
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576' - 	571 Strongly brecciated zone. 	May be an erosion 
surface 	r Niore likely) 	olane of thrusting. 

541 	- 	76' Doloetc: 	inly bedd 	, 	.ff to flesh 
colored 	some grey 	:, numerous hématitic 
bands markin 	bedding 	urices are probably the 
result of osidation of original iron rich 
layers In the rock. 	Finely crystalline. 	In 
beds 	" to 2" thick. 

521' - 	541' Covered interval (beach). 	Probably very 
similar to the thinly bedded dolostories above 
and below. 

- 	21' Dolostone, light grey color, thinly bedded, 
often witL surficil hemst.tAc staininp -,long 
beddingp 	 •;.. 
crysta1li 

41' - 4E2' Dolostone, 	Iiii; 	cuio, 	.ifi:J. 	LryU., 
(th with very pronounced algal head structures 

lowest algal horizon). 	These algal "heads' 
exhibit the typical Coflenia -type structure. 
Theheads range In size from 6" to 1' in 
diameter, and as much as a foot hign. 	No 
structure other than the concentric layering 
can be seen. 

43: 	-811   Dolostone, light grey, in beds ranging in thic:- 
ness from 1' to 6'. 	Generally medium 
crystalline but wit' 
crystalline dolostor 

41' - 430' Dolostones, flesh to lilac clor, 	Thly 
bedded, fine to medium crystaflic, 	:eurring 
in beds 1" to 6" thick. 

366' - 41' Dolostone, light tan to pinkish grey, very 
difficult to study because of covering of 
seaweed and barnacles. 	This unit is exposed 
on the very outer Island of Eilean Dubh. 
(rather between the two outer islands) 

336' - 366' Dolostone, buff to tan color, sne pinkish 
grey units, thinly bedded, finely crystalline. 
Much of the exposure is obscured by see 

326' - 336' Dolostone, flesh to nearly white colored, 
in 	I :: 	C 	c 	a 	 I•€; 1:1 	cr 	a Laj_irIe. 



296' - 326' 	Dc'lcc 	, 	buff t: tan c c) 	101Y 
crysta1 	inly bedded. 	Th:: 	is 
the very 	exposed portion of the 
section a. 	Dalnakiel section. 	These 
lowest few units are accessible only at 
the lowest tides. 

EILEAN DUBH MEMBER 

19' - 	6' 	i'ssing section. 	The arbitrary thickness of 
jdO' is assigned here to represent an unknown 
thickness of missing section. 	The units 
below this missing section are measured along 
the east side of Loch Eribol and although the 
Eileen Dubh dolomites are encountered there, 
there is no criterion by which the two 
sections can be correlated. 	The lowest 
recognizable algal horizon in the section 
above (at 411 ) is absent in the Eribol 
exposures. 	It is not certain that any 
section is missing here and it is possible 
that far in excess of the allowed 130' may be 
absent. 	There is no known location where 
this problem can be resolved. 

GRUDAIDH MEMBER 

- 	?6' Dolostone, dark grey, rather coarsely 
crystalline, extremely mottled. 

iT  bolostone, 1iht grey, thinly bedded, with 
occasional thin hematitic bands separating 
the beds. 	1 nt r :J 	CT- 
glomera 	t 	'. 

129' - 179' Dolostone, medium r-rer, 	 z 	llibly 
lighter grey dolomite. 	Tbere are some cherty 
zones where the cherte •pc-ar to be oolitic. 
Some of the darker dolostones have fine 
fractures filled with white dolomite. 

117' - 129' Dolostone, light grey, finely crystalline, 
thinly bedded. 



110' - 117' Do1ost 	r1y black, rather coarsely , 
crysta 	At the base of this unit is 
a 2" b- 	;ed zone. 

lOs' - 110' Uo1ost 	, 	.ht grey and medium grey 
mottlec 	um crystalline. 

12' - lOs' Dolostone, dark grey, mottled with medium 
grey dolostone to give a "lumpy" appearari 
Bedded in units ranging from 1" to 4" thick. 
In the lower part of this unit there are 
occasional vugs that are filled with coarsely 
crystalline calcite. 	The unit tends to a 
lighter color grey toward the top. 	Within 
the lower part of this unit (211 1  - 30') there 
are some minor structural compi:tions but 
the lithology remains constant and probably 
the accuracy of the section is lightly if at 
all impaired. 

10' - 	12' Dolostone, 	redum 	rey, medium 
crystalline. 

4 	- 	.j' Dolostone, 	C.ark  
lighter colored dolostone to give a 	1u:: 
mottled appearance. 	Beds 1" to 4" thic. 

- 	4? Dolostone, sandy, dark grey, in beds 2 	: 
thick, medium cry , 
strongly stylolit. 

Below this is a black s 
that is included in the desriptions of he 
Intermediate series. 

AN T-SRON FOATIdI 

79' - 	6' 	Shale, dolomitic, slaty, pyritic, vry black 
color. 

77? 	- 791 	andst 	:1::L , or d:1oecc , 
:r 	P, rid froc 

graineo. 
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- 	? 	;an 	,r 	, 	' or tan co1ore    
medium tc f'ine gr 	ry carious 

) 
COI)iEc, i.L,iLL cro-Lc4, 	 U1 
units rangirir in thickness from 2' to 5 1. 
This is the .-ulite or Salterelli Grit" of 
Peach et, p1.. 	£h,is sandstone is considerably 
more resisr:it to weathering and erosion than 
the strata above and below and thus often 
forms a slight escarpment. 

"SERFULITE GRIT" 
ME FIBER. 

"FUCOID BEi)3" 	' 
MEMBER. 

57? 	 Sh; 	ry dark grey-brovri, strongly clea 

- 	1, 	JiIciie, mudstones, fine sandstones, near 
all dolomitic, bedded ts ranging in 
thickness from T  to l ; 	'i:ry small cuirt; 
structures are sornetirn 	'i:IDle in the silt- 
stones and fine sandstont-s. 	Bedding planes 
sometimes are traversed by numerous trails of 
some organism. 	There may also be resting 
trails of trilobites. 	These units src the 
"Fucoid Beds" of Peach et. al. 

Below, these siltetones are the rather pure quartzitic 
sandstones of the "pipe rock" series. 	These are 
described and nur"' ' 	'" 
interiedl te ser1c 

IkJL. 	;ru 

PIPE ROCK MEBER 

- 319' 	3andstone, quartzitic, eose grained, poorly 
cemented in part, cari::• :*..f-colored, weathers 
darker than fresh surfc, 	ontains some very 
large pipes (up to 2" 	There is a 
3' dolomitic zone in the center of this unit 



- 
T>. 

in the eposui'es at An - t-Sron (east side of 
Loch Eribol) 

20E - 12' 	eandstone, quartizitic, fine to medium grained, 
flesh colored to grey with sane reddish streaks. 
The pipes in this unit are not as conspicuous 
as in the unit below because they are perhaps 
not quite as numerous and also becie rnnny of 
the pipes are slightly smaller. 

205 	- Sandstone, iedium grained,  
extremely large diameter pipes (up to 4). 

l 	- 	05' Sandstone, quartzitic, fine to medium grain, 
flesh colored to grey with bands of red 
hematite staining that often produce a rather 
striking contrast between the "pipes" and the 
host sandstones. 	The pipes often are very 
white relative to these red rocks. 	Zones of 
the "exceedingly numerous pipes" are the most 
distinctive feature of this unit but many of 
the units within this group. do not contain 
the 	tC 1 	y r1 	eroii 	nines", 	The nipes 
of to 
packc 

l6Y - 

l6i.' L?iijr;  
sa11 pipe structur- . 	e lithology ac 
above. 

- Sandstone, quartzitic, very white colored, 
The larger trumpet pipes predominate but there 
are also many of the "ordinary" pipes. 	The 
sandstones are bedded. in units about 80  thick. 

153' - 155' Sandstone, quartizitic, white, thinly bedded, 
some large "pipes". 

13' - 153' Liandstone, quartzit:c, 	:--what whiter than the 
units below. 	The 	pipes predominate in 
sandstones bedded in 3 	units as above. 	Some 
of the smaller pipes in this unit show very 
barely discernible concentric structures around 
them and may in fact be the central "cores" of 
trumpet pipes. 
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127' - 138' 	an3tOii, .jurt:zitic, iiiiui 	 In 
this horizon the trumpet pipes appear, sometimes 
by themselves and sometimes with the more 
"ordinary" pipes. 	There is very sliht cross- 
bedding In this unli. 

	

- 27' 	Sandstone, medium grain, icJ colc.rcd. 	A 
slight amount of argillaceous material in the 
interpipe areas renders the pipes of the 
"ordinary" type much more visible. 	The pipes 
of this unit often weather out in positive 
relief relative to the interpipe areas 
preaumeably due to a higher quartz content. 
The easy visibility and sharp separation may 
account in part for the somewhat larger 
appearance of these pipes. 

	

96' - 99' 	oandstone, quartzitic, very coarse grained, 
dark maroon color. 	No pipes obvious. 

	

- )6' 	Sandstone, quartzitic, fine to medium grained, 
Flesh colored units interbedded with darker 
maroon colored units with all variations of 
colors between the two extremes. 	The reddish 
maroon color appears to be due to hernatité:: 
staining and the colors change considerably 
in both the vertical and horizontal directions. 
These sandstones are relatively flat bedded 
except for a very few isolated horizons. 	The 
bedding units range in thickness from 6" up to 
2' with 1' units being very common. 	The pipes 
of this lower unit are very difficult to 
recognize and, in fact, appear to be absent 
from some of the units. 	In the hematite- 
stained units the pipes are somewhat easier to 
distinguish. 	Occasionally a "pipe" will be 
stained dark, perhaps due to the animal dying 
with the tube?? One of these stained pipes 
could be continuously traced down a joint 
surface for 18". 	The weathered bedding 
surfaces offer perhaps the best means for 
determining the presence of pipes because the 
surface assumes a strange nubbly effect. only 
when the pipes are present. 	The pipes of 
this unit are not at all visible on freshly 
broken surfaces. 	Because of the faintness 
of the pipe structures it is impossible to 
determine the diameters with any degree of 
accuracy but 0.2" would be a close 
approximation. 



- T. 

Below 
	 t 	y c:-iJed 

sandstones of the Lower Series. 	The cross-bcckied 
units are described and numbered separately. 

LOER I4E I3ER 

17 	- ndstones, quartzitic, slightly feldspathic, 
lesh colored, occuc 	in cross-bedded units 

	

II  to 3' inthicknes:. 	)ccasional pebbly 
bands occur at the 	.i cross-bedded units. 
These pebbly horizon sfe always found on the 
erosion or truncation surface and are never 
involved in the cross-bedding. 	Some 
horizons exhibit a maroon color banding vhich 
is almost certainly secondary since the hands 
transgress units. 

11' - 175' 	Sandstone, quartitic, feldspathic, maroon and 
flesh colored, 	Occurs in cross-bedded units 
6" to 3' thick. 	The lithology and sedimentary 
features of this unit remain remarkably constant 
throughout the unit with the exception of the 
secondary dark staining which is less 
conspituous in the higher horizons. 	The sands 
are medium grained and very tightly compacted 
and hard rocks. 	No porosity is visible in 

iand samples. 

- 	 stones, 	ic, oran - 	shy color, 
in 2 	units of. 	.parated by 

thin 1" to j 	chloritc bands. 	These 
sandstones are rakier c: 

spicaia].y cross-be' 

- 	' 	id: 	, :isrtzitt 
ic 	, •::spicuou; 	ass-becideu, banded 

with 	and milky appearing sandst. 
These. 	- 	' 	-• r 	-'- 

"uartzit 

ndston: 

	

bbly feupiLiC COfl 	 . 
juartzitic sandstones are mostly co?re grained 
but some horizons are medium grained or even 
rarl: iine-grair1e6. 	The thickness of the 
crc-bedded units varies from 6" to 21, with 
" ta 12" units being the most common. 	The 
basal few feet of this unit are distinctly 



al th 	in ny 	in 
material rests directly on the unconformY 
The conglomeratic material is seldom very 
coarse and pebbles exceeding ill  diameter 
rare. 	There is no distinct zone that can 
be designated as a basal conglomerate for 
the pebbles gradually decrease in frequency 
and some pebbles are found as much as 200' 
above the nonconformity. 

These sandstone and pebbly conglomerates rest r 
conformably on Lewisian Gneiss at this location. 
The gneiss is a coarse migmatitic banded rock 
bands of micaceous gneiss separating the more 
feldspathic and quartzitic layers. 


